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he agitating farmer unions
T
have not withdrawn their
Lucknow Mahapanchayat, the
daily tractor march to
Parliament during the upcoming Winter Session beginning
from November 29 and other
rallies and protests as planned.
They said that the protests
would continue till all demands
of the growers were fulfilled.
A day after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced the
repeal of the three controversial farm laws that triggered a
year of protests by farmers, the
Samyukt Kisan Morcha (SKM),
an umbrella body of 40 farm
unions, on Saturday held a core
committee meeting to discuss
the future course of action.
During the meeting, the farmer
unions have decided to continue with their protests as
planned and also urged farmers to gather in large numbers
at all protest sites on the first
anniversary of movement on
November 26.
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After the core committee
meeting, a farmer leader said:
“We will celebrate the one year
anniversary of our stir and the
protests will continue to get all
demands of the farmers fulfilled.
The main body of the SKM will
meet on Sunday to decide the
final course of the agitation and
the issue of the Minimum
Support Price (MSP) will be
taken in the meeting. The
Mahapanchayat on November
22 in Lucknow, protest on
November 26 on the GhazipurSinghu border and tractor rally
on November 29 will take place
as planned. The Prime Minister
did a one side conversation.”
In a statement, the SKM
has welcomed the Prime
Minister’s decision but said it
will wait for the announcement
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he CBI has charged three
T
accused persons, including
Anand Giri, with Indian Penal
Code (IPC) Sections relating to
abetment to suicide and criminal conspiracy in connection
with the alleged suicide of
Mahant Narendra Giri, the
head of the top body of saints,
the Akhil Bharatiya Akhada
Parishad (ABAP), who was
found hanging in his ashram in
Prayagraj district of Uttar
Pradesh (UP) in September.
Besides Anand, who was
Narendra Giri’s disciple, the
priest of the Bade Hanuman
Temple Adya Prasad Tiwari
and his son Sandeep Tiwari
have also been named in the
CBI’s chargesheet filed before
a
special
court
in Prayagraj.
In his suicide note,
Narendra Giri had named the
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I

ipping apart the claims
R
made by the Narcotics
Control Bureau (NCB) against
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eedling his party on the
N
farm issue again, BJP MP
Varun Gandhi on Saturday
approached Prime Minister
Narendra Modi with a request
to accept the farmers’ longpending demand for statutory
MSP guarantee for their crops
and also sought immediate
action against Union Minister
Ajay Mishra in connection
with
the
deplorable
violence that took place in
Lakhimpur Kheri.
In a letter to the Prime
Minister, the MP from Pilibhit
in poll-bound Uttar Pradesh
(UP) said that the agitation
won’t culminate until and
unless the farmers’ demands
are met.

C=A067D=0C70Q <D<108

Gandhi’s remarks came on
Saturday, a day after the Prime
Minister in his address to the
nation announced repeal of the
three farm laws which triggered
a year of protests by farmers.
Gandhi thanked Modi for
his “large heartedness” in
announcing the decision to
repeal the three farm laws, but
added “more than 700 farmer
brothers and sisters have been
martyred in this movement, as
they peacefully protested in
extremely difficult and hostile
conditions. If this decision had
been taken earlier, innocent
lives would not have been lost.”
Continued on Page 4

three of the main accused, the
Bombay High Court (HC) has
rejected outright its allegation
that Bollywood superstar Shah
Rukh Khan’s son Aryan, two
other accused Arbaaz
Merchant and Munmun
Dhamecha were part of the
conspiracy in the case and disallowed its effort to use their
“confessional statements as a
tool” to infer that they had
committed offences under the
Narcotic
Drugs
and
Psychotropic Substances
(NDPS) Act.
Giving his reasoning for
granting bail to Aryan, Arbaaz
and Munmun in the mid-sea
drug bust case on October 28,
a single-member HC Bench of
Justice Nitin W Sambre noted
in his detailed order released on
Saturday: “... there is no material on record to infer that the
applicants have hatched a conspiracy to commit the offence.
That being so, at this stage, it

is difficult to infer that the
applicants are involved in an
offence of commercial quantity. As such, parameters laid
down under Section 37 of the
NDPS Act will hardly be of any
consequence while considering
the prayer for grant of bail.”
The Judge slammed the
NCB for not subjecting the
accused to medical examination “so as to determine
whether at the relevant time,
they had consumed drugs”
and made mince meat of the
investigators’ claim that they
had found incriminating
WhatsApp chat from Aryan’s
phone, by observing that
“nothing objectionable could
be noticed to suggest that he
and two other accused had
hatched a conspiracy.”
At the beginning of his
summarised order relating to

all the accused, the Judge said
that they had no criminal
antecedents of similar nature or
otherwise. While Aryan and
Arbaaz were students,
Munmun was working as
model. Alluding to the claim to
the contrary made by the NCB,
the Judge said: “As far as the
accused number 1 Aryan is
concerned, but for irrelevant
WhatsApp chats noticed in his
mobile, there is no material evidence to connect all these
applicants with other coaccused in the case.”
Observing that Aryan was
not found in possession of any
objectionable substance, the
Judge said that Arbaaz and
Munmun were found to be in
illegal possession of drugs
which is covered under the
provisions of the NDPS Act.
Continued on Page 4
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ndore has once again bagged
the award for being India’s
cleanest city as President Ram
Nath Kovind on Saturday
announced the “Swachh
Survekshan (SS) 2021” awards.
Surat has been named the second-cleanest, while Vijayawada
ranked third in the list. This is
the fifth time in a row that the
city in Madhya Pradesh has
won the award in the sixth edition of the event. Chhattisgarh
has been adjudged as the cleanest State. Earlier this year,
Indore was also declared as the

to take effect through due parliamentary procedures. “The
SKM appeals to farmers in various North Indian States to
reach the different morcha
sites on November 26, 2021,
which marks the completion of
a full one year of continuous
peaceful protests at Delhi’s
borders,” the statement said.
The farmers’ body said the
first anniversary of the agitation
will be marked by parades by
tractors and bullock carts in
other States. “In various States
that are far away from Delhi,
the first anniversar y on
November 26 will be marked
by tractor and bullock cart
parades in capital cities, along
with other protests,” the SKM
said in the statement.
Continued on Page 4
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country’s first “water plus” city.
Varanasi, which is Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s constituency, has won the cleanest
Ganga town while Bihar’s
Munger and Patna have been
ranked second and third in
the category.
Interestingly, two of three
municipal bodies in Delhi have
finished in the bottom 10
among 48 cities of the country.
North corporation has ranked
45th, East 40th and South 31st
in the SS survey.
Continued on Page 4

trio, accusing them of mentally harassing him, following
which the police filed an FIR
for alleged abetment of suicide.
The three accused are currently undergoing judicial custody. They were arrested barely 24 hours after Narendra
Giri’s death.
Subsequently, the CBI took
over the case on the recommendation of the UP
Government, 48 hours after the
death of the top seer.
During the probe, the CBI
had recovered tapes of conversations between the accused
and sought a forensic exami-

nation of the same. The agency
has also moved the court to
record voice samples from
Anand Giri and the other
accused for comparing them
with the recovered tapes.
However, the accused had
refused to grant consent for
recording of their voice.
In September, the police
said Narendra Giri had recorded a video on his mobile phone,
an hour before his alleged suicide, in which he said he feared
Anand Giri wanted to make a
morphed photo of him with a
woman, and that his disciple
wanted to shame him.
Police said the video allegations match the 13-page suicide note found near his body.
Police also said in the note that
Narendra Giri accused all three
accused of blackmailing him
and mentioned that he
was depressed.
Anand Giri, was the number two saint in the ashram
hierarchy, had been expelled by
Narendra Giri earlier this year
over allegations of financial
fraud and irregularities.
However, Anand Giri was later
forgiven by his mentor.
Continued on Page 4
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eavy rains under the influH
ence of a low-pressure
area in the Bay of Bengal left 25
people, including a member of
the State Disaster Response
Force (SDRF), dead in different districts of Andhra Pradesh
since Friday, while 17 people
still remained missing, the
State Government said
on Saturday.
The Indian Air Force
(IAF), NDRF, SDRF, police
and fire services personnel
saved at least 64 people, including a police Inspector, from the
massive flash floods in
Anantapuramu, Kadapa and
Chittoor districts, the
Government said in a note.
In all, 17 teams of the
NDRF and SDRF were engaged
in the rescue and relief operations in the three flood-ravaged
districts in Rayalaseema region,

Bf^[[T]?P[PaaXeTaPUcTacWT:PeTaX_PZZP\aTbTae^XafPb^_T]TSSdTc^X]RTbbP]c
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along with SPS Nellore in south
coastal Andhra.
Chief Minister YS Jagan
Mohan Reddy conducted an
aerial survey in Kadapa,
Anantapuramu and Chittoor
districts to assess the damage.
He spoke to Collectors of
Kadapa and Chittoor districts
and obtained details about the
devastation and asked the officials to conduct enumeration of
the crop losses as soon as the
floodwater receded.
The
Government

announced an ex gratia payment of C5 lakh each to the kin
of those killed.
The intensity of the rainfall
reduced on Saturday, but
brought little respite to people
as several habitations remained
marooned because of the
flash floods.
While the situation in
Tirupati town still remained
grim, with many areas inundated, the scene on the holy
Tirumala Hills was relatively
better, though pouring rain

0_Tab^]QTX]VTePRdPcTSUa^\P
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did inconvenience pilgrims.
The Tirumala Tirupati
Devasthanams reopened the
ghat roads for vehicular traffic,
though the two stairways
meant for pilgrims to trek the
hills remained closed. Pilgrims
who booked tickets online
were being allowed for darshan
of Lord Venkateswara.
Continued on Page 4
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ost-Covid infection, don’t
P
panic if you seem to have
lost the sense of smell. You are
not alone in facing such medical issues.
More than a million people
in the US may not have
regained their sense of smell
months after a Covid-19 infection, a new study has said. The
research published in journal
JAMA Otolaryngology-Head
and Neck Surgery, suggests that
most individuals get back their
sense of smell ultimately, how-

ever some may by no means
regain it.
The study estimated that
between 7,00,000 and 1.6 million people in the US who had
Covid-19 have lost or had a
change in their sense of smell
that has lasted for more than
six months.
According
to
the
researchers from Washington
University School of Medicine
in St. Louis, this is likely an
underestimate.
The authors consider this
a concern because, by comparison, prior to the pandemic, only 13.3 million adults
aged 40 and older had what scientists call olfactory dysfunction (OD) or chronic olfactory dysfunction (COD).
“These data suggest an
emerging public health concern
of OD and the urgent need for
research that focuses on treating Covid-19 COD,” the

study said.
A study last year found that
72 per cent of people with
Covid-19 recovered their sense
of smell after a month, but for
some, it is a much slower
process. It is also feared that
those who have lost their sense

of smell will be now categorised under the new set
of disabilities.
Yet another study found
that about 95 per cent of people recovered from Covidrelated anosmia within
six months.

However, the good news is
that various studies have suggested that for people whose
olfactory perception has been
damaged after a viral infection,
repeated short-term exposure
to smells can help them
recover.
Smell loss charities recommend picking four scents
that you enjoy or have a connection with, and actively sniffing them twice a day, spending
around 20 seconds on each
scent. Ideally, you should try
and pick scents which represent
the four categories of flowery,
fruity, spicy and resinous —
and you could either use essential oils or the actual substance
they derive from.
For instance, if you chose
lemon as one of your scents,
you could use some grated
lemon peel. While sniffing the
substance, focus your thoughts
on lemon and try to recall what

your experience of lemon was.
It’s not an immediate fix,
but over time this should help
you to recover your lost sense
of smell.
Scientists have been
intrigued by various outcomes
on this medical condition. A
team of scientists who tracked
the health of 2,428 individuals
who claimed to have lost their
sense of smell and/or taste as a
result of Covid-19, found that
40 per cent of them had completely regained their sense of
smell six months later, while
only two per cent reported no
improvement at all.
Health experts say that
some patients with lingering
coronavirus symptoms for
weeks or months, otherwise
known as long Covid, are experiencing debilitating symptoms
that are sometimes ignored in
what doctors are calling a public health crisis.
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Q What is Hari Mirch Lal Mirch (HMLM)

about?
The show—Hari Mirch Lal Mirch-Ek
Teekhi Ek Karaari is a drama show that has
plenty of comedy. In other words,it is a
dramedy—drama with comedy. This is the first
of its kind genre on Azaad — a saas-bahu saga
with a tadka.
Q How did you come on board for the show?

It wasn't as easy as it may seem to be. I
auditioned for it in February this year during
COVID lockdown. I practiced on my own and
signed the show in April end. My journey from
my self-tests to finally shooting for the show is
in itself a story to tell.
Q What attracted you to play Pushpi?

I relate to this character fully. Pushpi is a
very loving mother; she is a dotting wife and
an adarsh bahu. The kind of bahu that every
family would like to have. I personally resonate
with Pushpi. Just like for Pushpi, her family is
her world, the same holds true to me as well. I
am a homebody. I love my family. Once the
shoot is over, I love to go back to my family and
spend time with them. It is always easy to play
roles with whom you identify with even if it
comes with a few challenges to begin with.
Q Were there many challenges?

Yes, at the initial stage. Those who are
following the show will know that Pushpi lives
a dual life. At home, she is an Adarsh bahu but
the truth is that she is a cop – ACP Jwala. Nobody
in her family knows this, just her husband. In fact,
he is the one who encouraged her to follow her
dream. Obviously, Jwala and Pushpi are totally
opposite to each other. Pushpi has to maintain
this façade at home. But at the workplace she is
a tough cop. To essay two opposite personalities
is fun but comes with riders.
Q How similar/dissimilar are you to Pushpi?

I am totally like Pushpi except for the
cultural background. Like I mentioned earlier,
I relate to her since we are so similar. What is
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totally alien to me is to play ACP Jwala. As a
cop she has to be tough. I am a softy.
Q How did your acting journey begin?

It all began when I was just 11 years old. It
was my destiny that I had to find myself in this
industry. It has given me so much. I used to learn
dancing. I am told that even as a child I was
extremely creative and had an expressive face.

140A30=3<>DBC0274270<?8>=B78?

I had not planned to be an
actor. But now that I am here,
I feel that there is no other job
that I could have done but to
act. This industry has given me
so much – name, fame and
money. I am grateful for the
limelight that I have got.
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Q Is there a character that
you loved playing?
Definitely. In fact, there are
two of them but both
from the same show —
Vanshika Banerjee and
Kammo. It was a double
role in Kissi Ki Nazar Na
Lage. It was a daily soap on
DD that was produced and
directed by Raja Mukherjee. I
loved playing them both.
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Q What have been the changes in the
TV industry you have seen?
Technology is changing every
day and so is our industry. There are
pros and cons to every situation and
change. There's more scope to
work for all with new opportunities
on OTT platforms and upcoming
channels like Azaad. It gives a
chance to more and more talent.
One thing that really happened
for the good during the
pandemic was the self-tests
which did not require the actors
to doll up to the offices and
waste hours and hours in
travelling and wasting money
on fuel. On the other hand, the
casting now depends on the
number of followers one has
on social platforms, which is
the most disheartening. The
most
deserving
and
experienced people are left out
on this basis.
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_^bc cWT _P]ST\XR P]S XU Td_W^aXP R^d[S QT
STbRaXQTSbP]bf^aSbcWTbW^fbX]1Xa\X]VWP\
P]SFT\Q[Thf^d[SVXeTP]P_cSTbRaX_cX^]

CWTbW^fAPUX:XbW^aTPda<PX]
B^]d=XVP\ WPS=XVP\Ra^^]X]Vc^WXbVdadb
<^WSAPUXP]S:XbW^aT:d\Pa³bVaTPcTbcWXcbP]S
fWX[TcWTTg_TRcPcX^]bfTaTbZhWXVWPbfXcW
\^bc^UWXbbW^fbcWXbcX\TP]TfQT]RW\PaZ
fPbbTc
8cfPbPb_TRcPR[TcWPcRP]^][hQT
Tg_TaXT]RTSPSSbPb^daRT°<^WSAPUXP]S
:XbW^aT:d\PaPaTXR^]XR[TVT]SPahbX]VTabP]S
^][hPbX]VTa^U=XVP\³bbcPcdaTR^d[SS^YdbcXRT
c^cWTXaX\\^acP[\T[^SXTbCWTPdSXT]RTbfTaT
V[dTSc^cWTXabTPcbU^acWTU^daW^da[^]V
_TaU^a\P]RTb=XVP\RdaPcTScWTbW^ffXcW
b^\T^UcWT\^bccP[T]cTSP]Sb^dVWcPUcTa
\dbXRXP]bUa^\PRa^bb8]SXPP]SP[b^X]R[dSTS
b^\T\dbXRXP]bfW^WPeTQTT]P_Pac^UcWT
^aXVX]P[R^\_^bXcX^]b±WTbPhb
7TUdacWTaPSSb°CWTPdSXT]RTfPbd]STa
WXbb_T[[cWThfTaTbX]VX]VP]SSP]RX]VPbfT[[
PbVTccX]V\XbchThTSfWT]B^]df^d[SPSSWXb
P]TRS^cTbSdaX]Vb^\T^UcWTb^]Vb±

:0A0=E44A4=C4ABI833838;<00=4=0

B

^]hB01³bIXSSX3X[<PP]T=PR^]cX]dTb
c^ ZTT_ cWT PdSXT]RTb T]VPVTS fXcW Xcb
PSaT]P[X]T _d\_X]V P]S a^\P]RT SaXeT]
bc^ah[X]T fWXRW P[b^ U^RdbTb ^] UaXT]SbWX_b
P]S [XUT ^U Pa\h caPX]TTb CWT d_R^\X]V
T_Xb^STb fX[[ [TPeT cWT PdSXT]RTb fXcW P
ePaXTch ^U T\^cX^]b fXcW cWT T]cah
^U:^T[³bBX\_[T:Pd[bdb_XRX^db
WdbQP]S 0QWPh fWXRW fX[[ QT
_[PhTS Qh X\\T]bT[h cP[T]cTS
PacXbc:PaP]ETTa<TWaP
CWTbW^fWPbX[[dbcaPcTSP
QTPdcXUd[\^cWTab^]
aT[PcX^]bWX_QTcfTT]:^T[P]S
=XZWX[=XaQWPhCWPZda
W^fTeTa:^T[³bf^a[SXbPQ^dc
c^cda]d_bXSTS^f]fXcWcWT
T]cah^UWTaW^cWTPSTSP]S
R^]ca^[[X]VWdbQP]S0QWPh
CWTbW^fQaX]VbU^acWb^\T
aT[TeP]cXbbdTb^Uc^gXR
aT[PcX^]bWX_bfXcWcWTR^\_[TghTc
bcaXZX]V[hUP\X[XPa_^acaPhP[^U
0QWPh³bRWPaPRcTa
:PaP]ETTa<TWaPfW^fX[[QT
T]cTaX]VcWTbW^fPb0QWPhbPXS°8
P\P[fPhbTgRXcTSc^cPZTd_]Tf
P]SRWP[[T]VX]Va^[TbfWXRWXbfWh
8P\TgRXcTSc^QTP_Pac^UIXSSX3X[
<PP]T=PCWTeXTfTabfX[[fXc]Tbb
P[^c^U]TfcfXbcbP]Scda]bcWT
bW^fWPbQTT]aTRTXeX]VP[^c^U
[^eTP]S8W^_TcWT[PcTbcbTaXTb^U
T_Xb^STbaTRTXeTcWTbP\TP\^d]c
^U[^eTP]SP__aTRXPcX^]8P\V[PS8
VTcc^_[PhcWT_Pac^U0QWPhPb
_^acaPhP[^UbdRWRWPaPRcTabXb
eTahX\_^acP]cP]SR^\TbfXcW
P[^c^UaTb_^]bXQX[Xch

5>ACEB7>FB´

X]SPVX<TaT6WPa0P]PPRc^a
7PbP]IPXSXcWX]ZbUTbcXeP[bPaT
X\_^acP]cU^aCEbW^fb
5TbcXeP[bPaTP[fPhb
X\_^acP]c8cWX]ZcWTaTXb\^aT
SaP\PH^dRP]RaTPcTP]SQaX]V
cWTUP\X[hc^VTcWTacWT_a^SdRcX^]
aTP[[hV^TbX]P]S^dc_[P]TeT]cb
P]SbT`dT]RTbX]bdRWPfPhcWPc
XcQTR^\Tbb^\TcWX]VQXV^]P]h
bW^f?T^_[T[^^ZU^afPaSc^cWT
7^[XbT`dT]RTbX]cTa\b^U
_TaU^a\X]VcWT\P]S_T^_[T
fPcRWX]VcWT\B^hTbX]^da
8]SXP]Rd[cdaTcWThUTbcXeP[
bT`dT]RTbPaTP[fPhb[^^ZTS
U^afPaSc^WTbPXS
0dSXT]RTb[^eTc^bTTcWTXa
UPe^daXcTRWPaPRcTabP[[SaTbbTSd_
SdaX]VcWTUTbcXeTbTPb^]

I

70AB70327>?308=HA::7
PabWPS2W^_SPPb0QWX\P]hd

71Xa[PX]cWTcWXaS_Pac^UAPYP]

BWPWX³b_^_d[PacaX[^VhHTW
AXbWcP:hP:TW[PcP7PXHA::7
WPbQTT]\PZX]VcWTaXVWc]^XbT
7P__hfXcWcWTbWPSTb^UWXb
RWPaPRcTaP]ScWTZX]S^UbR^_TXc
WPbX]cWTbc^ahcWTPRc^aXb
WP__hc^WPeTcPZT]d_cWT^UUTa
HA::7 WPbQTT]^]T^UcWT
[^]VTbcad]]X]VbW^fb^]cWT
cdQT7PabWPSbWPaTbcWPccWT
bTPb^]XbP_Pac^UXbP[[]TfP]S
WPbPSXUUTaT]cP__a^PRW°8fPb
_a^\XbTSP]TfbW^f8WPeT
QTT]ST[XeTaTSP]TfbW^f±WT

b^d]SbR^]cT]c
7XbRWPaPRcTa0QWX\P]hdXb
PS^Rc^aQh_a^UTbbX^]
HA::7 bh\Q^[XiTbWd\P]
eP[dTbP]SaT[PcX^]bWX_bP]S
APYP]BWPWXXbZ]^f]U^aWXb
RaXb_bc^ahcT[[X]V°DbdP[[hfWPc
WP__T]bXbcWPcfWTaTeTah^d
f^aZcWTaTPaTRTacPX]ad[TbP]S
aTVd[PcX^]bCWXb_[PRTWPb
caPSXcX^]bCWTaTPaTSXUUTaT]c
cWX]VbfWXRW8RP]]^caTP[[h
Tg_[PX]0[[8RP]bPhXbcWPcP_Pac
Ua^\P[[cWTad[TbP]S
aT`dXaT\T]cbcWXb_[PRTXbPQ^dc
Wd\P]eP[dTbP]SaT[PcX^]bWX_b

78<0=B7:>7;8<8BB4B0<DB4<4=C?0A:B
PPaXhP] PRc^a 7X\P]bW :^W[X

H\XbbTb UaT`dT]c[h V^X]V c^

P\dbT\T]c_PaZb
8 \Xbb V^X]V c^ P\dbT\T]c
_PaZb8bcX[[eXbXccWT\^]RTTeTah
!"hTPab^a[TbbQdc8fXbW8R^d[S
S^Xc\^aT^UcT]WTbPXS
7TWPb\^aTU^]S\T\^aXTb
fWT] Xc R^\Tb c^ WXb RWX[SW^^S
<h UPe^daXcT \T\^ah Xb
\d]RWX]V ^] P]hcWX]V X] cWT
f^a[SfXcW^dcf^aahX]VPQ^dcW^f
XcXbV^X]Vc^PUUTRc\hQ^Sh8WPS
b^ \dRW caPbW U^^S X] \h
RWX[SW^^S 8 fXbW 8 R^d[S TPc Xc
PVPX]P]SQTX]VQ^a]P]SQa^dVWcd_X]P_[PRT[XZT3T[WX\PZTbh^d
P]TeT]\^aT2WPc^aPWTbPXS
7T dbTS c^ P[b^ SP]RT c^ caPRZb Ua^\ :dRW :dRW 7^cP 7PX <h
W^dbTb_Tab^]P[UPe^daXcTfPb0YTTQ3PbcP]7PXHTfWXRWXbPb^]V
cWPcfTWPeTP[[aT[XbWTSc^VTcWTaU^aPVTbbPXScWTPRc^afW^fX[[QT
bTT]X]cWTUX[\1^^]SXAPXcP

BC0ABD=8C45>A0<070B0=60<4GCA0E060=I0

FWX[TXc³bPfaP_^]cWTUTbcXeTbTPb^]U^a
dbcWTUTae^daXbhTcc^VTc^eTaU^acWT

PacXbcbPcB^]hB01fWXRWQaX]VbU^aXcbUP]b
cWT \^bc PfPXcTS <PWPbP]VP\ ^] BPcdaSPh
!cW =^eT\QTa CWT eXTfTab RP] ]^f fPcRW
cWTXaQT[^eTSPRc^abPRa^bbB^]hB01bW^fb
R^\Tc^VTcWTaPbP_Pac^UP]d[cX\PcTTeT]cUd[
T_Xb^ST®CWT<PWPbP]VP\CWXbd]\XbbPQ[T
RWP_cTa _aTbT]cb cWT aPaT ^__^acd]Xch ^U
fXc]TbbX]V cWT Sh]P\XR Va^d_ ^U PacXbcb P]S
RWPaPRcTabR^\Tc^VTcWTaU^acWTVaP]S9P[bP
5Tbc QTX]V W^bcTS Pc IXSSX 3X[ <PP]T =P³b
?PaPZaP\0RPST\h
B^]h B01³b <PWPbP]VP\ Q[T]Sb cWT
RdaaT]c bc^ah[X]T Ua^\ P[[ Xcb bW^fb P]S
R^]]TRcb cWT RWPaPRcTab Pb cWTh \X]V[T fXcW
TPRW ^cWTa Pc cWT 9P[bP 5Tbc EXTfTab \dbc
QaPRT cWT\bT[eTb Pb cWTh fXc]Tbb <PSSP\
BXa´b 7PbTT]P 6d[ZX 9^bWX VTc P RP[[ Ua^\
1PcaP BPPQ EXYPh :PbWhP_ Ua^\ IXSSX 3X[
<PP]T=P fW^X]eXcTbcWT\c^cWT9P[bPUTbc
?PaP[[T[[h <^]P\X :PeTaX ?aXhP\ Xb ^] P
bTRaTc\XbbX^]c^WT[_:^T[BX\_[T:Pd[P]S
WTab^]=XZWX[=XaQWPhCWPZdaTbRP_TUa^\
:^T[³b c^gXR WdbQP]S 0QWPh :PaP] ETTa
<TWaP >da V^^S BP\PaXcP] APYTbW FPV[T
Bd\TTc APVWPeP] Ua^\ FPV[T :X 3d]XhP
^] WXb fPh VXeTb P [XUc c^ :^T[ P]S =XZWX[
PXSX]V cWTXa TbRP_T fXcW^dc WXb Z]^f[TSVT
7^fTeTa [PcTa APYTbW d]Z]^fX]V[h T]Sb d_
cT[[X]V0QWPhPQ^dc:^T[³bfWTaTPQ^dcbfWX[T
WTXbSTb_TaPcT[hbTPaRWX]VU^acWT[PccTa:^T[
aTPRWTb^dcc^3P[YTTcBPhP]cP]X6W^bWUa^\
CTaPHPPa7^^]<PX]c^T]bdaTP]TbRP_TP]S
bTTZb R^\U^ac P]S bPUTch X] cWT 1P]bP[
W^dbTW^[S 1dc fX[[ 0QWPh caPRZ :^T[ Pc cWT

1P]bP[bP]SSTbca^h:^T[³bPccT\_c^U[TPeX]V
Pc^gXR_PbcQTWX]S.
CWT d_R^\X]V <PWPbP]VP\ T_Xb^ST
_a^\XbTbP]PX[QXcX]Vcda]^UTeT]cbfWXRWXb
Q^d]Sc^_dccWTeXTfTab^]cWTTSVT^UcWTXa
bTPcb:^T[P]SWTab^]=XZWX[PaTbTcc^\PZT
cWT d[cX\PcT TbRP_T fXcW cWT WT[_ ^U B^]h
B01³bUPe^aXcTbcPabP]SXcfX[[QTX]cTaTbcX]V

c^fPcRWW^fcWX]Vbd]U^[ScWXbBPcdaSPh
BWPP[XT] <P[W^caP TbbPhX]V cWT a^[T ^U
B_TRXP[ 0VT]c :PaP] Ua^\ IXSSX 3X[ <PP]T
=P bPXS °8c³b P cWaX[[X]V cX\T U^a db Pc B^]h
B01PbP[[cWTRWPaPRcTabPaTUX]P[[hVTccX]Vc^
R^\T c^VTcWTa FT WPS P R^\_[TcT Q[Pbc
bW^^cX]VfXcWP[[cWTPRc^ab^UcWTB^]hB01
R^W^ac FXcW Pa\h ^UUXRTab \TTcX]V _^[XRT
^UUXRTab ^U <PSSP\ BXa P]S RWPaPRcTab Ua^\
FPV[T:X3d]XhPR^\X]Vd]STacWTbP\Ta^^U
cWXbP\P[VP\PcX^][TeT[bd_cWTT]cTacPX]\T]c
`d^cXT]c P]S cWT TgRXcT\T]c \P]XU^[S CWT
eXTfTab fX[[ VTc c^ Tg_TaXT]RT b^\TcWX]V
R^\_[TcT[hSXUUTaT]cfXcWcWT<PWPbP]VP\Pb
Xc fX[[ _aTbT]c cfXbcb P]S `dXaZb PRa^bb
\d[cX_[T bW^fb 8³\ [^^ZX]V U^afPaS c^ cWT
PdSXT]RT aTPRcX^] _^bc cWT <PWPbP]VP\
T_Xb^ST^]!cW=^eT\QTa±
Bd\TTc APVWPeP] TbbPhX]V cWT a^[T ^U
APYTbWFPV[TX]FPV[T:X3d]XhP=PhX?TTSWX
=PhT :XbbTh bPXS °BW^^cX]V U^a cWT
<PWPbP]VP\fPbPQb^[dcT[hUd]PbXcQa^dVWc
P[[PRc^abc^VTcWTaFTP[b^V^cc^Z]^fTPRW
^cWTa QTccTa P]S d]STabcP]S TPRW ^cWTab
RWPaPRcTab X] \^aT STcPX[ FT V^c c^ S^
b^\TcWX]V SXUUTaT]c P]S Xc WPb cda]TS ^dc
aTP[[h fT[[ <h RWPaPRcTa APYTbW X] WXb cadT
T[T\T]cWT[_b:^T[Ua^\IXSSX3X[<PP]T=P
QdcPccWTbP\TcX\TcX_b^UU0QWPhfW^\bWT
fPb TbRP_X]V Ua^\ b^ Xcb V^X]V c^ QT
X]cTaTbcX]Vc^bTTW^fcWTbc^ahTe^[eTbCWT
PdSXT]RTb fX[[ [^eT fXc]TbbX]V W^f cWT
RWPaPRcTabUa^\SXUUTaT]cbW^fbX]cTaPRcfXcW
TPRW ^cWTa P]S fWPc caP]b_XaTb ^] bRaTT]
CWXbfPbaTP[[hTgRXcX]VP]S8W^_TfTVTcc^
R^[[PQ^aPcT\^aT^UcT]±

F4338=658;;43F8C7D=;8<8C43;0D67C4A4=C4AC08=<4=C0=37D<>DA
bPh fTSSX]Vb PaT TeT]cb
CWTh
fWTaT TeTah bc^ah \PZTb U^a P

VaTPc\T\^ahU^a[XUTCWTbc^aXTb
Pbb^RXPcTS fXcW Xc PaT P[fPhb P
R^]R^RcX^]^UUd]\PbcX]^ZYW^Z
UP\X[XTb R^\X]V c^VTcWTa P]S
_aXRT[Tbb\^\T]cbBP\TXbBP]Yd
P]S 0SXcX³b fTSSX]V fWTaT
d][X\XcTS
[PdVWcTa
P]S
T]cTacPX]\T]cXbVdPaP]cTTS3^]³c
QT[XTeTdb.C^UX]S^dcQTP_Pac^U
cWTXa PSeT]cda^db Tg_TSXcX^] X]
_[P]]X]V cWTXa fTSSX]V Pb ITT
2X]T\P QaX]Vb cWTXa cP[T ^U #
?WTaT^]!cW=^eT\QTaPc"_\
0_[PcTUd[[^UR^\TShP]SbWPPSX
bWT]P]XVP]b cWXb EXZaP]c <PbbTh
P]S:aXcX:WPaQP]SPbcPaaTa\PZTb
U^acWT_TaUTRcUP\X[hT]cTacPX]Ta
2WPbX]V cWTXa WP__X[h TeTa
PUcTaBP]YdP]S0SXcX^aRWTbcaPcTP
fTSSX]V_[P]c^PRR^\\^SPcTcWT
P]cXRX_PcTSUP\X[hSaP\PfWXRWXbP
_Pac^UTeTahfTSSX]V0]SP[[fT
RP] bPh Xb  fWT] cf^ T`dP[[h

Rd[cdaP[[hSaXeT]UP\X[XTbUPRTTPRW
^cWTa \PS]Tbb P]S SWP\PP[ fX[[
U^[[^f
CP[ZX]VPQ^dccWTUX[\EXZaP]c
<PbbTh bPXS BT[S^\ S^ h^d
R^\TPRa^bbPUX[\cWPccXRZbP[[cWT
aXVWc Q^gTb 8c Xb P] ^dcP]^dc
UP\X[h T]cTacPX]Ta cWPc QaX]Vb c^
U^aT P R^]cT\_^aPah cfXbc c^ P]
PVT^[Sb^RXTcP[XbbdT8QT[XTeTX]
UX]SX]VP\XSS[TVa^d]SQdcWPeX]V
bPXS cWPc XU 8 [^eT \h _Pac]Ta Pb
\dRW Pb \h RWPaPRcTa BP]YPh
[^eTb0SXcX8STUX]XcT[hf^d[SWPeT

X]aTP[[XUTS^]TcWX]VbcWPcBP]YPh
SXS FWPc 8 RP]c S^ ^a Xb]c
WP__T]X]V^UUbRaTT]8cahc^S^X]
Ua^]c^UcWTRP\TaP0]S8W^_Tc^
VTc T]^dVW ^__^acd]XcXTb c^
R^]cX]dTc^S^b^
CP[ZX]V PQ^dc WTa a^[T
6PdPWPa:WP]bPXS8cWX]ZXcbcWT
VaTPcTbc RWP[[T]VT U^a P] PRc^a c^
QT VXeT] P a^[T cWPc Xb TeTahcWX]V
h^dPaT]^cPbP_Tab^]X]aTP[[XUT
# ?WTaT Xb \h UXabc PccT\_c Pc
R^\TShP]S8V^cc^_[Ph3T[WXZX
<Tah[BcaTT_]^fcWPcbPSaTP\

0]S8RP]R^]UXST]c[hbPhcWPccWXb
VT]aTXbb^\TcWX]V8fX[[cah\^aT
^UBX]RT8fPb_[PhX]V"SXUUTaT]c
RWPaPRcTab Xc fPb P bcadVV[T
QTRPdbT ^U cWT _a^bcWTcXRb
bfXcRWX]VUa^\^]Tc^P]^cWTaP]S
SXeX]VX]c^bW^^cX\\TSXPcT[hPUcTa
\h ^f] fTSSX]V Qdc Xc fPb P[[
f^acWXcCWTUX[\VXeTb^dcPeTah
V^^S \TbbPVT P]S 8 cWX]Z cWPcb
fWPc \PZTb Xc ^]T ^U cWT \^bc
aT[TeP]cUX[\baXVWc]^f
3XaTRcTS Qh 3TeP]bWd BX]VW
#?WTaTbcPabEXZaP]c<PbbThP]S
:aXcX :WPaQP]SP P[^]V fXcW
6PdPWPa :WP] P]S 9P\TT[ :WP]
CWTUX[\XbPQ^dcBP]YdP]S0SXcX³b
SaTP\h [^eT bc^ah cdRZTS PfPh
Ua^\cWTXacaPSXcX^]SaXeT]UP\X[XTb
CWTXa _XRcdaT_TaUTRc [XUT UPRTb
ca^dQ[TfWT]cWThSTRXSTc^UX]P[[h
TgRWP]VT fTSSX]V e^fb 1TX]V
\PS[hX][^eTfXcWTPRW^cWTacWTh
RaTPcTPUaTbWUP\X[hQPRZVa^d]Sc^
f^^TPRW^cWTa³bUP\X[XTb
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he national Capital’s air
quality was in the ‘very
poor’ category on Saturday but
is predicted to improve significantly from Sunday owing to
relatively strong winds.
Delhi’s air quality index
(AQI) at 9 am on Saturday was
377. It was slightly better on
Friday when the AQI was 370,
according to Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) data.
The city recorded a minimum temperature of 14.5
degrees Celsius, two notches
above the season’s average, the
India
Meteorological
Department (IMD) said.
The AQI in neighbouring
Ghaziabad (342), Gurgaon
(340) and Noida (363) was also
in the ‘very poor’ category.
An AQI between zero and
50 is considered ‘good’, 51 and
100 ‘satisfactory’, 101 and 200
‘moderate’, 201 and 300 ‘poor’,

T

301 and 400 ‘very poor’, and
401 and 500 ‘severe’.
According to the authorities concerned, the air quality
is likely to improve “significantly” from Sunday owing to
relatively strong winds.
To combat pollution, the
Delhi government had on
Wednesday issued 10 directions, including a ban on the
entry of trucks carrying non-

essential items in the city and
closure of schools and colleges till further orders.
The maximum temperature in Delhi is likely to settle
at 26 degrees Celsius on
Saturday. The relative humidity recorded at 8.30 am was 85
per cent. The weather department has predicted a generally cloudy sky for the day with
the possibility of very light rain.
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he Delhi Disaster
T
M a n a g e m e n t
Authority(DDMA) on Friday
allowed standing passengers
in Metro trains andbuses to
augment the carrying capacity of the public transport systemsto let more people use
them instead of private vehicles in view ofthe prevailing
air pollution.In an order, the
DDMA said 30 standing pas-

sengers will be allowedin each
Metro train coach. In Delhi
Transport Corporation
(DTC) andCluster buses, the
maximum number of passengers allowed to travelin
standing position will be 50
per cent of the seating capacity.So far, Metro trains and
buses in Delhi were allowed to
run withhundred per cent
seating capacity only to
reduce crowding to checkthe
spread of Covid-19.
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wo days after a 33-year-old
woman was stabbed 17
times in Delhi’s Malviya Nagar,
her husband and two contract
killers hired by him were arrested on Saturday in connection
withthe murder, police said.
Naveen Kumar Gullaiya
(36) decided to kill his wife
with thehelp of contract killers
after she found out about his
affair withanother woman
which led to constant quarrels
between them, accordingto the
police.
The incident took place in
Sheikh Sarai area of Malviya
Nagar in the police were
informed from the hospitalthat
a woman with stab injuries
brought there by her husband
was declared dead.
The woman, identified as
Reena, was stabbed at least 17
times,the police said, adding
the three accused, including her
husband Gullaiya and contract killers Rahul and Sonu,
have been arrested in the case.
When her husband was
questioned, he misled the
police initiallysaying he along
with his son had gone to see a
homeopathic doctorin Defence
colony and Reena was alone at
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ew Delhi Municipal council (NDMC) has been
N
awarded 1st ranking for being
home on Thursday afternoon.
After visiting the doctor
and doing some shopping for
his son,Gullaiya left him at a
barber shop near Shiv Mandir
Bandh road andwent to his
office at Kalkaji, Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(South)Benita Mary Jaiker said.
After some time, Gullaiya
called one of his employees to
drop hisson at his house after
his haircut. At 4.45 pm, he got
a call fromhis employee
informing that his wife Reena
was lying in a pool ofblood
with stab injuries. He quickly
rushed to his house and tookhis
wife to a nearby hospital where
she was declared dead, the
officer said.
According to the police, a
case was registered in the matter andduring investigation,
the police said they found
CCTV footage inwhich two
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New Delhi:With the arrest of
four men, the Delhi Police on
Friday claimed to have busted
a gang involved in stealing
luxury cars and selling those all
over the country, including in
Manipur and Indore.
The kingpin of the racket,
Sharik Hussain, was running
the gang from Dubai. Twentyone luxury cars worth around
C5 crore have been recovered,
police said.
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he Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) Government will
T
introduce a highly progressive
policy for street vendors in the
city to end all “extortion” and
“corruption” after coming to
power in municipal corporations, senior AAP leader and
Chief Spokesperson Saurabh
Bhardwaj said on Saturday.
The AAP has decided to
mark vending zones for street
vendors to eliminate any
inconvenience faced by vendors and customers both, he
said.
Bhardwaj alleged that the
MCDs and policemen take
extra advantage of the current
situation and extort large sums
of C500 to 2000 from street
vendors. “The AAP will ensure
that street vendors do not pay

anything to MCD and police
and that every section of Delhi
will benefit from the new policy. Town Vending Committees
will survey and identify street
vendors by December 7, 2021.
The remaining vendors can
register themselves by then,” he
added.
With the implementation
of the policy, street vendors in
Delhi will get a place to efficiently conduct business without any disruption to movement in traffic or footpaths or
to RWAs, he said.
Introducing the Delhi
Government’s plans to tackle
this problem, he said “The
Delhi Government is working
on some highly progressive
policies to address the situation
and put a stop to this daily
extortion by the MCD and the
police.
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Delhi court has granted
five days custody parole to
A
wrestler Gaurav Loura, one of
the accused in the Chhatrasal
Stadium murder case involving
Olympic medallist wrestler
Sushil Kumar, to appear for the
school examination.
Additional Sessions Judge
Shivaji Anand allowed him to
give Class 12 exams at a school
in Haryana’s Jhajjar district
and asked him to incur the
expenses of being escorted by
the police to another state.
“The accused is granted
custody parole for November
20, November 29, December 1,
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mid deteriorated air quality in the city, the Delhi
A
Transport department has
intensified the enforcement
drive to penalise the vehicle
owners without a valid PUC
certificate, issuing nearly 3,500
challans worth over C3.5 crore
from November 1-17.
In October, the enforcement wing teams of the department checked 8,25,681 vehicles
and issued 9,522 challans worth
more than C9.5 crore. Also,
over 8 lakh Pollution Under
Control (PUC) certificates were
issued in the month, official
data showed. In accordance
with the Motor Vehicle Act,
1993, vehicle owners who fail
to get a valid PUCC are liable
to be challaned under Section

men were seen entering the victim’s house in daytime andthen
three persons were seen exiting
after some time.
The trail of those three persons from the scene of crime
was foundup to Pamposh
Enclave, Kalkaji.
The husband turned a suspect when his call records were
analysedand it was found that
he frequently called a woman
based in Govindpuriwith
whom he was in relationship
for the last one-and-a-half
years,Jaiker said.
The call records also
revealed that Gullaiya received
a WhatsAppcall from Rahul.
Also, another mobile phone
recovered
from
Gullaiya’svehicle showed that
he made several calls to Rahul
and Rs 50,000 was to be paid to
him as part of payment after
completion of task, she said.

190(2), leading to imprisonment of up to six months or
fine up to C10,000, or both. The
driver could also lose their driving licence for three months.
According to official figures of the Transport department, there were nearly 17.71
lakh vehicles running without
valid PUC in the city by mid

October. There are total 1.34
crore registered vehicles in
Delhi. Most of the vehicles
without PUC certificate included two-wheelers(13 lakh
approx) while 4.20 lakh fourwheelers were without the valid
certificate according to the
Transport department database.

December 6, and December 10
from 12 noon to 6 pm for
attending his exams on the
above mentioned dates,” the
judge said.The court, in an
order dated November 18,
directed the accused to deposit
C20,000 after the prosecution
stated that taking him to another State will cause an unnecessary burden of expenses on the
State. “Rest of the expenses
shall be borne by the State,” the
judge added. The case in which
Loura is an accused relates to
the alleged murder of former
junior national wrestling champion Sagar Dhankar. Sushil
Kumar is the main accused in
the case.
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New Delhi:Three Delhi policemen have been arrested for
allegedly abducting the manager of an NGO and demanding C5 lakh from his family to
release him, officials said on
Friday.
According to police, the
matter came to the fore on
Thursday when the accused
conducted a raid on the
premises of the non-governmental organisation (NGO),
alleging that an illegal call centre was being operated from
there.On the pretext of investigation, the police officials
then illegally apprehended the
manager and demanded C5
lakh for releasing him,said a
senior police officer.
PTI

The accused have been
identified as Abid (30), a resident of Amroha district in
Uttar Pradesh, Sagolsem
Johnson Singh (27), a resident
of Imphal in Manipur,
Mohammad Asif (33), a resident of Meerut in Uttar
Pradesh, and Salman (30), a
resident of Indore in Madhya
Pradesh, they added.
PTI

cleanest city in the country in
the category of 1-3 lakh population
under
Swachh
Sarvekshan 2021.
The North Corporation is
ranked 45 compared to 43rd
position in Swachh Survekshan
2020, East Corporation ranked
at 40th position, while the
South Corporation remained in
31st slot.
The North Corporation
got the first position in “India’s
Best Mega City in Citizen’s
Feedback” in the category of 40
lakh population. North
Commissioner Sanjay Goel on
behalf of North DMC received
the award from Union Minister
Hardeep Singh Puri.
NDMC has also been
adjudged as 5 star garbage free
city and water plus certified category defined by Ministry of
Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA), a senior NDMC
official said.

President of India Ram
Nath Kovind distributed
awards in the presence of
Hardeep Singh Puri, Union
Minister, Ministry of Housing
and Urban Affairs and Chief
Ministers, Mayors, dignitaries
from various cities across the
country.
The award was received
from NDMC led by Chairman
Dharmendra along with
Secretary of NDMC Isha
Khosla.
Swachh Survekshan is the
world’s largest cleanliness survey carried out in India with
the vision of Prime Minister
Narender Modi to make
Garbage free India under
Swachh Bharat Mission.
It started in 2016 where
only 73 cities participated and
now the Ministry of Housing
and Urban Affairs (MoHUA),
Government of India has
declared the result of 6th
Swachh Survekshan survey,
conducted in the year 2021 in
which 4320 cities have participated.
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Gurugram: A day after the
Gurdwara Singh Sabha
Committee of Gurugram
announced that it was opening
its doors to Muslims for them
to offer Friday Namaz at its
premises, Friday prayers by
Muslims were not offered at
any Gurdwara in the
Millennium City.
The gurdwara committee
in a statement on Friday stated that due to the Gurupurab
celebrations, Muslims them-

selves refused to offer Friday
Namaz to avoid any conflict.
A final decision on the
same would be taken next
week, said the Committee.
Speaking to news agency
ANI over the matter, the
spokesperson of the gurdwara
management committee, Daya
Singh said, “Committee had
decided to offer space for
Nawaz if Muslims were facing
problems; will let them offer
Namaz here.
ANI
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day after Prime Minister
Narendra
Modi
A
announced the repeal of the
farm laws, Congress leader
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on
Saturday urged him not to
share the stage with Union
Minister of State for Home Ajay
Mishra during the DGPs conference here keeping in mind
farmers' interest.
She also sought the removal
of Mishra from his post over the
Lakhimpur Kheri violence in
which his son is an accused.
Priyanka Gandhi made the
appeal to the Prime Minister
through a letter that she read
out in front of reporters hours
before the commencement of
the DGPs conference.
"Yesterday, while addressing the countrymen, you had
said that with true mind and
pious heart and keeping in
mind the interests of the farmers, an unprecedented decision to repeal the farm laws was
taken. If this is true, then getting justice delivered to the families affected by the Lakhimpur
Kheri violence should be your
top priority," the Congress gen-

eral secretary said.
"But, Union Minister of
State for Home Ajay Mishra
'Teni' still remains a member of
your council of ministers. If you
share the stage in the (DGPs)
conference with the father of
the accused (Ashish Mishra),
then a clear message will go to
the aggrieved families that you
are still with those persons, who
are giving patronage to the
murderers".
She further said, "If today,
your intention is really clear
about the farmers of the country, then you should not share
the stage with the Union
Minister of State for Home, and
remove him."
The AICC general secretary
also urged that cases registered
against the farmers in the country for staging protests against
the agri laws be withdrawn and
financial assistance be given to
the families of all those who
died during the agitation.
"You are the prime minister and you must be under-

standing well the responsibility towards the farmers of the
country. Ensuring justice
towards every citizen is not only
the duty but also the moral
responsibility of the prime minister," she said in the letter written in Hindi.
Referring to Ashish Mishra,
the son of Union minister Ajay
Mishra, the Congress leader
said, "The entire country has
been witness to the cruelty
that has been meted out to the
'annadatas' (food providers) in
Lakhimpur Kheri. You know
that the son of the Union minister of state for Home is the
main accused in running a
vehicle over the farmers.
"Owing to political pressure, the Uttar Pradesh government has from the beginning tried to stifle the voice of
justice. The Supreme Court has
said that it seems the government is trying to save a special
accused person," she said.
Violence had erupted in
Lakhimpur Kheri on October
3 when farmers were protesting the visit of Uttar Pradesh
Deputy Chief Minister Keshav
Prasad Maurya's visit to
Mishra's place. Four agitating
farmers were run over by a
vehicle while four others,
including a journalist, two BJP
workers were also killed in the
violence that ensued.
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he Union Health Ministry
has activated a service on
T
the CoWIN portal that allows
anyone to check an individual's vaccination status with
the person's registered mobile
number and name, followed
by an OTP for consent.
The ser vice could be
utilised by a service provider - private entities such as travel agencies, offices, employers,
entertainment agencies or government agencies such as
IRCTC -- for whom verifying
a person's vaccination status is
critical for facilitating a service
requested by the citizen, an
official said.
The new feature, 'Know
Your Vaccination Status', will
help to verify and retrieve a citizen's vaccination status and
details by an authorised entity,
the ministry said in a statement.
Vaccinated people also
can share their vaccination
status on the social media and
inspire other to take the
jab.
Health Minister Mansukh
Mandaviya tweeted, "Now
flaunt your vaccine badge!
Share your vaccination status

with your friends & family
through CoWIN portal with
2 easy steps: Enter name &
mobile no; Enter OTP. Inspire
people to get vaccinated &
defeat COVID-19."
National Health Authority
CEO R S Sharma said in a
tweet, "Now download the fully
/ partially vaccinated badge
from CoWIN (cowin.Gov.In)
& share it with your friends on
all your social platforms!
Encourage your family and
friends to follow you and
#FightCovid."
The service is being built
to help citizens who may not
have the vaccine certificate
available in digital or paper
form for availing a requested
service and can support the
service provider to verify the
vaccination status/vaccination digital record of the citizen as per the authorised permission of the requesting
entity.
The service helps in verifying the vaccination status of
individuals
The ser vice can be
utilised by travel agencies
and help making travel safe
for individuals by allowing
travel only for vaccinated
individuals.

dversaries with “hegemonic” designs try alterA
ing status quo under false
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n unidentified militant was
killed in an encounter with
A
security forces in Jammu and
Kashmir's Kulgam district on
Saturday, police said.
Security forces launched a
cordon and search operation in
the Ashmuji area of the south
Kashmir district following
information about the presence
of militants there, a police official said.
During the operation, the
hiding militants fired at the
forces, leading to a gunfight, he
said, adding one ultra was
killed.The identity and group
affiliation of the slain militant
is being ascertained, he said.
The operation is going on
and further details are awaited,
the official said.
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itnessing a rise in weekly Covid
cases, testing and positivity rate, the
W
Union Health Ministry has written to

Congress leader
Digvijaya Singh on Saturday
Ssaidenior
he would visit BJP MLA
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Puducherry and Ladakh urging them to
take pre-emptive action to gain control
over the situation.
Earlier, the Ministry had asked State
Governments of Himachal Pradesh,
Andhra Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir
to undertake a review and enhance testing in view of rising cases of Covid-19 and
weekly positivity rates.
In a letter to the principal secretary

(Health) of Ladakh this week, Additional
Secretary in the Union Health Ministry
Arti Ahuja said the Union Territory has
reported a 362 per cent increase in weekly new cases from 34 cases in the week ending on October 27 to 157 cases in the week
ending on November 17.
It is also worrying to note that the
Union Territory has exhibited an increase
of more than 156 per cent in weekly positivity from 1.5 per cent in the week ending on October 26 to 3.9 per cent in the
week ending on November 16.
"Further, worrying trends with regards
to weekly cases, testing and positivity rate
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New Delhi: President Ram
Nath Kovind on Saturday
stressed on the concept of
“waste to wealth” and said
focus should be on to reuse and
recycle resources. He also
hailed the role of safai mitras
and sanitation workers in the
wake of the Covid-19 pan-

demic, saying they continuously rendered their services.
The Government is committed to ensure that life of no
sanitation worker is put at risk
due to unsafe cleaning practices, Kovind said at an event
where he presented the 'Swachh
Survekshan Awards 2021'.
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From Page 1
It said that the Prime
Minister announced the repeal
of the three “black” farm laws
but he chose to “remain silent”
on the other pending demands
of the farmers. “More than 670
farmers were martyred in the
farmers’ movement so far and
the Government of India did not
even acknowledge their sacrifice.
These martyrs’ families have to
be supported with compensation and employment opportunities. The martyrs also deserve
homage to be paid to them in
the Parliament session, and a
memorial should be erected in
their name,” the SKM’s statement
said.
Hundreds of cases in which
thousands of farmers have been
implicated in Haryana, Uttar
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Delhi,
Chandigarh, Madhya Pradesh
and elsewhere have to be withdrawn unconditionally, it said. It
also indicated that its movement
for a statutory guarantee of the
MSP and demand for the withdrawal of the Electricity
Amendment Bill will continue.
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From Page 1
Following the incident, a
video that surfaced showed
Anand Giri seeking forgiveness
from his mentor. But soon
accusations of blackmail resurfaced.
Soon after ABAP chief
Mahant Narendra Giri’s death,
reports of his disciple’s flashy
lifestyle, including skydiving
trips to Australia and driving
Lamborghini sports cars at a
race track, surfaced in the
media.
Anand Giri had earlier
denied his role in the death of
his mentor alleging a conspiracy “by people who used to
extort money from Narendra
Giri”.
In a clear sign of the
national stature of the Mahant,
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath,
Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh
Yadav and a host of other
political leaders were among
those who tweeted their condolences for Narendra Giri’s
death.

have been observed in various districts.
Increase in number of weekly new cases:
Leh district has exhibited a significant
increase of more than 362 per cent in
weekly new cases from 35 in the week ending on October 27 to 139 in the week ending on November 17.
This is especially concerning given the
geographical expanse of the district,"
Ahuja said.
Leh has also recorded a 143 per cent
increase in weekly positivity rate from 1.98
per cent in the week ending on October
26 to 4.81 per cent in the week ending on
November 16.
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From Page 1
As per the Swachh
Survekshan Survey 2021
report, the 10 top-ranked
cleanest cities, having a population of more than one lakh,
are Indore, Surat, Vijaywada,
Navi Mumbai, New Delhi,
Ambikapur, Tirupati, Pune,
Noida and Ujjain. Lucknow
has been ranked the lowest
among 25 cities in the same
category. The winners were
awarded by President Ram
Nath Kovind in a ceremony
held at Vigyan Bhawan in
New Delhi.
Taking to Twitter, Union
Housing and Urban Affairs
Minister Hardeep Singh Puri
congratulated Indore and its
“people, political leadership
and municipal corporation,”
among others. Madhya
Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan also congratulated the people of Indore “for
doing wonders” and achieving
the feat of India’s cleanest for
the fifth time successively by
posting messages on Twitter as
well as Koo.
Bharatiya Janata Party
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(BJP) national general secretary Kailash Vijayvargiya also
took to the micro-blogging
sites to congratulate the
“Indoris and the cleaning
workers” of the city.
The New Delhi Municipal
Council’s area was ranked the
cleanest in the category of
cities with 1-3 lakh population.
Noida was named the cleanest
among medium-sized cities,
that is with 3 lakh to 10 lakh
population. Among the big
cities with population of 10
lakh to 40 lakh, Navi Mumbai
was ranked the cleanest and
also bagged the first award in
the category of “Safaimitra
Suraksha Challenge”.
Of States with over 100
urban
local
bodies,
Maharashtra and Madhya
Pradesh were ranked second
and third respectively.
In the State awards,
Chhattisgarh, for the third
consecutive year emerged as
the “Cleanest State” in the category of “more than 100 Urban
Local
Bodies”
while
Jharkhand, for the second
time, won the Cleanest State

From Page 1
The deluge in the Chief
Minister’s native Kadapa district
saw the Annamayya project getting breached and left a trail of
destruction in many villages
downstream under the Rajampet
constituency.
More than 30 people were
washed away from three villages
along the Cheyyeru river course,
where water from the Annamayya
medium irrigation project gushed
in. At one point on Friday, two
lakh cusecs of floodwater flowed
out of Annamayya project while
its normal capacity was just two
tmc ft.
Kadapa, thus, reported the
highest toll of 13 so far. In Kadiri
town in Anantapuramu district, a
building under construction collapsed due to incessant rain and
fell on an adjoining building,
killing at least seven persons,
including three children.
Police and revenue
authorities rescued seven more
persons from the mishap site.
Nehru Yuva Kendra
Sanghatan Vice-Chairman
Vishnuvardhan Reddy expressed
grief over the tragedy and blamed
illegal constructions for the inci-
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Rameshwar Sharma's house
and chant Lord Ram's name
after the latter allegedly asked
people to break the knees of
Congressmen.
“I am a Congressman, let's
see who has the strength to
break my knees," Singh, a former chief minister, tweeted. As
a Gandhian, he will answer vio-

lence with non-violence, he
said. "On November 24, I will
go to Rameshwar Sharma's
house from the statue of
Mahatma Gandhi and recite
Ramdhun (Ram's name) for an
hour, asking God to give him
good sense,” Singh added, while
sharing a video of Sharma's
speech. In the video, Sharma is
seen addressing a gathering.
“Digvijaya Singh came here, has
he done anything?…Break the
knees if any Congressman
comes here,” he is heard saying.

award in the “less than 100
Urban Local Bodies category”.
Karnataka and Mizoram
became the “Fastest Mover
States” in the big (more than
100 ULBs) and small (less
than 100 ULBs) state category respectively.
According to the Ministry,
Vita city of Maharashtra has
been ranked the cleanest city
with less than one lakh population, followed by Lonavala
and Sasvad. Hoshangawad and
Triputi emerged as the “Fastest
Mover small city” and “Best
Small City in Citizens’
Feedback” categories, respectively with a jump of 274
ranks from 361st position in
the 2020 rankings to the 87th
position this year, thus securing a place among the top 100
cities.
Ahmedabad
Cantonment won the title of
“India’s Cleanest Cantonment”,
followed
by
Meerut
Cantonment and Delhi
Cantonment.
In the State awards,
Chhattisgarh, for the third
consecutive year emerged as
the “Cleanest State” in the category of “more than 100 Urban
Local
Bodies”
while

Jharkhand, for the second
time, won the Cleanest State
award in the “less than 100
Urban Local Bodies category”.
Karnataka and Mizoram
became the “Fastest Mover
States” in the big (more than
100 ULBs) and small (less
than 100 ULBs) state category respectively.
In all, 4,320 urban local
bodies were assessed under
various parameters. The
process was completely digitalised with the data being collected from different platforms, including apps and
portals.
The assessment was conducted between March 1-31,
2021, with a maximum of
6,000 marks. While citizens
voice carried 30 per cent
weightage (1,800 marks),
garbage segregation, collection, processing and disposal
accounted for 40 per cent or
2,400 marks.
The remaining 1,800
marks were awarded for certification, if any, under which
garbage-free rating yielded
1,100 marks and the opendefecation-free parameter
earned 700 marks.

dent. He demanded action against
the Kadiri municipal officials
responsible for this and Rs 50 lakh
each paid to the kin of the
deceased.
In Chittoor district, four
persons were killed in rain-related incidents, according to the
Government.
In SPS Nellore district, a
constable placed in the SDRF at
Vizianagaram drowned while carrying out a rescue operation in
Damaramadugu village in SPS
Nellore district.
Police said the SDRF was
engaged in the rescue operation to
save villagers stranded in the
Somasila river flood when tragedy
struck its own man.
SPS Nellore district bore
the brunt as a record flood discharge of over 3.32 lakh cusecs in
Somasila left many villages
marooned on Saturday.
A total of 243 relief camps
were opened in the four districts
where 20,923 persons evacuated
from flood-hit areas were lodged.
South Central Railway
General Manager Gajanan Mallya
inspected the NandaluruRajampet section where the railway track was washed away under
the impact of the flood in
Cheyyeru.

The SCR said in a release
that track restoration works were
going on in full swing.
The General Manager
directed the officials to complete
the restoration work on a warfooting following all standard
safety norms.
Meanwhile, at least 10
Express trains have been cancelled
on Saturday and Sunday due to
flooding of the railway track in the
Nellore-Padugupadu section in
Vijayawada division.
The State Government
said 1,549 houses, valued at over
Rs five crore, were damaged while
another 488 houses remained
marooned.
Large damage to livestock
was also reported as 612 heads of
cattle were killed and 3,232 chickens perished. About 1,791 small
cattle like sheep and goat were also
killed in the deluge, causing a total
loss of over Rs 2.31 crore.
Agricultural crops in over
2.33 lakh hectares and horticultural crops in about 20,000
hectares stood damaged, according to government data.
Roads now lay completely
battered in these districts. Many
culverts, causeways and bridges
suffered extensive damage due to
the flash floods.

pretexts, but the Indian Army
must and will stand up to all
external and internal threats,
Vice Chief of the Army Staff,
Lt General Chandi Prasad
Mohanty said on Saturday.
After reviewing a passing
out parade at the Officers
Training Academy (OTA)
here, Lt Gen Mohanty also
hailed the "increasingly significant role" of women officers in the Indian Army and
said they have proved their
mettle despite the "trying
nature" of the profession.
In his address, Mohanty
said "India's comprehensive
national power increases and
it gets called upon to play an
increasingly larger role in
global geo-politics."
"Adversaries with hegemonic designs exploit opportunities to try and alter status
quo on false pretexts," he said
without specifying anyone but
the remarks seemed to be an
apparent reference to China.
These multi-domain secu-
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If independently considered, drugs seized from Arbaaz
and Munmun was a small
quantity “which is not a disputed fact.”
Tearing into the NCB’s
allegation that Aryan and two
other accused were part of the
conspiracy, the Judge said: “For
inferring act of hatching conspiracy on the part of Aryan
and two other accused, there
has to be positive evidence
about an agreement to do a
unlawful act or to do a lawful
act by unlawful means and
such agreement must precede
meeting of minds... There is
hardly any positive evidence to
convince this court that all the
accused persons with common intention agreed to commit unlawful act.”
“So far as the case of conspiracy against the applicants
also, there is absence of material on record of them having
meeting of minds with other
accused who were named in
the offence in question,” the
judge noted.
Referring
to
the
Prosecution’s stand that the
accused had admitted to having committed an offence
under NDPS Act, the maximum punishment prescribed is
not more than one year for
such offence. “The applicants
have already suffered incarceration for almost 25 days.
The applicants were not even
subjected to medical examination to determine whether at
the relevant time, they had consumed drugs,” the Judge
observed. On the confessional
statements of the three accused
recorded by the NCB, the Judge
said: “Once the confessional
statements
of
applicants/accused cannot bind
them of the offence in view of
the judgment of the Supreme
Court in the matter of Toofan
Singh case, the claim put forth
by the respondent that the
accused persons have accepted
their involvement in the crime

rity challenges must be overcome in order to achieve
peace, prosperity and
growth.
"We must and will stand
up to all external and internal
threats. The Armed forces are
the strongest pillar of the
country. We cannot afford to
let our guard down."
"The country looks upon
us to deliver, each and every
time. Our responses would be
integrated adopting not only
a tri-service but a whole of
nation approach," Mohanty
added.
Referring to the passing
out women cadets on
Saturday, both from India and
Bhutan, he said they reflect
the "inclusive nature of our
Armed forces."
Noting that women officers in the Indian Army have
played increasingly significant role over the last few
decades and have proved their
mettle despite the trying
nature of the profession,
Mohanty said, "as a consequence, women are now being
enrolled into other ranks as
well, to over whelming
response."
is liable to be rejected”.
Alluding to the submissions made by Additional
Solicitor General (ASG) Anil
Singh, who appeared for the
NCB in the case, the Judge
noted: “It is worth to clarify
here that such confessional
statements can be considered
by the investigating agency
only for the investigation purpose and cannot be used as a
tool for drawing an inference
that applicants have committed
an offence under the NDPS act
as has been alleged against
them.”
The Judge also noted that
Section 37 of the NDPS act
“will not be attracted in the case
in hand as this court has
already observed that there is
no material on record to infer
that applicants have hatched
conspiracy to commit the
offence.”
With Aryan and two other
accused having already complied with first of the demands
i.e. execution of personal bond
with one or sureties for the like
amount, the other conditions
that the Judge has stipulated in
his order include: They shall
not indulge in any activity
similar to the activities on the
basis of which the said CR
stands registered against them
for offences under the NDPS
Act; they shall not try to establish communication with coaccused or any other person
involved directly or indirectly
in similar activities or make any
call to any person indulging in
similar activities as alleged
against them, through any
mode of communication.
In other conditions, the
court has restrained Aryan
and two others from making
any attempt to neither influence the witnesses nor tamper
with the evidence, which is
prejudicial to the proceedings
before the Special NDPS court
and mandated him to surrender his passport before the
Special Court immediately and
not leave the country without
prior permission from the
Special court.
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In his letter posted on Twitter, Gandhi
underscored the need to accept the farmers’ demand for legal guarantee of MSP.
“This movement will not end without
the resolution of this demand and there
will be widespread anger amongst them,
which will continue to emerge in one form
or the other. Therefore, it is very important for the farmers to get the statutory
guarantee of MSP for their crops,” he
wrote.
The BJP leader said the legal binding
on MSP will give a sizeable economic security cover to the farmers and will empower small and marginal farmers.
“My humble request to you is that the
Government must immediately accept this
demand in the interest of our nation,”
Gandhi said in his letter to the Prime
Minister.
He said MSP should also be based on
the C2+50 per cent formula of the
Commission for Agricultural Costs and
Prices.
Describing the October 3 Lakhimpur
Kheri violence, in which four farmers were

among nine people killed, as heartbreaking and a “blemish on our democracy”,
Gandhi said, “... It is my request to you that
appropriately strict action is taken against
the Union Minister who has been connected to this incident, so that there is a
fair enquiry.” Varun Gandhi made the
request to the Prime Minister without taking Mishra’s name.
He also claimed that the Lakhimpur
incident was an outcome of the adversarial
atmosphere created against the
farmers’ movement by provocative statements of many leaders sitting in senior
positions.
Gandhi also demanded that Rs 1 crore
compensation be given to farmers martyred in this movement against the laws
and that all “politically motivated false”
FIRs against the protesting farmers be
quashed.
Concluding his letter, Gandhi said that
farmers expect that their demands will be
resolved in a timely and sensitive manner
and asserted that democracy runs on constitutionality,
discourse
and
empathy.
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here will be a complete rehaul of the
T
Ashok Gehlot-led Congress
Government in Rajasthan.
All the Ministers in the
Government on Saturday tendered
their resignations from the Cabinet and
Council during a meeting at the CM’s
residence in Jaipur. The move was a
change from the earlier stance during
the day with the probability of a limited reshuffle being effected as only
three Ministers had put in their papers
to accommodate Sachin Pilot loyalists.
The new Ministers are likely to be
sworn in at 4 pm on Sunday. There is
no confirmation yet though.
"All Ministers resigned in the meeting," Pratap Singh Khachariyawas, who
held the charge of the transport minister, told the media.
"We have been asked to go to the
PCC office at 2 pm on Sunday where
further instructions will be given by
Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot, AICC
general secretary Ajay Maken and PCC
chief Govind Singh Dotasra,"
Khachariyawas said. AICC general secretary Ajay Maken is already in Jaipur
and has been coordinating between the
various factions in the party as well the
high command.
Earlier, Gehlot and Maken as well
as PCC chief Dotasra addressed a
Kisan Vijay Diwas gathering. After
that, Maken and Gehlot held a meeting
at a hotel.
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Rajasthan Government can have a
maximum of 30 ministers, including the
chief minister. The clamour for Cabinet
reshuffle had been growing for the last
several months with the Pilot camp
demanding to accommodate supporters of the state's former Deputy Chief
Minister Sachin Pilot's supporters in the
government.
ICC sources said that a maximum
number of Pilot camp is likely to be
accommodated as per the "agreement"

reached between warring factions
Gehlot and Pilot in several rounds of
meetings by then with party chief
Sonia Gandhi, former Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi and general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi.
State PCC chief Govind Singh
Dotasra, Harish Chaudhary and Raghu
Sharma had already offered resignation
in writing to Congress president Sonia
Gandhi.
While Dotasra is the PCC chief,

Harish Chaudhary and Raghu Sharma
are in-charge of the party's affairs in
Punjab and Guajrat respectively. Maken
expressed that the leaders desired to
work for the party.
Apart from the Congress MLAs,
independents who support the government and MLAs who defected from
the BSP to Congress also have expectations from the reshuffle.
The clamour for a reshuffle had
been growing for several months with
former Deputy Chief Minister Sachin
Pilot’s camp demanding that his supporters be accommodated in the government.
Apart from Congress MLAs, independents supporting the government
and MLAs who defected from the BSP
to Congress also have expectations
from the reshuffle.
Last year, Pilot had led a rebellion
of 19 Congress MLAs, including himself. While the party removed Pilot as
deputy CM and as the Panchayati Raj
minister, his loyalist Vishvendra Singh
was removed as the Tourism minister
and Ramesh Meena was removed as
Food and Civil Supplies Minister.
The crisis lasted beyond a month
and the party high command had to
step in to broker peace between the two
factions. After the two shook hands in
August 2020 following truce, it was
expected that Pilot’s loyalists would be
adjusted in Gehlot’s cabinet. However,
Gehlot has been resisting expanding his
cabinet till now.
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day after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced
A
the decision to repeal the new
farm laws, former Congress president Rahul Gandhi on Saturday
targeted the Government, saying
the truth of "Chinese occupation"
should also be admitted now.
The Congress has been
attacking the government over its
handling of the border tensions
with China, accusing it of compromising India's territorial
integrity, a charge denied by the
Centre.
The truth of "Chinese occupation" should also be admitted
now, Rahul tweeted in Hindi in
the backdrop of the Modi government agreeing to the demand
of agitating farmers and opposition parties to scrap the three
central farm laws enacted last
year.
The former Congress president has been questioning the
government over the situation
along the Line of Actual Control
(LAC) with China, especially

after the standoff in eastern
Ladakh.
India and China on
Thursday agreed to hold the
14th round of military talks at an
early date to achieve the objective
of complete disengagement in
remaining friction points along

LAC in eastern Ladakh.
The eastern Ladakh border
standoff between the Indian and
Chinese militaries erupted on
May 5 last year following a violent clash in the Pangong lake
areas and both sides gradually
enhanced their deployment by

rushing in tens of thousands of
soldiers as well as heavy weaponry.
The tension escalated following a deadly clash in Galwan
Valley on June 15 last year.
As a result of a series of military and diplomatic talks, the
two sides completed the disengagement process in the north
and south banks of the Pangong
Lake in February and in the
Gogra area in August.
Each side currently has
around 50,000 to 60,000 troops
along the Line of Actual Control
(LAC) in the sensitive
sector.
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oon after a video of Punjab Congress presiSPrime
dent Navjot Singh Sidhu calling Pakistan
Minister Imran Khan his 'elder brother'
during a trip to Kartarpur Sahib went viral on
Saturday, the BJP hit out at the Congress alleging the Opposition party sees terror groups like
IS and Boko Haram in Hindutva while it finds
a 'bhai jaan' in Khan.
In the video Sidhu is being welcomed by a
Pakistani official on behalf of Khan and the
Congress leader is heard saying Khan was like
a 'bada bhai' to him and that he loved him a lot.
It is a serious matter of concern for India,
BJP spokesperson Sambit Patra said as the ruling party seized on the issue to target the
Congress.
He claimed that there was a larger design
at work, and Sidhu's comments were linked to
a number of Congress leaders, including Rahul
Gandhi, criticising Hindutva.
Referring to Congress leader Salman
Khurshid's statement in his latest book, Patra
said the opposition party sees terror groups such
as the ISIS and the Boko Haram in Hindutva
while it finds a 'bhai jaan' in Khan.
It is being done for appeasement politics as
the Congress still believes that there is a section
in India which will be happy with praise for
Pakistan. There are no such people in India
though, Patra added.
He noted that Sidhu had praised Khan and
Pakistan earlier too and had hugged its Army
chief Qamar Javed Bajwa during an earlier trip
to the neighbouring country.
Noting that Punjab is a border state where
Pakistan tries to foment troubles, Patra said it

needs a mature and patriotic leadership.
Sidhu is not right for India and Punjab
deserves better than him, he said.
Pakistan's Foreign Minister had recently
described Hindutva as a threat to global security, and he had borrowed the term from Rahul
Gandhi, the BJP leader alleged.
To a question about Congress leader
Priyanka Gandhi writing a letter to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on the farmers' issue,
Patra shot back and asked if she also considers
Khan an elder brother like Sidhu as she had in
the past called the Punjab leader her brother.
Sharing the video, BJP IT department head
Amit Malviya tweeted, 'Rahul Gandhi's favourite
Navjot Singh Sidhu calls Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan his “bada bhai”. Last time he had
hugged Gen Bajwa, Pakistan Army's Chief,
heaped praises. Is it any surprise that the Gandhi
siblings chose a Pakistan loving Sidhu over veteran Amarinder Singh?'
India had recently opened the Kartarpur
Sahib corridor, and a number of pilgrims from
Punjab, including politicians, have visited the
place on the occasion of Sikhism founder
Guru Nanak's birth anniversary.
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o commemorate the Golden Jubilee Year of Bangladesh
T
Liberation War, on November 18, 2021, the North Bengal
Frontier of BSF organised weapon exhibition programmes
in the bordering areas as part of the Bangladesh’s Liberation
War celebrations being observed by the BSF and its Bangla
counterpart Border Guards Bangladesh.
The exhibitions were organised by 195 Battalion at the
Border Out Post (BOP) of the BSF Chaulhati (Jalpaiguri, West
Bengal) and 15 Battalion BOPs at Dangapara (Murshidabad)
and Khalpara (Siliguri). Prominent local leaders, civil dignitaries, local villagers, school teachers and students witnessed
the weapon exhibition, the BSF said in a statement.
The program was organised to exhibit the latest defence
technologies and equipment used by the BSF to thwart anti
national elements. The children were offered to explore the
latest defence technologies and equipment through a series
of interactive displays and live demonstrations. The children
were thrilled beyond their imagination, it said.
This year, Bangladesh is celebrating 50 years of its
Independence. On March 26, 1971, Bangladesh was proclaimed as an independent nation by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
and this led to Bangladesh Liberation War and a full-fledged
war ensued between Pakistan and Bangladesh liberation
forces with Indian support.

Border Security Force (BSF) had played a key role in
Bangladesh liberation war in training of the “Mukti Vahini”
and fighting with enemy forces. To commemorate the 50 years
of Bangladesh liberation war, Border Security Force and
Border Guard Bangladesh have launched various programmes across India and Bangladesh.
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its own. But when it's combined
with enhanced transmissibili- µ7REDFFRIUHH,QGLD DULJKWRI
ty, then it can be a really big
SARS-CoV-2 variant with
9ZWP]ScaPX]
deal," Bushman added.
traits similar to that of the
A
The traits of the Delta vari- HYHU\FKLOG&273$DPHQGPHQW
variant might cause a
bTaeXRTbSXbad_cTS Delta
ant include enhanced transmore severe pandemic with
Latehar/Medininagar/Chaibas
a: Suspected members of
banned CPI (Maoist) blew up
portions of railway tracks in
Jharkhand's Latehar and West
Singhbhum districts in the early
hours of Saturday, disrupting
train services on BarkakanaGarhwa and Howrah-Mumbai
routes, police said.
A rail track between Sonua
and Lotapahar stations in West
Singhbhum,
under
Chakradharpur Division of
South Eastern Railway (SER),
was damaged past Friday night
in a blast that was allegedly triggered by the Maoists.
The banned outfit has called
for a nationwide bandh on
Saturday to protest against the
arrest of its top leader Prashant
Bose alias Kishan Da, who was
carrying a bounty of Rs 1 crore
on his head, by the Jharkhand
Police. Bose was the mastermind
behind more than 100 incidents of attack and arson in
Jharkhand, Bihar, West Bengal,
Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Andhra
Pradesh and Maharashtra.
Ajay Linda, the district
superintendent of police, told
PTI that suspected ultras have
triggered a low-intensity blast
between Sonua and Lotapahar
and damaged some sleepers
laid underneath the tracks.
Services on main HowrahMumbai line were restored via
an alternative track from 8 am
on Saturday and services
returned to normal two hours
later, he said. In Latehar, too, a
blast took place on the railway
tracks between Richughuta and
Demu stations around 12.30
am, Deputy Inspector General of
Police, Palamu Range, Raj
Kumar Lakra, told PTI.
Maoist cadres squad blew
up the tracks, bringing trains to
a halt on the Barkakana-Garhwa
route, under the Dhanbad division of Eastern Central Railway
(ECR), Lakra said.
PTI

missibility and an ability to
infect people who had previous
infections/vaccination.
The analysis simulated a
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic with
several different hypothetical
variants including combinations of the two traits -enhanced transmissibility, similar to the Alpha variant; partial immune escape, similar to
the Beta variant; enhanced
transmissibility with partial
immune escape, similar to the
Delta variant; and a variant
with neither trait.
The analysis also factored
in how certain variables, such
as masking/physical distancing
or vaccinations, would affect
the pandemic's trajectory.
For each of the scenarios,
the team analysed the total
number of infections as well as
the number/percentage of
infections averted by vaccination.

more infections and breakthrough infections/reinfections
than variants with either trait
alone, according to a study
published in the journal Cell.
In other words, it indicated that
a variant with enhanced transmissibility alone would likely
be more dangerous than a
variant that could partially
evade the immune system.
Yet a variant with both
traits could cause more infections, reinfections, and breakthrough infections than a variant with either trait alone.
"Thus far, evidence of
immune escape -- the ability of
a variant to evade the immune
system and cause reinfections
or breakthrough infections -has been a red flag," said
researcher Mary Bushman
from Harvard University.
"Our findings say it's
maybe more of a yellow flag - this is not such a big deal on
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n a disturbing incident, a
woman Forest Guard was
Imauled
to death by a tigress in
the Tadoba-Andhari Tiger
Reser ve
(TATR)
in
Chandrapur district of eastern
Maharashtra.
The incident took place
when woman forest guard
Swati Dumane (31) was conducting tiger count along with
three other beat colleagues
from Kolara Forest Range of
TATR, was conducting a tiger
count in the vicinity.
Confirming the “unfortunate” death of Swati Dumane,
Dr. Jitendra Ramgaonkar, Chief
Conservator of Forests, TATR
said that the incident took
place when they were carrying

out a sign survey
as part of the
ongoing All India
Tiger Estimation2022 exercise.
“ A f t e r
trekking nearly 4
kilometers from
the Kolara gate till
compartment No
97 inside the TATR core area,
Dumane and her team saw a
tigress sitting on the path ahead
of them.
Having waited for almost
half an hour for the tigress to
move, they took a detour
through a thick patch of the
forest.
Upon noticing the human
movements, the tigress followed them and attacked
Dumane from the rear side.

Dumane was moving behind the
three beat helpers,”
Dr Ramgaonkar
said.
“Even before
the three helpers
could realise as to
what was happening, the tigress
fatally mauled Dumane and
dragged her body deep inside
the jungle,” Dr Ramgaonkar
said
Shortly afterwards, the beat
helpers reported the matter to
the seniors outside the forest
who rushed to the spot and
managed to trace out
Dumane’s body from a thickly
wooded area where it was
abandoned by the tigress.
Meanwhile, Dumane’s

body has been sent for autopsy at the Government Hospital
at Chimur.
Following the incident, the
TATR suspended the AITE2022 exercise of sign survey
and transect walk on foot till
further orders ``We are taking
precautions to ensure against
recurrence of such incidents,”
Dr Ramgaonkar said.
Dumane, who hailed from
the neighbouring Gadchiroli
district, is survived by her husband and a 4-year-old daughter. She joined the Forest
Department service in 2011.
The TATR foundation has
released an ex-gratia of Rs.5lakh for her family.
Dumane’s final rites were
performed with full honours
on Saturday evening.
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ith kids as young as 10
years becoming addicted
W
to tobacco, elected representatives in ensuing Parliament
should ensure early passage of
the amendments to the
Cigarettes and Other Tobacco
Products Act or COTPA Act to
save the youth and next generation,
said
Priyank
Kanoongo, Chairman of the
National Commission of
Protection of Child’s Rights on
the Children’s Right Day
(NCPCR) on Saturday.
“It is hoped that the proposed COTPA Amendments
will not only be passed by the
MPs in full majority at the earliest but also discussed threadbare in Parliament so that a
movement against tobacco is
created across the country,”
Kanoongo said.
He also advised the
Member of Parliament (MPs)
to hold interaction with the
stakeholders in their constituencies on the issue. Also,
State Governments should hold
review meetings with police
from time to time to ensure
that the law is implemented
earnestly, he said.
The amendments, proposes Increase in legal age for sale
of tobacco products to 21 years,
comprehensive ban on tobacco advertising and promotion
and ban on sale of single sticks
of cigarettes/bidis.
Kanoongo said that, once
the COTPA Amendments are
passed, it will be at par with the
Juvenile Justice (Care and
Protection of Children) Act
which has stringent provisions,
ensuring basic rights of children. It is hoped that the
Government might introduce
the COTPA Amendments Bill

in
this
session
of
Parliament.”
BJP youth leader from
Maharashtra, Shweta Shalini
asserted that noose must be
tightened around tobacco companies to end the conspiracies
targeting these youth. She
shared data of the Global Youth
Tobacco Survey (GYTS) at a
webinar titled “How Stronger
Tobacco Law Can Save Our
Next Generation” organised by
the Speakin, an advocacy platform, on the occasion of the
Children’s Right Day.
The survey says that 38
percent of cigarettes, 47 percent
of bidi and 52 percent of young
smokeless tobacco users picked
up the habit before their 10th
birthday.
Shalini equated tobacco
companies and their products
as demons and said, “We are
confronting a demon and we
have to unitedly fight against it.
We have noted that people
who begin smoking at a
younger age are more likely to
become addicted to nicotine

and have trouble quitting.
These tobacco companies
know this fact. And hence for
their vested interest they do not
think twice before targeting
these innocent lives.”
Slamming the tobacco
companies for indulging in
various nefarious tactics to
hook the kids as young as ten
years old for their profits,
Kanoongo too held responsible
the celebrities engaged in
endorsing the harmful products
as
‘cool’
that
compromise the health of the
kids.
“Once the COTPA
Amendments get green signal
from the Parliament, those
endorsing surrogate advertisements will be behind the jail,”
he warned.
The NCPCR Chief also
called for strict action against
advertising companies engaged
in high-blitz campaigns and
experimental marketing for
the tobacco firms to reach out
to new customers and lure
impressionable minds.
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angladesh Foreign Minister
AK Abdul Momen on
B
Saturday described the killings
on the Indo-Bangla border as
“unfortunate” as India's border
forces continue to use lethal
arms despite assurance from
the top level that they would
use non-lethal weapons in
frontier management.
Momen's comments came
days after two Bangladeshis
were shot dead at the IndoBangla border in West Bengal's
Coochbehar district in the
early hours of Friday last after
they attacked a BSF patrol
party that stopped them from
smuggling cattle.
According to reports from
Kolkata and New Delhi, the
district police claimed that
three persons had died in the
incident, including an Indian.
A Border Security Force (BSF)
personnel was also injured.
“It is a shame for India and
unfortunate for Bangladesh,”
Momen told reporters while
responding to a question during his visit to the mausoleum

of the country's founder Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman at Tungipara
in southwestern Bangladesh.
Claiming that the civil society and ordinary people in
West Bengal have also
expressed their concern on the
issue, he said, "The general
public, intellectuals, journalists
and artists of the state have
recently
raised
a
demand to stop any killing at
the border."
"We don't want to see the
killing of anyone on the frontier, be it Bangladeshi or
Indian," the minister said,
adding that Dhaka expects that
the Indian authorities will
ensure “zero killing” at the
border.
Momen said he wondered
why the decision to not use
lethal weapons was not
enforced, despite the commitment of India on the issue at
the highest level.
He recalled that during
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's visit to Bangladesh in
March, the two sides agreed
that any death along the border
is a matter of concern and

directed the border guarding
forces concerned to enhance
people-oriented measures for
ensuring border security and
bringing down such death of
civilians to a zero level.
Following the November
12 incident, BSF Additional
Director General Y B Khurania
in New Delhi had said that "a
group of 60 miscreants assembled on both sides of the border to smuggle cattle. The miscreants tried to smuggle cattle
by throwing improvised bamboo cantilevers on the barbed
wires. When a BSF patrol party
tried to stop them, they started pelting stones at the party
and attacked them with iron
rods and sticks".
The BSF troops on duty
ahead of the India-Bangladesh
border fence asked the miscreants to return, but they did
not pay heed. Subsequently, the
BSF officials used non-lethal
munitions, but that too did not
deter them.
"Two BSF constables got
surrounded and were badly
hurt (by the miscreants). It was
then that they opened fire in

self-defence. They fired a few
rounds in the air. Later it was
found that two persons on
that side of the border had died
in the firing," Khurania said.
Earlier this week, Indian
High Commissioner to Dhaka
Vikram Kumar Doraiswami
said India is always vigilant to
stop the killings on borders
with Bangladesh, and such
casualty is unexpected for the
both countries.
"We do not want border
killings in any country," he told
journalists during his visit to
Rangpur.
Joint steps should be taken
by the two countries to resolve
such tragic incidents, he said.
The Indian border guards
have been specifically told not
to open fire on the borders if
there is no threat of attack on
them, Doraiswami said.
"(But) illegal activities have
been increasing at the borders.
Different countries are using
the land of Bangladesh as a
route for their illegal activities.
If we want to stop border
killings, we have to stop smuggling," the envoy said.
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akistan's judiciary and the
Supreme Court Bar
Association on Saturday locked
horns over allegations of interference in judicial matters by
the country's security institutions, with the Chief Justice of
Lahore High Court vehemently saying that the judiciary in
the country never takes dictation from other institutions.
Addressing a gathering at
the Asma Jahangir Conference
in Lahore held on the title Role
of Judiciary in Protecting
Human
Rights
and
Strengthening Democracy,
Justice Gulzar Ahmed said that
judiciary was functioning independently and there was no
kind of interference.
"I have not taken pressure
from any institution or listened to any institution. No one
tells me or guides me on how
to write my verdict. I have
never made any decision that

P

I did so on someone else's saying, nor has anyone had the
courage to say anything to
me,” he said.
He vehemently denied that
the judiciary was being influenced by or taking dictation
from other institutions.
His statements came as
part of his speech during the
programme where Pakistan's
Supreme
Court
Bar
Association President Ali
Ahmad Kurd without mincing
words alleged that security
institutions were influencing
the top judiciary.
"One general is dominating
a country of 220 million people. This same general has sent
the judiciary down to number
126 [in rankings]," he said
referring to World Justice
Project's Rule of Law Index
2021, on which Pakistan ranks
126th in the category of fundamental rights.
Justice Ahmed said no one
interfered with his work and he
decided cases on merit.
“I have never listened, seen,
understood or felt anyone's
dictation to me," he said.
"My court gives justice to
the people. Come to the court
Ali Ahmad Kurd and see what

is happening. Read the court's
decision and see what is happening.
My judges write judgements every day [...] see how
our court is working with freedom and following the law and
implementing
the
Constitution,” he said.
Interestingly, speaking
ahead of the Chief Justice
Ahmed at the same forum, the
Islamabad High Court (IHC)
Chief Justice Athar Minallah
acknowledged that some of
Kurd's criticism was valid, saying that the judgments in cases
such as the Nusrat Bhutto case
and the Zafar Ali Shah case
were part of history.
"These judgments were
responsible for the making and
enabling of those that have
been referred to by Mr Ali
Ahmad Kurd," Justice Minallah
noted. Justice Minallah went on
to add that the judiciary should
not "bury its head in the sand
and ignore its mistakes".
The Supreme Court at different occasions had justified
the military takeover of Ziaul
Haq of 1977 in the Nusrat
Bhutto case and that of Pervez
Musharraf of 1999 in the Zafar
Ali Shah case.
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epal will not allow
nationals from a third
country to travel to India by rail
via the recently launched
Kurtha-Jayanagar railroad after
Indian officials raised a red flag,
citing security concerns, a
media report said here on
Saturday.
“This was agreed while
finalising the Standard
Operating Procedure (SPA) for
cross-border railway operation,” Deepak Kumar Bhattarai,
Director General of the
Department of Railways, was

N

quoted as saying by The
Kathmandu Post newspaper.
Nepal and India share a
porous border, which has been
a hotbed for criminals and
terrorist activities.
On October 22, India
handed over the 34.9km-long
cross-border rail link connecting Jaynagar in Bihar to Kurtha
in Nepal to the Nepal government. The SPA is a document
outlining the procedures to be
adopted while operating the
railway service between the two
countries.
India's security concern
was one of the reasons why it

took so long to finalise the SPA,
Bhattarai said. According to the
report, Nepal will notify India
about passengers boarding the
train to ensure seamless security clearance at the border.
“Based on the tickets
issued, we will have to send
details of the passengers who
are travelling to India,”
Bhattarai added.
India has been wary about
the possibility of a surge in
cross-border crimes if third
country nationals are allowed
to travel via the KurthaJayanagar railroad, the report
said.
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prominent doctor was kidnapped and killed in
A
northern Afghanistan, his family said on Saturday.
Mohamed Nader Alemi
was abducted two months ago
in the city of Mazar-i-Sharif,
and his kidnappers demanded
a ransom for his release, his son
Roheen Alemi said. The family eventually paid them
$350,000, after negotiating
down their initial demand of
more than twice that, he said.
Despite the payment, the
kidnappers then killed Alemi,
leaving his body in the street,

his son said. They called the
family and told them where to
find it on Friday, he said.
"My father was badly tortured, there are signs of harm
on his body," Roheen Alemi
said.
Alemi, a psychiatrist,
worked for the government's
provincial hospital in Mazar-iSharif. He also owned a private
clinic, said to be the city's first
private psychiatric clinic.
Under the previous, U.S.backed government, crime
swelled, including frequent
kidnappings for ransom, which
prompted several businessmen
to flee Afghanistan.
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he global environment for
building projects under
T
China's BRI is becoming
increasingly complex, President
Xi Jinping has said, encouraging officials to seize the strategic opportunities and actively
respond to challenges facing his
multi-billion-dollar pet initiative, which is set to face competition from the US' B3W
plan.
Xi on Friday called for
efforts to continue promoting
the high-quality development
of the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) through joint efforts and
the initiative should aim for
high-standard, sustainable and
people-centered progress.
Noting that the international environment for building the BRI is becoming

increasingly complex, Xi, while
addressing a high-level symposium on the initiative, asked
the Chinese officials to maintain determination, seize strategic opportunities, actively
respond to challenges and
move forward.
Without any direct reference, Xi called for promoting
political consensus into concrete action, and transforming
idea recognition into practical
results, the official media
reported.
He also suggested expanding new areas of cooperation,
such as pandemic control, lowcarbon development, and ecommerce.
This is the first time Xi
spoke about the BRI after US
President Joe Biden launched
the Build Back Better World
(B3W) initiative.

f anyone has a good idea on
how to put a nuclear fission
power plant on the moon, the
U.S. government wants to hear
about it.
NASA and the nation's top
federal nuclear research lab
on Friday put out a request for
proposals for a fission surface
power system.
NASA is collaborating with
the U.S. Department of
Energy's Idaho National
Laboratory to establish a sunindependent power source for
missions to the moon by the
end of the decade.

I

"Providing a reliable, highpower system on the moon is
a vital next step in human space
exploration, and achieving it is
within our grasp," Sebastian
Corbisiero, the Fission Surface
Power Project lead at the lab,
said in a statement.
If successful in supporting
a sustained human presence on
the moon, the next objective
would be Mars. NASA says fission surface power could provide sustained, abundant power
no matter the environmental
conditions on the moon or
Mars.
"I expect fission surface
power systems to greatly ben-

efit our plans for power architectures for the moon and
Mars and even drive innovation for uses here on Earth,"
Jim Reuter, associate administrator for NASA's Space
Technology
Mission
Directorate, said in a statement.
The reactor would be built
on Earth and then sent to the
moon.
Submitted plans for the
fission surface power system
should include a uraniumfueled reactor core, a system to
convert the nuclear power into
usable energy, a thermal management system to keep the
reactor cool.
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akistan on Saturday said the
containers seized by Indian
P
authorities at Gujarat's Mundra
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ens of thousands of protesters, many from far-right
T
groups, marched through
Vienna on Saturday after the
Austrian
government
announced a nationwide lockdown beginning Monday to
contain the country's skyrocketing coronavirus infections.
Among those protesting
were members of far-right and
extreme-right parties and

groups, including the far-right
Freedom Party, the anti-vaccine
MFG party and the extremeright Identitarians.
Demonstrations against
virus restrictions were also
taking place Saturday in
Switzerland, Croatia and Italy.
On Friday night, Dutch police
opened fire on protesters and
seven people were injured in
rioting that erupted in
Rotterdam against COVID-19
restrictions.

Port on a Shanghai-bound
cargo ship were "empty" but
were earlier used for the transportation of fuel from China to
Karachi for K-2 and K-3
nuclear power plants.
The Pakistan Foreign
Office issued a statement in
response to questions from the
press about reports in the media
on the "seizure of possible
radioactive material" by Indian
authorities at Mundra Port on
a cargo ship from Karachi Port
to Shanghai in China.
The Foreign Office said the
Karachi Nuclear Power Plant
authorities have informed that
these were "empty containers”
being returned to China, which
were earlier used for the transportation of fuel from China to
Karachi for K-2 and K-3
nuclear power plants.
“The Containers were
‘EMPTY' and the cargo was
correctly declared as NonHazardous in the shipping documents,” the Foreign Office said.
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conomic recovery is expected to gain further traction
E
during the second half of FY22,

he deal between Reliance
Industries (RIL) and Saudi
T
Aramco for a 20 per cent stake

said India Ratings and
Research (Ind-Ra).
Accordingly, the rating
agency expects the economic
recovery to gain momentum
on the back of fading impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic along
with favourable financing and
external demand conditions.
Consequently, it has maintained an “improving outlook”
on domestic corporates for the
second half of FY22.
“Entities with a strong market share and healthy balance
sheet will continue to show
strong earnings, although margin may moderate. However,
sectors which consume commodities will face challenges in
the complete pass-through of
input prices,” the agency said.
Besides, it said that most
sectors would continue to witness a surge in demand post the
second Covid wave as they
were better prepared than during the first wave.

acquisition by the Saudi firm in
the oil to chemicals (O2C)
business of RIL is now on the
back burner.
“Due to evolving nature of
Reliance’s business portfolio,
Reliance and Saudi Aramco
have mutually determined that
it would be beneficial for both
parties to re-evaluate the proposed investment in O2C business in light of the changed
context. Consequently, the current application with National
Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT) for segregating the
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“The fiscal and monetary
measures have backed economic activities by maintaining
adequate liquidity. The entities
have learnt to make quick
structural changes after the
first Covid wave and are now
better poised to face challenges
if subsequent Covid waves
appear.” Furthermore, the rating agency expects the
‘Production-linked Incentive’
(PLI) scheme in specially steel
to lead to large capex
announcements by both large
and small steel companies.
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etirement fund manager
EPFO on Saturday decided
to empower its advisory body
Finance Investment and Audit
Committee (FIAC) to take a
call on investing in new asset
classes like InvITs.
At present, the National
Highways Authority of India
(NHAI) and Power Grid
Corporation (PGCIL) have
launched public sector infrastructure investment trusts
(InvITs).
The EPFO would also go
for public sector bonds.
The decision was taken at
the 229th meeting of the
Employees’ Provident Fund
Organisation’s apex decision
making body - Central Board
of Trustees (CBT), headed by
Union Labour Minister
Bhupender Yadav.
Asked whether the EPFO
will invest in private sector
InvITs, Yadav told reporters
after the meeting here, “At present we have decided to invest
in only newly added
Government instruments
(bonds and InvITs).
There is no percentage for
that. It will be decided on case
to case basis by FIAC.”
The board decided to
empower FIAC to decide upon
the investment options, on a
case-to-case basis, for investment in all such asset classes
which are included in the
Pattern of Investment as notified by the Ministry of Finance
for provident and pension
funds in India, an official statement said.
Explaining the rationale

R

behind the decision, Labour
Secretary Sunil Barthwal told
reporters,”If we want to provide
high rate of interest then we
have to follow guidelines of
finance ministry. There are
certain instruments (prescribed
in norms) where we were not
able to invest due to various
reasons. Now we would be in
a position to investment in
those instruments.”
The Government recently added new instruments like
InvITs in the Pattern of
Investment for pension funds.
“It has been decided in
principal that on case-to-case
basis, the FIAC will take a decision in this regard. The CBT
has authorised the FIAC to do
so. FIAC will take a decision
like in case of NHAI and Power
Grid (InvITs),” he said.
However, he added that at
present only public sector
bonds and InvITs will be considered.
“We will invest in those
InvITs or bonds where we
would get security of funds as
we are trustees of the employees’ provident fund. We will
focus on return maximisation
but also keep in mind the
security of funds,” he noted.
During the meeting, it was
also decided to constitute four
sub-committees, comprising
members of the board from
employees’ and employers’ side
as well as representatives of the
government.
Two committees on establishment related matters and
futuristic implementation of
Social Security Code will be
headed by the Minister of State
Labour and Employment.

On volatility in commodity prices, it observed that
since the second wave, especially during Q2FY22, the risk
appetite in the system has reasonably improved.
“This has largely been driven by the strong corporate
performance, buoyant external
condition and sustained ultraloose monetary policy conditions. Ind-Ra expects that the
financing condition to remain
conducive in H2FY22, backed
by the easy money conditions,”
it said.
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O2C business from RIL is
being withdrawn,” RIL said in
a statement on Friday night.
The two had signed a nonbinding Letter of Intent in
August 2019 for the potential
deal. On Friday, RIL said that
Jamnagar, which accounts for
a major part of the O2C assets,
is envisaged to be the centre for
Reliance’s new businesses of
Renewable Energy and New
Materials, supporting the NetZero commitment.
RIL said that it has recently unveiled its plans for the
New Energy & Materials businesses by announcing the
development of Dhirubhai
Ambani Green Energy Giga
Complex at Jamnagar.
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he Government has listed
for sale real estate assets of
T
state-run telecom firms MTNL
and BSNL at a reserve price of
around C970 crore, according
to documents uploaded on the
DIPAM website.
BSNL properties located in
Hyderabad, Chandigarh,
Bhavnagar and Kolkata have
been posted for sale at a reserve
price of around C660 crore.
The Department of
Investment and Public Asset
Management (DIPAM) website
has listed MTNL assets located in Vasari Hill, Goregaon in

Mumbai for sale at a reserve
price of around C310 crore.
“This is the first stage of
asset monetisation at MTNL
and BSNL. Bids have been
invited for BSNL assets worth
C660 crore and MTNL assets
worth C310 crore. We plan to
complete the entire process
within one-and-half months,”
BSNL
Chairman
and
Managing Director P K Purwar
told PTI.
MTNL’s 20 flats located in
Oshiwara have also been put up
for sale as part of the asset
monetisation plan of the company.
The flats include two units

of 1-room set, 17 units of 1
bedroom hall and kitchen
(BHK) and one unit of 2 BHK.
Their reserve prices range from
C52.26 lakh to C1.59 crore.
The e-auction for MTNL
assets will take place on
December 14.
The asset monetisation is
part of the C69,000 crore revival
scheme for MTNL and BSNL
which was approved by the
government in October
2019.Both the public sector
firms were to identify and
monetise assetsworth C37,500
crore by 2022. “We will proceed
as per market demand for asset
monetisation,” Purwar added.
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he Automotive Research
Association of India
T
(ARAI) should develop tech-
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hinese tech giants including Alibaba Group and
C
Tencent Holdings were fined
Saturday for failing to report
corporate acquisitions, adding
to an anti-monopoly crackdown by the ruling Communist
Party.
The companies failed to
report 43 acquisitions that
occurred up to eight years ago
under rules on “operating concentration,” according to the
State Administration for
Market Regulation. Each violation carried a penalty of
500,000 yuan ($80,000), it said.
Beijing has launched anti-

monopoly, data security and
other crackdowns on tech companies since late 2020. The ruling party worries the companies have too much control
over their industries and has
warned them not to use their
dominance to gouge consumers or block entry to new
competitors.
Other companies fined in
the latest round of penalties
include online retailers JD.Com
Inc. And Suning Ltd. And
search engine operator Baidu
Inc. The acquisitions dating
back to 2013 included network
technology, mapping and medical technology assets.
The companies “failed to
declare illegal implementation
of operating concentration,”
the regulator said on its website. Alibaba, the world’s biggest
e-commerce company by sales
volume, was fined $2.8 billion
in April for practices that regulators said suppressed competition. Meituan, a food delivery platform, was fined $534
million on Oct. 8.
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RB Infrastructure Developers
on Saturday said that its
shareholders have passed a
resolution which will enable
capital inflow of C5,347 crore
into the company .IRB
Infrastructure Developers convened an extra ordinary general
meeting of its shareholders
online on November 20, 2021,
the company said in a statement.
“...This will now enable the
company to issue shares to the
tune of C5,347 crore to the
Cintra Global S.E. (a wholly
owned subsidiary of Ferrovial
S.A) and the Bricklayers
Investments Pt. Ltd. (an affiliate of GIC, Singapore Sovereign
wealth fund),” it said. The
statement said overall 95 per
cent of the votes casted have
been in favour of the resolution. All the large institutional
shareholders of the company
voted in favour of the resolution, it added.

I

nology to reduce the charging
time for electric vehicles, Union
Minister of Heavy Industries
Mahendra Nath Pandey said on
Saturday.
He was speaking at a press
conference here after an industry interaction meet organised
by the Ministry of Heavy
Industries in association with
ARAI, SIAM and ACMA to
share information about the
production linked incentive
(PLI) scheme for the automotive sector.
“The auto field contributes
to about 14-15 per cent of GDP,
which can go up to 25-30 per

cent and can support the PM’s
vision for making India a USD
5 trillion economy.
“The sale of electric vehicles has increased drastically in
the last few months due to the
various schemes and subsidies
provided by the Government...”
Pandey said.
However, he also spoke
about the challenges in EV
adoption, including the time
taken for charging vehicles.
“To overcome one of
these problems related to
charging, I am going to urge
Automotive
Research
Association of India (ARAI)
to develop the technology
that reduces the charging
time,” the minister said.
Since charging is the main
concern when it comes to the

use of EVs, the government has
chosen 9 expressways where
6,000 charging stations have
been sanctioned and about
3,000 shall be installed soon, he
added.
“The Advanced Chemical
Cell (ACC), which is the main
component of the EV battery,
is currently imported. About 30
per cent of the cost of the EV
is the cost of battery itself. This
can reduce if it is locally produced.
“This is possible because
about 70 per cent of the material used in the manufacturing
of lithium-ion batteries is
already available in India. With
these newly introduced PLI
schemes, the government is
providing support up to C362
crore per gigawatt in this sec-

tor of EVs,” Pandey said.
He also highlighted the
government’s FAME I and II
(Faster Adoption and
Manufacturing of Hybrid and
Electric Vehicles) scheme,
which has now been extended
by another two years to March
31, 2024.
“With the productionlinked incentive (PLI) scheme,
it will lead to an investment of
C42,500 crore and will further
accelerate manufacturing of
components and batteries in
India.
“The government is providing financial support up to
8-13 per cent for auto component manufacturers and up to
13-18 per cent for EV manufacturers through the scheme.
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oint bank account is not
mandatory for spouse pension, the Government said on
Saturday.Union Minister of
State for Personnel, Public
Grievances and Pensions
Jitendra Singh said the
Narendra Modi Government
has always sought “ease of living” for all sections of society
including retirees and pensioners who are the nation’s
assets with all their experience
and long years of service rendered by them.
He said in case the head of
office is satisfied that it is not
possible for the retiring government servant to open a
joint account with his or her
spouse for reasons beyond his
or her control, this requirement
may be relaxed, an official
statement said.
All banks disbursing central Government pension have
been advised that in case the
spouse (family pensioner) opts
for the existing joint bank
account for credit of family
pension, banks should not
insist on opening a new
account, it said.
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la Electric on Saturday
said it has expanded the
O
customer test rides for its elecA joint bank account with
spouse is however desirable
and it is to be opened with their
spouse in whose favor an
authorisation for family pension exists in the Pension
Payment Order (PPO), said the
statement issued by the
Personnel Ministry. Operation
in these accounts would be on
“former or survivor” or “either
or survivor” basis as desired by
the pensioner, Singh said.
The reason for opening of
joint bank account is to ensure
that family pension may be
commenced without any delay
and the family pensioner is not
subjected to any hardships for
opening of a new pension bank
account, the statement said.
This also ensures minimum documentation for the
family pensioner while submitting request for commencement of family pension,
it said.

tric scooters across the country.
With this expansion, customers in over 1,000 cities and
towns will be able to test ride
and experience the Ola S1
electric scooter, a statement
said.
The test rides will be initially open only for those who
have purchased or reserved
the Ola S1 and S1 Pro scooters,
it added.
Ola had kicked off test
rides in Bengaluru, Delhi,
Ahmedabad, and Kolkata on
November 10, and then opened
up five more cities - Chennai,
Hyderabad, Kochi, Mumbai,
and Pune on November 19.
The company will now
rapidly add more locations to
ensure all customers have
access to test rides by
December 15, the statement
said.
“Customer response to
our test rides has been phenomenally positive and we are

really thrilled to see their
excitement for the revolutionary Ola S1 scooter. Thousands
of customers are taking test
rides every day and absolutely
loving the best in class design,
performance, technology and
ride quality the Ola S1 delivers,”
Ola Electric Chief Business
Officer Arun Sirdeshmukh
said.
The company will be scaling test rides up rapidly in the
coming weeks and will be covering over 1,000 cities and
towns across India to ensure
every customer has access to
test rides by mid-December, he
added.
“This is the fastest national scale-up of test rides ever and
a revolution in automotive
retail made possible by our
direct-to-consumer model,” he
said. Customer test rides will be
rolling out in the next set of
cities starting November 27 in
cities including Surat,
Thiruvananthapuram,
Kozhikode, Visakhapatnam,
Vijayawada, Coimbatore,
Vadodara, Bhubaneswar,
Tiruppur, Jaipur, and Nagpur,
the statement said.
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arrior Moms is a Mothers For
Clean Air initiative. An ideation
and action group that transcends language, demography, and location. They fight against the common
enemy— toxic air. A collective of mothers from all over India fighting for children’s right to breathe clean air joined
hands in September 2020 on the first UN
international day of clean air & blue skies.
“If one suffers, everyone does. Therefore,
It was time to band together and not only
be the change, but demand change as well,”
says Kandhari.
By creating awareness on sources of
air pollution and climate change, educating and empowering citizens to take
action and engaging with decision-makers to enforce regulations, warrior moms
promise to fight the battle for clean air for
all children.
With their rallying cry, ‘Enough is
Enough’, the Warrior Moms raise the collective voices to bring back clean air for
children. “As mothers, the common pledge
that most of us took when our child
entered this world was to protect them and
provide the best of everything we could
afford. The best schools, the best food, the
best facilities, and the best healthcare.
When the very air we breathe starts choking us and causing various health ailments- it is time to step up, raise our voices for the future of our country and the
well-being of our families,” she tells us.
Warrior moms empower other mothers to know the laws and complain if they
see violations. “It’s called ‘Know Your
Rights!” Kandhari exclaims. The group is
action-based but sure enough, doesn’t shy
away from advocacy at any point when it’s
needed.
“We stress on strict enforcement of
laws that exist to support clean air. Could
be on tree felling, waste burning, crackers, vehicular emissions, construction
dust, waste management or thermal
power plants,” she explains.
Every person above the ordinary has
a certain mission that they are called to
fulfil. Warrior moms’ mission is to ensure
implementation of World Health
Organisation (WHO) air quality standards
all over India by demanding accountability from public and private authorities on
air quality abatement plans, engaging with

uring the lockdown months,
Subramani has experienced what
clean air every day can feel like and
wants to see that as a permanent change.
She is a documentary filmmaker and
teacher, whose films have always focused
on our intrinsic links with our environment
and as a teacher, she speaks with her students about environmental issues.
“Environment violations in my opinion equal human rights violations,” says
Subramani.
Air pollution has always been an
issue for her as she has grown up being
concerned about the environment.
Developing asthma as an adult got her
thinking about air pollution more and
more apart from chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs), which were the discussion points
back then.
It was during Anil Agarwal’s campaign
that Subramani got to know more about
the effects of leaded fuel and vehicular pollution. “I moved to Delhi to study and it
really hit me and since my student days I
have been passionate about fighting it,” she
shares.
When the pandemic first hit India and
the country went under lockdown on
March 24, 2020, the pleasant chirping
sound of birds replaced the loud unpleasant honking of vehicles, air quality
improved and sewage and industrial effluents in rivers decreased.
“During the lockdown, the difference
in air quality was evident. There was no
need to see AQI or read a report. You
could see it, smell it and breathe it. It was
clear that the environment was doing way
better without congested road traffic,
among other reasons,” says Subramani.
She adds, “It was during this time I
became a part of Warrior Moms as I felt
it was more important than ever to join
forces and talk about air pollution and how
it affects us.”
With easy access to social media platforms nowadays, information spreads
like a rumour. People consume all kinds
of news and also fall prey to false knowledge. About the climate crisis, Subramani
thinks that the awareness is very low and
fake information persists and spreads. She
tells us that with the Warrior Moms, every
day is a learning experience and she has
learnt to be less judgemental of people's

W

choices. She feels empowered to be part of
a group that actually believes in changing
children’s future.
Being a year old, Warrior Moms is taking a step forward each day with an aim
to generate awareness and work towards
policy change. “We have already put out
a list of complaint numbers and even
among our small group, we have started
making some inroads in this area,” she says.
Subramani is quite determined and
now that the warrior moms have come
together, she is stern with keeping her
promise for fighting climate change. “We'll
keep raising our voices, questioning our
leader. Whatever happens or not, none of
our children will grow up thinking that
their mothers did nothing,” she tells us.
How do we pick the right fight for children's future?
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relevant stakeholders on proven cost-effective solutions and growing and building
the capacity of more mothers to join the
movement and effect change.
According to WHO, 98 per cent of
children in India breathe unsafe air. As
they grow, they start developing lung-related diseases, suffer acute damage as pollutants accumulate in the lungs—asthma,
allergies, bronchitis, pneumonia, lung
damage, reduced lung capacity.
“As more studies keep coming in from
around the world, we are realising the
sheer scale of the damage done to the
country,” she says.
Alongside this, the tiny particles

(PM2.5) enter the bloodstream and cross
into all major organs of the body causing
damage that is long-term and irreversible.
“As mothers learning of these health
impacts and seeing that India has higher
rates than the world in almost all of them,
it motivates us not only when and if our
children are sick, but also to worry about
their future health,” Kndhari tells us,
adding that the analogy of air pollution to
cigarettes is particularly poignant when in
some cities it is estimated that children
breathe in the equivalent of smoking a
pack of cigarettes a day when the smog sets
in.
The movement is growing and warrior moms work in four steps:
YBuild and nurture inclusive womenled networks across India that are co mitted to clean air
YBuild capacity and commitment of
stakeholders to engage with social, economic and environmental impacts of air
pollution and climate change
YCreate and disseminate simple creative communication to improve awareness and knowledge and empower changemakers
YHyper-local, regional, narratives
and collaborative campaigns on the health
impacts of air pollution
Delhi NCR, Jharkhand, Karnataka,
Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Punjab, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal are
the states where they are currently active.
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Subramani says that there’s no one
fight, there are many. “Climate change
encompasses every battle against deforestation, fossil fuels, badly planned urban
infrastructure and non-compliance with
laws,” she explains, adding that so far as a
society we have been guilted into thinking that individual action was missing but
now we realise that the tide of inaction and
complete apathy from Government and
corporates must be addressed, must be
fought against.
She thinks that there is still a false
equivalence that a growing economy cannot care about the environment and the
old trope about development versus environment must be demolished.
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hennai Super Kings' skipper Mahendra
Singh Dhoni on Saturday reiterated that
his last T20 game would be played in
Chennai but said he does not know "whether
it is next year or in five years' time".
Dhoni, who led CSK to their fourth
Indian Premier League (IPL) title last month
in the UAE, had earlier said made it clear that
he would be wearing his favourite yellow jersey for at least one more season and the fans
will certainly see him playing a "farewell
game" at their beloved Chepauk.
"I have always planned my cricket. The
last game I played was in Ranchi. The last
home game in ODI was at my hometown in
Ranchi. So, hopefully, my last T20 will be in
Chennai. Whether it's next year or in 5 years'
time, we don't really know," Dhoni said at
CSK's IPL victory celebration here on
Saturday.
Speaking in the presence of Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister M K Stalin, India Cements
vice-chairman and Manging Director N
Srinivasan, legendary all-rounder Kapil Dev,
BCCI secretary Jay Shah and IPL chairman
Brijesh Patel, Dhoni said CSK's fan following even during the two years when they
missed the IPL had kept the team going.
"Overall, it is the fan following which
CSK has got, it goes much beyond Tamil
Nadu, it goes beyond the borders of India.
Wherever we play -- be it in Bengaluru,
Johannesburg or Dubai, we have got the support. Even during the lean patch, we missed
two years of IPL and that was the period CSK
was most talked about on social media," he
added.
Srinivasan was all praise for Dhoni and
his leadership.
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atting mainstay Steve
Smith on Saturday
B
emerged as one of the candidates for Australian Test captaincy after the selectors had
reportedly approached the
country's cricket board with a
proposal to hand over the
reins to the former skipper.
Though vice-captain Pat
Cummins remains the frontrunner for the top job, Smith
is also in the reckoning, the
country's cricket board said
following the resignation of
Tim Paine from the top job.

aptain Rohit Sharma will
waver from his ruthless
Cnot
approach but might try

"People
talk about Dhoni's legacy and
where he is going. He has not gone
anywhere, he is still with us," said
the former BCCI chief.
The iconic former India captain has not played in Chennai
since 2019 as the 2020 edition of
IPL was held in the UAE and CSK
played matches in the first phase
of the tournament earlier this
year in Mumbai before it was
suspended due to a breach in
the bio-bubble.
If sources are to be
believed then CSK will be
retaining three players --skipper Dhoni, allrounder Ravindra Jadeja
and prolific opener
Ruturaj Gaikwad for the
next auctions.
The 40-year-old former India captain retired
from international cricket in August last year.

akhar Zaman hit 57 not out
F
to guide Pakistan to an eightwicket victory over Bangladesh
that clinched the three-match
Twenty20 series 2-0 on Saturday.
Zaman and opener
Mohammad Rizwan put on an
85-run stand that was instrumental in overhauling
Bangladesh's paltry 108-7 with
11 balls to spare.
Rizwan scored a patient 39
off 45 with four boundaries.
Zaman was watchful after
captain Babar Azam (5) dragged
fast bowler Mustafizur
Rahman's (1-12) delivery on to
his stump in the third over, similar to his dismissal in the first
match.
"Wasn't easy to play shots
early on, wanted to build partnerships and succeeded," Zaman
said. "Thankfully we finished it
off well."
He paced the innings, especially after being reprieved on 26
when Saif Hassan dropped his
catch in deep midwicket off

Paine stepped down from
the post on Friday after being
investigated by Cricket
Australia (CA) for sending
explicit messages to a female
co-worker in 2017.
Paine succeeded Smith as
captain in 2018 after the batter was banned from international cricket for 12 months
and suspended from leadership roles for two years for his
role in the Cape Town balltampering scandal.

far and before Rohit goes into the
break, a 3-0 annihilation of New
Zealand in 'City of Joy', where he
once scored an epic 264 in an ODI,
will be like an icing on the cake.
For coach Rahul Dravid, a
dominant performance like this will
also help him settle the nerves into
the new role before the marquee Test
series against the same rivals starting in less than a week's time.
Having already won the series,
Rohit and Dravid will now like to
maintain a fine balance between
winning and also trying out all their
available resources to see how each
and every individual is placed.
Giving Venkatesh Iyer a go
with the ball with the evening
breeze from River Hooghly aiding
a bit of movement won't be a bad
idea but it depends whether Rohit

legspinner Aminul Islam (1-30).
Zaman brought up his seventh half-century off 40 balls and
then finished the game off on his
own, as Pakistan got to 109-2.
Shaheen Shah Afridi (215) and Shadab Khan (2-22)
caused the damage to
Bangladesh amid Najmul
Hossain's resistance after captain
Mahmudullah opted to bat first.
Najmul struck 40 off 34, hitting five fours. Afridi, replacing
Hasan Ali, continued his habit
to strike in the first over as he
trapped Saif Hassan leg-before
for duck in the fifth ball.
Naim Sheikh edged
Mohammad Wasim's delivery to
first slip for 2 in the second over,
leaving Bangladesh at 5-2.
Afif Hossain flicked Afridi
to six over backward square leg
in the first ball he faced. He also
cut Wasim past point for a
boundary as Bangladesh
appeared to be in control.
Najmul Hossain Shanto at
the other end recovered from his
vulnerable start to dominate
bowlers. But Shadab Khan stifled the innings and brought an
end to the 46-run partnership
when Afif 's
premeditated reverse paddle cost his
wicket for 20.
Najmul chipped in the air to
give Shadab, who dived to his left
to take an excellent catch, his
second wicket. Haris Rauf in
between took the wicket of
Mahmudullah, edging to wicket-keeper for 12, as the home
team was 82-5 in 14th over.

tors were interested in the
idea of Smith being able to
captain should an injury or
similar occur to Tim Paine,
with the proposal given the
board's
approval,"
sen.Com.Au ran a story quoting Herald Sun.
The top contender though,
remains pace spearhead
Cummins.
"However, Smith could be
appointed as vice-captain to
support Cummins, who would

"There are a range of candidates who are available for
that role, Steve Smith is one of
the candidates that is available
for the role," said CA chairman
Richard Freudenstein during a
virtual press conference following Paine's resignation.
Meanwhile, there are also
speculations that the senior
national team selectors are in
favour of appointing Smith as
skipper.
"It's understood the selec-
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little and too late
Chasing a formidable 177, Vidarbha
openers Atharva Taide (32) and Ganesh
Satish (31) added 43 for the first wicket.
But Karnataka pegged back the opposition by dismissing the top four batters to
leave Vidarbha tottering at 103 for four.
Medium pacer Darshan MB then sent
back Jitesh Sharma (12) as Vidarbha lost half
its side for 122.
But some late hitting by Apoorv
Wankhede (27 not out off 22 balls) and
Karnewar (22 off 12 balls) meant Vidarbha
needed 14 off the final over as they took the
game deep.
But pacer Patil dashed Vidarbha's
hopes, dismissing Karnewar in the first ball
of the final over and then held his nerve to
see his side home.
?C8Q =4F34;78

arnataka defeated Vidarbha by four runs
in a thrilling semifinal to enter the sumK
mit clash of the Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy
national T20 tournament here on Saturday.
Asked to bat at the Arun Jaitley stadium, Karnataka rode on Rohan Kadam's blistering 87 off 56 balls to post a competitive
176 for seven and then restricted the opposition to 172 for six with right-arm pacer
Vidyadhar Patil (1/29) holding his nerve in
the final over.
Patil had to defend 14 runs and the
speedster ensured that his side would face
defending champions Tamil Nadu in the
summit clash.
Karnataka openers Kadam and skipper
Manish Pandey (54 off 42 balls) gave the side
an aggressive start as they toyed with the
Vidarbha attack.
The duo took on pacers Darshan
Nalkande (4/28), Yash Thakur (1/35) and
Lalit Yadav (2/36) to stitch 132 runs for the
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ings between the two this
year, the Indian was no match
for her rival, losing 13-21 921 in a one-sided duel that
lasted just 32 minutes.
Sindhu, seeded third, was not
at her usual best and trailed
her Japanese opponent from
the start in both the games.
In the second game,

be the first fast bowler to captain Australia since 1956,
when Ray Lindwall held the
role for a solitary Test.
"Smith was barred from
holding a leadership position
within the team for two years
after the events of Cape Town,
with that ban elapsing over a
year ago," sen.Com.Au added
on Saturday, a day after the
Australian cricket was rocked
by the Tim Paine "sexting"
scandal.

The messages date back to
2017, months before Paine
was recalled to the Test team
after a seven-year absence and
a joint Cricket Australia and
Cricket Tasmania investigation
cleared him at the time.
The development came
weeks ahead of the five-Test
Ashes series against traditional rivals England. The first Test
begins in Brisbane on
December 8.
Australia's former chairman of selectors Trevor Hohns
had said in November that
Smith would probably be a
contender to succeed Paine.
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first wicket. Kadam was the more aggressive one, while Pandey played the second fiddle as they brought up the team's fifty in just
5.1 overs.
Left-arm-orthodox spinner Akshay
Karnewar, who has been economical, conceded five runs in his first over even as
Karnataka raced to 53/0 after the power play.
While Kadam hammered seven fours
and four maximums, Pandey struck two
fours and three sixes as they took the
Vidarbha attack to cleansers.
However, Lalit Yadav broke the stand
after removing Kadam in the 16th over, but
by then the damage had already been done.
Lalit struck again, this time removing
Pandey, who was caught by Akshay
Wakhare.
Karun Nair (5) also fell cheaply but a
quick-fire 13-ball-27 by Abhinav Manohar
propelled Karnataka past the 170-run mark.
Darshan Nalkande wreaked havoc in
the middle-order by taking four wickets in
fours balls in the final over, but it was too
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ouble Olympic medallist
PV Sindhu and Kidambi
Srikanth crashed out of the
Indonesia Masters Super 750
badminton tournament after
suffering straight game
defeats in the women's and
men's singles semifinals
respectively to bring the curtains down on Indian campaign here on Saturday.
Sindhu lost to Japanese
top seed Akane Yamaguchi
while Srikanth was outplayed
by third seed Anders
Antonsen of Denmark.
Even though Sindhu had
a superior 12-7 head-to-head
record against the Japanese
shuttler going into the tie,
having won both the meet-

man scheduling means that a 0-3
defeat without services of skipper
Kane Williamson will bruise egos
but not deflate them as results of
bilaterals count very little in the long
run.
Having already pocketed the
series with a couple of near perfect
chases on Jaipur and Ranchi belters,
there couldn't have been a better
venue than Eden Gardens for skipper Rohit to end the series on perfect note and also try out some of his
reserve bench players.
The first series as full-time T20
captain has gone well for Rohit as he
won two tosses, his bowlers put a
stranglehold on Black Caps batters
during end overs and then as a batter he provided great starts to set the
platform.
The script has been flawless so
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out a few of his reserve
players as India aim
for a clean sweep
against
New
Zealand in the
third and final
T
2
0
International,
here on Sunday.
Bi l ate r a l
T20I series in
various parts
of the globe is
fast losing its
context due to
too many private leagues
but for Indian
team, after their
World Cup disaster,
a series win might help
in partially healing the
wounds.
For New Zealand,
it's more about completing the assignment after a punishing schedule that
will see them play
five games (since
T20 WC semifinal) in less
than
two
weeks.
The inhu-

wants a sixth bowler.
Hence the likes of Ruturaj
Gaikwad, Avesh Khan and Ishan
Kishan will expect that their skipper
consider them for a game in this
series.
Gaikwad, who came into the
series with an Orange Cap in the IPL
might get a look-in in the top-three
where he is the most comfortable
batting. But for that to happen, either
skipper himself or his deputy KL
Rahul might have to take rest for the
game, which is more of an academic interest and gives an ideal premise
to check the bench strength.
Resting Rahul looks more logical as he is supposed to play a rigorous Test series in four days time
and one T20 International won't
make much of a difference for the
stylish right hander.
Similarly, the exciting Avesh
Khan could be tried in place of either
Deepak Chahar or Bhuvneshwar
Kumar while Yuzvendra Chahal
wouldn't mind getting a game in
place of Axar Patel or Ravichandran
Ashwin.
Similarly, Rishabh Pant, who has
been playing non-stop since start of
the World Test Championship, may
be rested and Ishan Kishan can be
given a go in the last game. If one
looks at the series, the biggest gain
has been Ravichandran Ashwin's
form in white ball cricket after the
previous regime kept him in the cold
for four years as they never believed
in him.

Sindhu had a brief lead before
Yamaguchi dominated her
rival throughout to seal the
issue in her favour. The
Japanese will now play the
winner of the other semifinal
between fourth seed An
Seyoung and Thailand's
Phittayaporn Chaiwan.
Srikanth, who had beat-

en compatriot HS Prannoy in
the quarterfinals, lost 14-21
9-21 to Antonsen in 41 minutes in the men's singles
semifinals. The former world
number one Indian was able
to hold on Antonsen initially, levelling the scores at 3-3,
4-4, 5-5 before falling behind.
Srikanth made another
fine recovery in the first
game, narrowing down the
gap to 12-11 but eventually
lost steam.
In the second game also,
both were tied at 4-4 but the
Dane took eight straight
points to zoom to 12-4. The
Indian could not recover
from there while Antonsen
never let his guard down to
win the second game and the
match.

TN THRASH HYDERABAD BY 8 WICKETS
Rookie medium pacer P Saravana
Kumar starred with a fifer as defending
champions Tamil Nadu outplayed
Hyderabad by eight wickets to sail into the
final of the Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy T20
cricket tournament here on Saturday.
The TN bowlers backed skipper Vijay
Shankar's decision to field first as they bundled out the hitherto unbeaten Hyderabad
for 90 in 18.3 overs with only Tanay
Thyagarajan (25 off 24 balls) reached double figures.
Saravana did most of the damage
upfront as he accounted for the top order,
including rival captain Tanmay Agarwal (1)
and the in-form Tilak Varma (8). He finished with the sensational figure of 5 for 21,
the second best ever bowling figures for TN
behind Rahil Shah's 5 for 12.
Hyderabad was tottering at 30 for 5 in
6.2 overs and it soon became 39 for 6 when
Ravi Teja was dismissed by M Mohammed
for 9.
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akistan pacer Hasan Ali
was on Saturday repriP
manded for breaching Level 1
of the ICC Code of Conduct,
while Bangladesh were fined
20 per cent of their match fees
for maintaining slow overrate during the first T20I in
Dhaka.
The incident occurred in
the 17th over of Bangladesh's
innings, when Hasan gave an
inappropriate sendoff to batter Nurul Hasan after dismissing him caught behind the
wicket.
Hasan was found to have
breached Article 2.5 of the ICC
Code of Conduct for Players
and Player Support Personnel,

which relates to "using language, actions or gestures
which disparage or which
could provoke an aggressive
reaction from a batter upon
his/her dismissal during an
International Match."
"In addition to this, one
demerit point has been added
to the disciplinary record of
Hasan, for whom it
was the first offence
in a 24-month period," the ICC said in a
statement.
Bangladesh players
have been fined 20 per cent of
their match fees for maintaining slow over-rate in the match
as they were ruled to be one
over short of the target after
time allowances were taken
into consideration.
"In accordance with
Article 2.22 of the ICC Code
of Conduct for Players and
Player Support Personnel,
which relates to minimum
over-rate offences, players are
fined 20 per cent of their
match fees for every over their
side fails to bowl in the allotted time," the ICC said.
Hasan and Bangladesh
captain Mahmudullah admitted the offences and accepted
the sanctions proposed by
Neeyamur Rashid of the
Emirates ICC International
Panel of Match Referees and
ratified by the ICC Cricket
Operations department as per
the COVID-19 interim playing
regulations. There was no
need for formal hearing.

Australian Open chief to Djokovic: No vaccine proof, no play
0?Q <4;1>DA=4

ball is back in Novak
court.
TheDjokovic's
Australian Open chief Craig
Tiley confirmed on Saturday that
everyone who attends the first
Grand Slam tennis tournament of
2022 will need to be fully vaccinated for COVID-19, including all the
players. That continues to leave the
status of defending and nine-time
champion Djokovic in question.
Djokovic, who has refused to say if
he's vaccinated, would be attempting to win a record 21st Grand Slam
singles title.
The tournament is scheduled
for Jan. 17-30. The Victorian state
government had earlier said only
vaccinated persons would be
allowed into the site for the tour-

nament, and Tiley reiterated that on
Saturday. “Everyone on site, the
fans, all the staff, the players, will
need to be vaccinated,” Tiley said at
the tournament's official
launch.
“There's been a lot of
speculation about Novak's
position, he's said it's a private matter. “We would love
to see Novak here, but he
knows he needs to be vaccinated in order to play. He's
always said that the
Australian Open is the
event that puts the wind in
his sails."
The no-vaccine, no-play edict
was made by the Victorian state
government in late October. It
means the Australian Open will
become the first Grand Slam tour-

nament to require mandatory
COVID-19 vaccines for the players.
Victoria has been the hardesthit state in Australia, with 1,268
pandemic deaths out of the country's total of 1,922 and 109,000 of
194,000 overall cases as of Saturday.
Melbourne
and
many
other areas of
Victoria have
been subject to
lengthy lockdowns and
overnight curfews over the
past 18 months.
“It's been
made very clear,
when the premier
(Daniel Andrews)
announced several

weeks ago that in order to participate at the Australian Open, to
come into Victoria, you'll need to
be fully vaccinated,” Tiley said earlier on a morning television program. “Immediately we communicated that to the playing group, it
is the one direction that you take
that is going to ensure everyone's
safety."
Among the top male players,
Tiley, who is the tournament director, said Rafael Nadal and Daniil
Medvedev, who beat Djokovic in
the final of the U.S. Open, preventing the Serbian player from completing a calendar-year Grand Slam,
plan to be in Melbourne in January.
Roger Federer, who continues
to recover from right knee surgery,
has already said he won't be coming.
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ewis Hamilton and Max
Vetstappen qualified 1-2
L
for the inaugural Qatar Grand
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Xavi Hernández makes his
coaching debut at Barcelona
when it hosts Espanyol in a
derby at Camp Nou.
Xavi has had little time to
work with his full squad since
taking over from Ronald
Koeman two weeks ago with
many players having been away
with their national teams. He
also has several players injured,
including striker Ansu Fati.
Espanyol aims to get its
first win over its crosstown rival
since 2009. The city's more
modest club is level on points
with Xavi's side entering the
round, and Espanyol striker
Raúl de Tomás is one of the
hottest scorers in the Spanish
league.
Sevilla also hosts Alavés
seeking a win that would make
it the overnight league leader.
Atlético Madrid hosts Osasuna
trying to keep pace with the top
three teams, while Villarreal is at
Celta Vigo.
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Three teams will be under
new managers when the
Premier League resumes after
the international break. But
Eddie Howe will be unable to
lead Newcastle in person after
being forced into isolation on
Friday after testing positive for
the coronavirus ahead of his first
game in charge of the Saudiowned club at home to
Brentford.
Former Liverpool midfielder Steven Gerrard should be
back on the touchline on his

return to England with Aston
Villa and takes on Brighton on
his debut. Fired by Villa, Dean
Smith made an immediate
return to management at
Norwich and the last-placed
team hosts Southampton.
Liverpool hosts Arsenal in
the headline match of the 12th
round while leader Chelsea is
away to Leicester and
Manchester United visits
Watford.
8C0;H

AC Milan looks to extend its
perfect start at a Fiorentina side
featuring one of the league's top
young strikers in Dusan
Vlahovic, who has scored eight
goals.
A victory for Milan would

put pressure on Serie A leader
Napoli, which visits defending
champion Inter Milan on
Sunday.
Napoli and Milan are level
on points but Napoli leads on
goal difference. Also, first-year
Lazio coach Maurizio Sarri faces
his former club when struggling
Juventus visits the Stadio
Olimpico. Atalanta, which is on
a five-match unbeaten run, hosts
Spezia.
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Borussia Dortmund is still
without injured striker Erling
Haaland as it hosts Stuttgart in
the Bundesliga. Haaland has a
hip muscle injury and it's not
clear if he'll return to action
before the league's winter break

next month.
Stuttgart is 15th and winless
in its last four league games.
Union Berlin takes on Hertha
Berlin in a local rivalry. It's the
first game with a full crowd at
Union's stadium since early last
year but comes as infection
rates in the German capital rise.
Bayer Leverkusen hosts
Bochum as it seeks its first win
since a crushing 5-1 loss to
Bayern Munich last month.
Leipzig visits Hoffenheim and
Borussia Mönchengladbach
plays Greuther Fürth.
5A0=24

Runaway leader Paris SaintGermain takes on Nantes looking to get ready for next week's
Champions League clash with

Manchester City.
Mauricio Pochettino's players have a comfortable 10-point
lead at the top of the French
league standings ahead of
Saturday's game at the Parc des
Princes.
Lionel Messi, still chasing
his first league goal for PSG,
could make his return after
missing the 3-2 win in Bordeaux
with a knee injury before the
international break.
In the battle for European
spots, fifth-place Rennes looks
to extend its unbeaten run to 11
games in all competitions against
Montpellier. Gaetan Laborde,
the top scorer in the league, will
lead the attack for Rennes
against his former club.

Prix, setting up a showdown
between the Formula One
championship contenders at
the very start of Sunday's race.
Hamilton won the 102nd
pole of his career, fourth of the
season and first since the
Hungarian Grand Prix in
August. Hamilton trails
Verstappen by 14 points in the
championship fight with three
races remaining.
He beat Verstappen by
0.455 seconds Saturday to win
the pole at Losail International
Circuit. The seven-time champion said his stomach had
been bothering him since he
arrived in Qatar, but a good
night's sleep helped his recovery.
Hamilton said his stomachache made opening day at
the new circuit difficult, and he
was fourth in both of Friday's
practice sessions.
“I really struggled
throughout first practice and
I was just really off,” Hamilton
said.
“I was here 'til midnight
working with the engineers,
who also always work so late,
and found I lot of areas in
which I can improve.”
Mercedes made changes in
Saturday's final practice and
Hamilton said in qualifying he
was aided by smart strategy
that sent him on track with little traffic and a strong lap by
the driver.
“That last lap was beautiful, it was a really sweet lap,”

Hamilton said. “This track is
amazing to drive, it is incredibly fast. It felt good.”
Verstappen said Red Bull
was lacking pace and noted
that teammate Sergio Perez
failed to advance to the final
qualifying group. Perez will
start 11th.
“It's been just a bit more
tricky for us in qualifying,”
Verstappen said.
“We are struggling a bit
more than normal. We've
never done a race here, so
there's a lot of unknowns.”
The race is the first in a 10year deal between F1 and
Qatar. Valtteri Bottas, teammate to Hamilton at Mercedes,
qualified third and was followed by Pierre Gasly of
AlphaTauri. Gasly has been
fast all weekend but a tire
puncture near the end of qualifying slowed him.

Fernando Alonso qualified
fifth and was followed by
Lando Norris and Carlos
Sainz.
The weekend opened with
the Brazil GP still the main
topic of discussion as Mercedes
contested the FIA decision
not to penalize Verstappen
for running Hamilton wide off
course last week in Sao Paulo.
Mercedes requested a review of
the decision, which the FIA
denied in the middle of a
Friday press briefing between
the principals of the two warring teams.
It was a tense 30-minute
session between Mercedes
head Toto Wolff and Christian
Horner, team principal for
Red Bull, and both agreed
they have no relationship. But
Horner also publicly questioned the legality of the
Mercedes.
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his time, another goal from Robert
Lewandowski wasn't enough for
T
Bayern Munich.

SC East Bengal, Jamshedpur FC eye
three points in campaign opener
?C8Q E0B2>

oming off a disappointing
C
last season, SC East Bengal
and Jamshedpur FC both
stressed on the importance of
winning the first match as they
kick off their campaign in the
Indian Super League here on
Sunday.
East Bengal will be determined to put the demons of last
season behind them, having
finished in the ninth position
after winning only three out of
the 20 matches. Jamshedpur FC
settled for the sixth position
after seven wins and as many
losses in the previous season.
The Red Miners though missed
out on a semi-final spot by a
margin of only four points.
East Bengal have looked
exciting in pre-season under
coach Jose Manuel Diaz and will

be keen to replicate that against
Jamshedpur when their season
begins at the Tilak Maidan.
He said SC East Bengal will
leave no stone unturned in
their effort to bag three points
from their opener.
"For us, the most important
is the first match for gaining
confidence," Diaz said on the
eve of the game.
Asked about the Kolkata
Derby against ATK Mohun
Bagan being the next match,
the former Real Madrid
Castilla boss said: "We are not
thinking about the derby just
yet. After the pre-season, we are
hopeful of doing well in the
first official match."
Diaz, with assistant coach
Angel Puebla Garcia translating for him, added that the
team is prepared to adapt to
any situation.

Augsburg held on to stun the
Bundesliga leader with a 2-1 win in
their Bavarian derby Friday to climb
out of the relegation zone.
It was only Augsburg's third win
in 21 league games against its powerful southeastern neighbor, which fell
to its second defeat of the season.
Bayern had won 16 of their previous
20 meetings.
“For us, this is of course a bitter
setback in how we see ourselves, how
we actually want to play the games,"

Thomas Müller said after his 600th
competitive game for Bayern.
"We need that every match, this
confirmation that we're the ones who
dictate and dominate the games. And
that doesn't mean ball possession, but
the way and manner in which you play
on an opponent.”
It was clear that Bayern missed
Joshua Kimmich's presence in midfield.
The unvaccinated 26-year-old is
in quarantine for the second time in
as many weeks after coming into contact with someone with COVID-19.
Bayern was also without Niklas
Süle and Josip Stanišic, who tested
positive for COVID-19. Augsburg was

without winger Rubén Vargas for the
same reason.
It was the first time since the coronavirus pandemic started that
Augsburg was allowed play in a full
stadium. It was also the last time for
at least a few weeks as new restrictions

are coming into place in Bavaria on
Tuesday limiting capacity to 25%
until Dec. 15. Bavaria is being hit hard
by Germany's fourth wave of infections.
Augsburg started with intent,
playing at pace and not allowing the
visitors any time to settle. The home
team challenged for every ball and
forced Bayern's stars into mistakes.
Mads Pedersen got the deserved
opener in the 23rd minute when he
let fly inside the far corner after Lucas
Hernandez could only deflect a cross
into his path.
The home fans were celebrating
again in the 35th, when André Hahn
met Iago Amaral Borduchi's cross

with a thumping header past Manuel
Neuer after Marcel Sabitzer lost the
ball in midfield.
But Lewandowski pulled one
back almost immediately afterward,
set up by Müller. It was the Poland
star's 14th goal in 12 league games this
season.
“The first half was bad, really bad,”
Müller said.
“And in the second, you could see
that we really wanted to turn it
around. But perhaps we didn't deserve
this bit of luck in front of goal due to
the first half.”
Augsburg's
intensity dropped somewhat in the
second half, when Lewandowski fired
a good chance over.
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ille striker Jonathan David
L
consolidated his position
as the top scorer in the French
league by netting twice in a 22 draw with Monaco as defending champion Lille stayed in
the bottom half of the table.
Monaco rallied from a twogoal deficit to salvage a point
despite having a player sent off
and provisionally moved into
seventh place, four points outside the top four spots.
“We dropped two points,”
Lille coach Jocelyn Gourvennec

said.
“We miss that grit to finish
off the game.”
David converted a penalty
in the fifth minute after
Strahinja Pavlovic stomped on
Xeka's foot while blocking a
shot from the Lille midfielder.
He then doubled the lead
in the ninth minute by notching his 10th league goal. David
chased a ball over the top from
Tiago Djalo and held off Ruben
Aguilar before beating
Alexander Nübel from close
range.
The Canada striker could

have completed a hat trick
after collecting a through ball
from Jonathan Ikone in the
39th but was denied by Nübel.

Senegal winger Krepin
Diatta pulled one back for the
hosts by firing a powerful
strike into the bottom corner in

the 41st.
Monaco nearly equalized
in the 49th after a mix-up
between Domagoj Bradaric
and Lille goalkeeper Ivo Grbic,
but Djalo cleared Kevin
Volland's flick off the line.
Grbic protected Lille's lead
by stopping Volland's header in
the 74th and Aurelien
Tchouameni's low drive in the
76th.
Monaco was down to 10
men in the 78th after Pavlovic
received a second yellow card
for a stamp on Ikone, but substitute Wissam Ben Yedder

still netted the equalizer with an
angled shot in the 83rd.
“Our first 20 minutes were
not really good, they were even
catastrophic,” Monaco midfielder Sofiane Diop said.
“But we managed to turn
around the match in the last 25
minutes and we got a mental
edge over them.”
On Saturday, French league
leader Paris Saint-Germain
looks to keep its perfect home
record intact against Nantes
while fifth-place Rennes hosts
Montpellier in the battle for
European spots.
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or a team who
stood number No.
F1 Test
team in the
world after beating
Sri Lanka 2-0 in
December 2016,
India is suffering
debilitate loses.
India has slipped
down its place in
ICC ranking to
number 4 in 2021.
After 2021
World Cup many
important decisions
were
taken, which
changed the
gaming strategy of
Indian cricket
from resigning of
India's head coach
Ravi Shastri to
Virat Kohli stepping
down as India's T20
captain following the
T20 World Cup.
Under
Ravi
Shastri, India won two
back-to-back Test
series Down Under
and is currently
leading a
five-match
Test series 2-

1 against England in their own
backyard. Shastri's tenure was
a highly fruitful one for the
Indian team, and it was under
his guidance that India not
just won the Test series overseas but also remained the No.
1 Test side for almost five
years.
He, along with skipper
Virat Kohli, has worked extensively on the team and took
Indian cricket to new heights,
but one thing that eluded
him was the ICC trophy.
India started as favourites in
the 2019 World Cup, the 2021
World Championship final
and the 2021 T20 World Cup
as well, but choked on the big
occasions repeatedly for similar reasons, i.e., team selection.
And now that Rahul
Dravid is the boss, everyone
associated with Indian cricket in any way will hope that
India wins the ICC tournaments and ends the duck of
eight years.
Rahul Dravid is a legend
of the game, and his appointment as Indian coach couldn't have come at a better time
than this. At present, with the
IPL giving the platform for so
many young cricketers to
showcase their talents and

make a name for themselves,
Dravid, who has worked with
them since their U19 days,
can grill them to get the best
of the budding talents.
There are so many things
one can expect to change in
the Indian team after Dravid's
appointment to the top job.
The Pioneer lists a few:
More chances for youngsters
Dravid has worked extensively with Indian players
even before he took the India
head coach job. He was the

Indian U19 coach for four
years before he took up the
NCA head role in July 2019.
He was in charge of "overseeing all cricket-related activities
at the NCA and was involved
in mentoring, coaching, training, and motivating players,
coaches, and support staff at
the NCA." He was widely
praised as NCA's head for
developing a steady supply of
talent for the senior team
and overhauling player fitness
and rehabilitation regimens.
He has worked with play-

ers like Rishabh Pant, Shreyas
Iyer, Sanju Samson,
Washington Sundar, Prithvi
Shaw, and Shubman Gill during his time with India U19,
Delhi Daredevils, and
Rajasthan Royals and has
played a big role in what
these youngsters are today.
With the Indian team
expected to go through a
transition phase in the coming years, Dravid is expected to invest in these youngsters to make them ready for
the future.

Longer run time for players
In the last few years, a lot
of players made their Indian
debut after getting selected on
the back of strong IPL shows,
and in fact, did well with the
national side as well, but
couldn't prolong their international career because they
weren't given a longer run.
Players like Khaleel Ahmed,
Vijay Shankar, Navdeep Saini,
and Shivam Dube are examples of that.
It is understood that there
is cut-throat competition in
India, but the players deserve
enough chances to express
themselves. And under
Dravid's time, players are
expected to get many opportunities to deliver and it will
be a good learning experience.
Strong bench strength
India won the historic
Test series against Australia
earlier this year by beating the
hosts Down Under. The highlight of that win was India's
bench strength and how,
despite suffering from continuous player injuries, the
Indian team beat all odds to
do the unthinkable. Even
though Dravid was not there
in Australia at that time, it was

his plan that helped India
achieve the milestone.
It was Dravid's master
plan to allow "A" teams to go
on exposure tours overseas
and get familiar with the
conditions there in order to
get match-ready so that when
the situation arrives, they
don't feel alien to those conditions. India lost as many as
ten main team players during
the Test series, but the
replacement players never let
anyone feel that way and
delivered in India's historic
triumph.
Better communication with
players
Dravid has been associated with Indian cricket for
more than two decades now
and has seen Indian cricket in
and out. As a player, captain,
senior player, mentor, U19
coach, and now head coach of
the Indian team, he has been
through a process and understands every aspect of the
game. And good communication is the key to getting
results.
The players should feel
free to talk and discuss with
the senior pros about the
game, and that's what Dravid
can do the best. He is easily

approachable and there's no
one better than him to guide
players through their game.
Rohit an asset for India
Rohit Sharma has proved
his abilities as a captain in the
Indian Premier League,
where he has won five IPL
titles for the Mumbai Indians
in nine years. What makes
him special is his ability to
remain calm and get the best
out of his players. His leadership style is very similar to
that of former Indian captain
MS Dhoni, as both of them
remain cool on the field no
matter how complex the situation is.
One of the highlights of
Rohit's captaincy is that he
likes to make minimal
changes and trusts his players
to win matches. In the IPL,
one of the big reasons for
Mumbai Indians' success was
the consistency in team selection and how they used to
give proper run to trusted
players to express themselves.
With the next T20 World Cup
set to kick off in less than 11
months, one would expect
Rohit Sharma to have the
same success with the Indian
team as well as he had with
the Mumbai Indians.
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Q What is Tanha Dil about?

talktime
SHAAN

It is about a first person's experience and journey through depression. How he has to fight it
and how he has to overcome it. It's in a beautiful
song format.
Q When and why did you start working on
this track?
The thought of creating a song on mental health
has been on my mind for 2-3 years. With the
original Tanha Dil completing 20 years, somewhere I felt like maybe we can connect these
two dots and create something beautiful that
will have a strong message as well as a strong
melody.
Q How important do you think it is to spread
Mental Health Awareness?
I think in this age and time the message of mental health awareness is extremely important.
While all of us are putting a lot of time and
effort to keep ourselves physically strong, we
don't tend to be doing the same to keep our
mental wellbeing. Because of which the
stress, anxiety levels, pollution around in
our minds is definitely deteriorating
our mental health. We have to be
aware of it and take care of our mental health. To add to it, there is a
stigma where people don't talk
about this and it's very important
for us to talk about it and be
more patient with people who are
going through mental health issue.
To be able to understand them,
accept them and help them get
better.
Q Why has this version
come after 20 years?
The fact that I made this
song after 20 years is
probably because you
have to live your life
that much to
understand what
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Q How tough is to judge and decide a winner?
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these issues are. I have gone through a personal
situation with mental health, which is in the last
couple years now. Which is why it was just coincidental that I thought I should make a song on
mental health. I have called it Tanha Dil Tanha
Safar only because the phrase goes very well
with my song.
Q Tell us about your journey as a singer.
My journey as a singer has been very enjoyable
and a lot of fun. I have been able to explore different kinds of music as a singer, composer, lyricist. I probably have done the most music videos
any Indian artist has and lot of collaborations
with Bollywood, non-Bollywood, different genres. It's been a lot of fun and I believe that the
party has just begun.
Q You have also hosted shows. How do you
find hosting?
Yes, I started as a television host many years
ago. Since 1996 I have been hosting a lot of
shows almost till 2010. It used to be a lot of fun
but very strenuous. It would take a toll on my
throat too so I had to ease off from hosting.
Sometimes I do hosting as Its something I really enjoy doing.

It's very tough to judge, and to decide a winner
because music is such a subject. It's not like
everyone runs and reaches the finish line earliest. It's subjective like someone likes somebody's
singing. Someone else might like somebody
else's singing. To come to a unanimous decision
is always difficult. As along as you do it with a
lot of integrity and do it with all your heart,
patience and Passion, you will more or less
reach the right decision. And you have to trust
your instincts.
Q You have acted and sung for movies in different languages. How many languages do you
know? And how do you overcome the language barrier if any?
Honestly, I know Bengali, Hindi, English,
Marathi and I can understand Gujarati to some
extent. But beyond that no other language. Yes I
have sung in 20 odd languages. It's easy these
days because you can prepare plans, there are
supervisors and you don't have to sing the entire
thing in a go. You can do it line by line as long
as you get the pronunciation right.
Q What is your favourite genre and why?
I don't have a favourite genre of music but I
think song and lyrics that merge beautifully and
there is something original and fresh about the
song, I love it. It could be a dance track, love
song, ghazal, it doesn't matter but it's got to
make a good marriage of music, lyric and
mood.
Q Any song which is very close to your heart?
That's a difficult question to answer. Too
many songs to mention any one that's close to
my heart.
Q What are your upcoming projects?
Among upcoming projects, there will be
more songs coming up in my Shaan music label.
I'm in talks to be part of more television shows.
Looking to explore new avenues like acting and
composing more for film projects. It's good and
I'm happy to be excited about it.
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hat if you found the
p erfect dress to
wear at a party but
it is not in your
size? What if you
liked a design of a blouse but there
is nobody you know who can tailor
it for you? What if you are on a tight
schedule and need a blouse but
don’t have the time to go to the market and buy the material and give it
for stitching?
All this and much more will
soon be available at a touch on the
screen of your smartphone. Yes, you
read that correct. Within the next
two-three weeks an app — Louoj —
will transform the way you give
clothes for stitching.
The app is the brainchild of
Bibhuti Dash founder-CEO, Louoj.
It took him seven years to perfect it.
The end result? A B2B2C marketplace that will take care of all your
tailoring needs from the comfort of
your home.
“Think of it like your personal
tailor with a slight difference. This
one is on your smartphone. Our app
is already catering to people in the
B2B segment and now that we have
perfected this aspect of the business
we are all set to introduce B2C,”
Dash says.
The idea to create this app
came because Dash wanted to
cater to people who want a certain
design on a particular material.
“Usually when you go to e-commerce sites to buy ready-made
clothing, if you like the pattern you
buy it even if you are not enamoured with the neckline or the
sleeve design or even the back

W

design. This is where we step in.
Our app has over 500 materials that
the app user can choose from.
There are hundreds of neck, sleeve
and back designs that he can choose
from. The person has access to tens
of designers who can help you
make your mind if you are confused
about what you want or what will
suit you,” Dash explains.
MD Wakil Rahman, owner and
tailor master of Tailor Made Fashion
Studio from Ernakulam, Kerala
tells you that most people who come
to him know what they want.
Others are confused. We are here to
help them. To begin with, I was
apprehensive how the app will work
but I have been using it for four-five
months and it is simple and userfriendly. All that we need from the
customer is the normal size that she
wears. For example it is a medium
size of a particular brand. We then
ask them to send a full-length photograph. This gives us the body
shape of the person. Sometimes we
may ask them to send us measurements as well. Once they have chosen the design and the material, the
clothing can be delivered within 72
hours. But if the design is complicated and the person has chosen a
material of another designer, this
will take time,” Wakil tells you.
Dash says that there are thousands of permutation combinations
that are available to the customer.
He can choose the design from the
app; he can give his own design; he
can choose the material of a particular designer and a neckline by
another designer; he can even give
his own material.
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“This is the best part of the app.
The customer is king here. He is
spoilt for choice. He can pick and
choose what he wants. But to give
this kind of choice took time; seven
years to be precise. I had worked in
different industries and therefore I
could design the 3D design customisation for the app. I have done
so much R&D. I have even joined
the material manufacturer with
designers. Now, the designer doesn’t have to hold 500 rolls of different material. He just needs to place
his demand with the manufacturer.
As soon as there is a demand the
manufacturer ships the material.
This benefits both — the designer
who doesn’t have to invest lakhs in
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Y How does it feel to receive Y How did you get interested
the National Award? What
does it represent for you?
I am truly honoured after
receiving this prestigious award.
This is an inspiration and motivation to me to work more n
more hard and always give my
best. I want to dedicate this
award to my fans and followers
and friends who has been always
supporting me from the very
beginning.
Y You have come a long way
since Sa Re Ga Ma Pa (SRGMP)
days. How has the journey
been?
The journey was not at all
smooth. As I came from a very
small town in West Bengal
where people hardly get this
kind of platform and exposure.
So coming from such a background and to become a runners
up in the Competition is always
very special to me. I have learned
a lot from all my mentors and
the judges like Vishal ji, SajidWajid ji and it was a wonderful
learning experience to me..

in music?
From childhood I had an
inclination towards music
because of my father. He is no
more, but his love for music has
made me a true music lover and
from there my love and affection
towards music started.
Y You did many digital concerts. Was it very challenging?
They are always challenging
in the beginning but let me tell
you this is one of the most beautiful way to connect with your
fans and audiences who enjoys
your performance sitting back at
home. Digital concerts has been
a solution to entertainment during the tough pandemic time.
Y What made you say yes to be
part of the great grand jury on
SRGMP?
If you see that in a platform
from where you started your
musical journey and have got
recognised and at the same stage
after 10 years you got an opportunity to become a great grand
jury I think very few people will
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buying material, the manufacturer
who is quickly able to sell the
entire roll,” Dash tells you.
Bijoy Munda, a designer and
owner of Fabr ic Hous e in
Bhubaneswar, Odisha opines that
this app is a game-changer. “We
have ben in this business for years.
But what this app offers is going to
make it possible for the customer
sitting anywhere, be it India or
abroad, to get whatever article of
clothing he wants by just coming on
the app. The rates are competitive
as well. But this go up if the design
is complicated and if the materiel
that the client wants takes time of
arrive because it is of another
designer,” Binoy says.
Wakil tells you that while people are used to going to a tailor, this
app will change the way how they
will be getting their tailoring needs
fulfilled in the future.
“The app is for people who are
already shopping for clothes from ecommerce sites. We are just going
a step ahead and providing them
with an experience that they will
love. Now, they can pick and choose
what they want instead of buying
what is being offered on such sites,”
Dash says.
Munda tells you that there are
many people who don’t have the
time to run around buying material and then go to a tailor and give
him a design. The app makes it easy
for him. Within a few minutes he is
connected to a designer. He has
hundreds of material to choose
from as well as any design that he
wants. This makes things easy for
all,” Munda says.

deny to this. Also, sharing the
platform with my idol Shankar
ji and Vishal ji means a lot to me.
Y What/who inspires you?
Music inspires me a lot. Md
Rafi Sahab, Kishore Kumar,
Mukesh Ji inspires me a lot. I
have learnt a lot of things from
many great music composers
like SD Burma and RD Burma.

There is Shankar Mahadevan
and AR Rahman; they have been
great inspiration to me as well.
Y How did you end up working for Bengali and Odiya
industry?
Both the industries are
almost same. Only difference is
the language. One great thing
about Odiya industry is the love
for independent music and independent musicians. Whereas
Bengali industry is mostly based
on filmy music.
Y How critical is music for a
film in India?
Music is an integral part of
every film in India. Because the
story line which Indian stories
carries in the cinema music is
required to depict that in a
beautiful way. Other than songs
background score plays the most
important role in any film.
Y What next?
Many projects like Lucknow
Times an Aasma will be getting
released soon. Other than these
there are few other films as well
on which I am working on.
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MAPPING THE INDIAN TRAVEL TREND
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he pandemic has changed the way
we travel and changed our perception of priorities. Throughout the
lockdown, people have travelled the
world virtually and built on their
bucket lists. Lockdown fatigue had resulted in
strong pent-up demand which is fuelling
unique trends in travel. Upon easing of restrictions, travellers have started to rekindle their
travel plans through weekend getaways, staycations and drivecations, and similar convenient
getaways from the challenging life of workfrom-home schedules.
The extended lockdown urged travellers to
move out of the confines of their homes and
pursue workations from scenic destinations —
right from hills to beaches — which enabled
them to strike a healthy work-life balance. The
new normal has drastically impacted traveller
behaviour; people have started appreciating the
importance of spending quality time with
loved ones.

T
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With the easing restrictions on domestic
travel and highly limited option for international trips, domestic has come under the spotlight like never before.
Festive travel is of great importance in
India especially during Diwali and Christmas,
clubbing weekends and extended weekend
phenomenon are driving domestic travel.
Travellers book domestic trips for various reasons like family bonding, celebrate special
occasions and milestones/weddings in India.
Millennials as well as elders enjoy these vacations and look forward to these drivable breaks
and air-inclusive travel plans.
Besides the all-time favourite — Goa, the
pandemic has inspired Indians to explore their
country which has created strong demand for
destinations like Leh-Ladakh, Kashmir and the
North East. People want to explore India in
depth and visit the unique destinations our
country has to offer.
851<D81>4C165DIG9<<3?>D9>E5D?251
D?@@B9?B9DI
According to the survey primordial
Hygiene & Safety, 77% of Indians need the
reassurance of travelling/staying with brands
that provide clear cut health and safety policies. Hotels, airports, airlines are investing in
comprehensive safety protocols as travellers are

putting health and safety first. Some of the first
movers in the space were top brands like SG
Clean, Vistara Clean, Marriott Cleanliness
Council etc.
5H@5B95>3521C54DB1F5<
Travel is now all about special and unique
experiences — based on each travellers interests/passions or to help them to reconnect with
their loved ones. Travel experiences which
offer true discovery/exploration of local cultures, heritage and communities and create
memories that money cannot buy.
Indians are hungry for hidden gems such
as the living root bridges or canoeing on the
Dawki Lake — a clear lake in Meghalaya. They
are also interested in outdoor adventure —
such as biking trips, hiking, camping, jungle
safaris and extra-ordinary experiences like picnic lunch in the middle of an apple orchard,
swimming with the sharks, living in a glass
igloo, stay in tree house in the middle of a jungle, experience as well as curate different kinds
of cuisines with the help of local chefs. People
want to dare to dream and tick off options
from their bucket list such as bungee jumping
and other adrenaline rushing experiences.
These experiences are for a lifetime and cannot
be bought with money.
C<?GDB1F5<
People want to live in the moment and
enjoy an unhurried life which is why they wish
to explore slow and immersive travel options.
Mono-destinations are in demand as people
want to exclusively experience a particular
place and learn of its culture, heritage and people. Travellers are attracted towards fuller and
richer experiences that allow them to connect,
explore and unwind through self-driven and
planned trips. They prefer travel at a languid
pace affording them the time to explore more
without rushing into covering places within a
limited span of time. They want to travel to the
interiors and places which is closer to nature to
refresh themselves from a prolonged indoor
lifestyle during the lockdown.
<EHEB9?ECF131D9?>C
Travellers are ready to tick off their travel
bucket list instead of spending on materialistic
commodities. They are opting for higher category hotels, premium home stays, independent
villas and properties which promise the com-
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fort of a vacation while meeting additional
requirements of hygiene and safety. They prefer staying in unique accommodations when
they travel and explore extra-ordinary options
such as heritage homes, havelis and villas.
Heritage homes include colonial stays in places
like Goa, Bengal and Rajasthan with the provision of timelessness that allows people to have
a relaxing stay with anytime dining options.
Travellers now prefer villas over hotels and
restaurants with more spaces including private
villas with personal chef and concierge services, villas with a backyard, pool with a deck
and more for relaxation.
Resorts and Vacation Rentals have witnessed a strong demand as travellers emerged
from the pandemic with the intension to
explore options for staycations or a change of
scenery in a safe and sanitised manner, seeking
larger spaces that are better equipped for
longer leisure stays and social isolation, suburban destinations, resorts and vacation rentals
have continued to witness strong demand, outpacing hotels on the pandemic recovery front.
Safety and hygiene are also important factors which are driving people for luxury travel
as travellers are looking for more safety precautions during their journeys.
The number of people opting for premium
stays has been increasing as safety and hygiene
have emerged as the new comfort in travel.
The traditional checklist has now made way for
adequate social distancing, demand for a private kitchen, additional room for help or support staff, etc. Travellers are now looking at
meaningful experiences to foster meaningful
connections with the local people along with
their own families and friends and may prioritise this over mass tourism formats focused on
cities.
CECD19>12<5DB1F5<
The new generation travellers are environment conscious and seem to be interested in
environment friendly tourism which in turn
promoted sustainable travel options in 2021.
Sustainable travel choices are mostly closer to
remote villages and they not only provide a
boost to these communities, but are accessible
and affordable and are a transformative choice
contributing to unique and individual travel
experiences. They also help in raising funds for
conserving nature in these areas. This trend
has definitely accelerated over the past year

and it is expected to grow further in 2022.
4979D1<B5F?<ED9?>1>43?>D13D<5CCDB1F5<
During the pandemic, the travel and hospitality industry has made significant efforts to
boost confidence among travellers by making
services contactless for their convenience as
far as possible. These include contactless
check-ins at airports and hotels to order food
and beverages, concierge services at hotels
online. Basically, contactless offerings are
becoming the much needed norm for this current situation more than an exception.
Travellers are warming up and getting comfortable with the idea of using contactless services and building appreciation for tech-rich
experiences that promise travel safety, upfront.
Digital experience has definitely emerged
as a key game-changer for the travel and hospitality segment. Before the pandemic, travellers or guests interacted with a hotel brand
primarily through the physical experience and
the service experience but in the present situation, there is the digital experience and
hotels have equipped themselves in this short
span of time to capitalise on the digital experience which ensures that all guest needs are
met virtually — before, during as well as after
their stay. Across the country’s travel and hospitality segment, the digital shift has been
completely transformational and a boom for
leisure and business travellers and the industry as a whole.
G81D<95C185146?BD859>4ECDBI
Even though Covid numbers have
declined in the past few months in the country, but the travel and hospitality industry
needs to take responsibility to follow Covidrelated protocols till the time the situation
completely gets back to normalcy as our safety is in our hands.
These new travel trends will spark a new
beginning in 2022. With these new offerings,
travellers can prioritise and opt for what suits
them best while adhering to the safety protocols and social distancing norms. The travel
and hospitality industry has come a long way
since being harshly impacted by the pandemic. The industry has developed and evolved
for a better tomorrow and will hopefully
cover up the losses sooner than expected.
The writer is President & Country Head —
Holidays, MICE, Visa, Thomas Cook
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hroughout the year, there are
many occasions when we
give and receive gifts. These
could be on birthdays,
anniversaries or various holiday seasons that are associated with
gift-giving. When we look at the pile of
wrapped gifts in our house, we discover most of them are material objects. We
may have received clothing, jewellery,
toys, games, gadgets or gift cards to buy
more things. Yet, every one of these presents are subject to decay with time.
Nothing made of matter lasts and neither will these gifts that we cherish. Is
there any gift we can receive that is
more valuable and will last forever?
It is the gift of kindness. Kindness
attracts the heart and fills the heart with
love for another. If we cultivated kindness in our hearts, we would see people flock to us. This would bring a transformation in them.
Think about people in your life
who were kind to you. We may have felt
a special attraction or affection for
them. The first people who are kind to
us in our lives are our parents. We
develop a lifelong loving bond with the
first people who take care of us when
we are young and helpless.
As we grow up, certain people who
are kind to us end up becoming our
friends. When we meet the person
whom we are to marry, we find a special loving kindness in them toward us
borne out of deep love.
First impressions are often lasting.
If people find that their first impression
of someone is aloof, rude, uncaring and
aggressive, they may reject whatever
that person represents in their life. On
the other hand, if they meet someone
who is loving, kind and caring, they will
be drawn to what that person represents. People are attracted by the kindness one exhibits.
There are many opportunities for
us to show loving kindness, which has
the power to transform others. One is
kindness in deed. It may be a large act
of kindness such as serving the sick,
feeding the hungry or providing a home
for the homeless. It may be a small act
but it is remembered for a lifetime. You
may open the door for someone whose
hands are full. You may buy groceries
for someone or give someone a ride
somewhere when their car breaks
down. It may even just be a smile that
makes someone feel loved and cared for.
We do not realise what a loving look
and smile means for someone’s day or
even life.

T
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There are opportunities to show
loving kindness through our words. A
kind word and a word of encouragement, acknowledgement or praise goes
a long way in making someone feel
close to us. Telling people that we love
them endears them to us for life. A few
loving, kind words can make people feel
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regard and respect for us.
;9>4>5CC9>?EBD8?E78DC
Loving kindness is important even
in our thoughts. We think our thoughts
are private but others can read them as
they emit a vibration. Thoughts show
on our face. They show through our
eyes and are expressed in the way we
stand and walk. People can tell whether
we care for them or not through our
body language and nonverbal communication.
;9>4>5CC9>?EB4554C
Part of our spiritual development
is to grow a kind spirit. To do this, we
need to put ourselves into the shoes of
others. It means feeling the joys and
pains of others. This requires us asking
ourselves if the words we speak are the
words we want others to say to us. It
means that the deeds we do to others
are those we want others to do to us.
This means acting in a manner in
which God would want us to act like.
By cultivating loving kindness,
people will feel happy to be around us.
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We would make them feel safe. They
would feel we are loving and helpful.
We would be the kind of people that
others would want to be with. Then,
they would ask how we became so
kind. They would wonder about the
life we are leading. If we are leading
a good life with positive values, this
would be the greatest influence
towards showing the benefits of a positive life and would transform them.
Therefore, let us develop loving
kindness. If we do a service project,
let us also develop loving kindness, for
that will be the impression on which
people judge the value of a life of service.
Saints attract souls by reflecting
God’s loving kindness. They are the
abode of loving kindness. When they
are loving, caring and affectionate to
us, our soul is drawn on the journey
back to God. Through loving kindness
we can reflect God’s love and affect the
lives of all who meet us. We can develop loving kindness by following the
spiritual life.
One way to cultivate kindness is

through meditation. Meditating,
doing introspection of our thoughts,
words and deeds, and performing selfless service can grow kindness within us.
In meditation, we are becoming
one with God, the source of all kindness and love. When we go within
through meditation, we embark on
the inner journey back to God. That
is a journey of love and kindness. We
are enveloped ina protective embrace
of love. In that state, there is no place
for anything but kindness.
Meditation uplifts us to realms
where we see ourselves as soul and
know that we are drops of the Creator.
We become all-conscious. It is at that
stage that we become more loving and
caring human beings.
The gift of transformation we get
from meditation is one that is not kept
to ourselves. It is like a divine fragrance that spreads into the atmosphere. When we are open to receive
this gift for ourselves, it would not be
long before we transform the world.
CWTfaXcTaXbPb_XaXcdP[[TPSTa

ith the confidence of humanity shaken, recovery
in the post-Covid world will not be easy. The corona scare in these two years was a nightmare most
of us will find difficult to forget. Only way out is faith. Faith
in God. Faith in humanity. Faith in ourselves. But understanding faith is difficult. Practicing it more so. To the entire
humanity driven by pathophobia, an episode from a 1960s
Bollywood movie Guide may provide some clues. This film
not just offered entertainment, but also provided enrichment to the soul for those who could see and hear. Raju
Guide, the protagonist played by Dev Anand, is forced by
circumstances to become a Sanyasi ostensibly for the common good. As the news of his sitting on fast to bring rains
to the parched land spreads, crowds throng from all over,
turning the place into a pilgrimage. With the news spreading far, a foreign journalist is there to cover the event. The
dialogue between the lady and the protagonist is interesting. “Swami, do you believe that your fasting will bring rains
to the place,” asks the lady. The Swami replies rather philosophically that if 40 crore people (India’s population then)
skip food one day, it can feed the same number for a day.
The question is not whether it will rain or not; it is also not
whether he lives or dies. The question is if there is someone behind this beautifully designed and orderly world; and
if so, does He listen to his people. This piece of teleological argument is a popular theistic assertion offering proof
to the existence of God. But more important is what subsequently happens in the film. The swami dies but it rains,
nevertheless, proving his point. There is God, and He listens. This is the crux of the matter. Faith that there is God
and belief that he stands with his people in times of crisis.
In this world full of uncertainties only faith works. Faith is
God. Faith is power. Faith is religion. The story of creation
in any religious order should never be regarded as a piece
of scientific description. It should be seen as the classic
mythological expression of the belief that the whole natural order is a divine creation. God is the sole ruler and governor of this world and there is a divine design behind everything. Thus, the Christian dictum, “don’t believe so that you
may have faith, have faith so that you may believe”. Faith
makes things happen. In medical science, the power of faith
in healing has been tested time and again. The curative power
of faith has been proved in psychology laboratories through
the placebo effect. Faith is the basis of many a miracles. You
see what you believe. Sometimes you create what you believe.
But the underlying condition is — one hundred percent faith.
That is why in medical colleges pupils are told that the eyes
cannot see what the mind does not know. In ancient Greek
mythology, Pygmalion, the sculptor king of Cyprus, carved
a statue of the ideal woman, fell in love with his creation,
and through the strength of his own will and the assistance
of the Goddess Venus, brought it to life. Centuries later,
George Bernard Shaw wrote world famous play Pygmalion
using a similar theme. In modern management literature,
a phenomenon called Pygmalion Effect has been identified.
It suggests that if things are believed, they become self-fulfilling prophecies. Wishes, then, can be horses.
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ental and emotional
health is vital to a
healthy life, as they
play a role in how you think,
act, and feel. Working, studying, or caring for others can be
more productive when you are
emotionally healthy. Your mental health plays an important
role in a healthy relationship
and in adapting to adversity.
It is crucial to take care of
yourself and enjoy life to the
fullest. Here are a few tips for
taking care of your mental
health:
● Put yourself first: Avoid selfcriticism, and treat yourself
with kindness and respect.
Consider your hobbies and
favorite projects, and consider
broadening your horizons.
Take dance classes, play an
instrument, do crossword puzzles every day, plant a garden,
or learn another language.

he karmaphala principle, as
set out by God, is implemented by divine authorities exactly as per the guidelines given by God
to them. They enforce them strictly
and without getting emotional about
the effect. Continuing about the benefits of soul consciousness, it also
makes us develop firm faith in the
existence of God, who can help in all
circumstances, because there are two
types of karmas: material and spiritual. These spiritual acts come under
the purview of God; He is the one,
who can reward us in many ways.
These are superior to material karmas. Therefore, one is motivated to
do spiritual practices, and there are
many of them. One can choose,
which suit one’s nature. For example,
I have chosen chanting, writing spiritual texts and having ‘darshan’ of
God in His photo forms.
God consciousness, which
becomes strong due to soul consciousness, brings many benefits. I
became serious about doing spiritual practices once I became aware of
their usefulness to me. What did I
need the most? Peace of mind of
course. This could come only from
God (Bhagavad Gita 2.66), because
He only can solve any problem,
which we are faced with. There are
many personal matters, about which
only we and God can be aware of. If
we are unable to solve any problem
then, the answer has to come from
God, who is privy to everything
about us. I have been pleasantly surprised when a solution came from
God, which only He could provide
due to His being omniscient. Such
occurrences have helped me to
become serious in doing spiritual

M
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●

Embrace good people:
Those with strong social or
family ties are generally healthier than those without such
ties. You can also join a club,
class, or support group where
you can meet new people.
Make plans with supportive
family members and friends.

●

Calm your mind: Meditate,
practice mindfulness, or pray.
A relaxing exercise and a
prayer can enhance your mental and emotional well-being.
Meditation can calm you and
enhance your therapeutic
effects.

● Converse: There is no weakness in talking about your feelings. It’s part of staying healthy
and taking control of your
health.It’s okay to talk about
something you have been
mulling over for a long time.
By doing so, you will release
tension and calm your mind.
●

Don’t consume alcohol or

other drugs: Avoid using other
drugs and drinking alcohol as
much as possible. The use of
alcohol and other drugs can
sometimes be used as a means
of “self-medicating,” but they
worsen problems.
If you need help, ask for it:
The act of seeking help demonstrates strength, not weakness.
Also, treatment works, so don’t

give up. With the right care,
people can recover from mental illness and addiction and
lead happy, fulfilling lives.
We live in a fast-paced
world, where often we overlook
our mental health. We should
look after our mental health in
order to be happy and healthy.
The writer is a life coach
and motivational healer

practices, which in turn have brought
many bounties from God, because in
spiritual domain also the same
karmaphala principle operates, except
here the acts are spiritual.
Progressively, my faith in God has
increased. Other benefits have also surfaced inevitably. With less attachment
with the body, fear of death began to
reduce a little, because I understand
that God is the ultimate arbiter of my
life. As I am linked to Him, I am
becoming reasonably sure that God
will take care of me. More than death,
my fear about ending up badly began
to reduce appreciably.
Some more benefits will progres-

sively accrue to us due to becoming
soul conscious. We will prepare better
for the next birth, which will come for
sure. We all have many desires. There
is nothing wrong in having desires as
long as they according to ‘dharma’
(7.11) We can hope to see them fulfilled in the next life, if for some reasons we are unable to get success in this
life. All we need to do is to go on with
prescribed behaviour (6.17). God is
very kind; He will surely help. However,
God appreciates acts done in the
mood of service more, because they are
contribute to the general well being.
1XbW]^XXbPb_XaXcdP[faXcTaP]SRP]QT
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urope is once again facing
E
the heat of a new migration
crisis. This time two East
European (EU) nations —
Belarus and Poland — are on
the verge of fighting on their
borders. The reason is that
over thousands of migrants
that are camping on the
Belarus-Poland frontier are trying to cross over to Poland. And
the Polish border guards are
simply not allowing them to get
into their country. These hapless migrants are also trying to
cross over to other European
nations such as Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania. It seems to be a
hybrid attack by Minsk, especially over Warsaw, Tallinn,
Riga and Vilnius. For poor
and helpless migrants from
most of the conflict zones of the
world, including Africa, this
arduous journey could be a
passport to the greener pasture
of Europe. But what seems to be
emerging from the ground is
that it is soon sliding into a
major humanitarian crisis, with
the death of more than 10
migrants by now.
It is worth exploring the
origin of the current imbroglio
on the Belarus-Poland border.
Belarus was rocked by massive
opposition protests following
the presidential election in the
month of August 2020. That
election gave Alexander
Lukashenko more opportunity to tighten his grip over
Byelorussia (historically called),
the Republic of Belarus.
However, the Opposition, the
European Union (EU) and the
West openly declared the election and its result as sham. The
Belarusian authorities responded to the demonstrations with
fierce force followed by jailing
of prominent activists and
opposition leaders. The US
and the EU subsequently
imposed sanctions over
Belarus. These restrictions over
the
Government
of
Lukashenko were toughened
when after an incident in May
when a passenger jet flying
from Greece to Lithuania was
diverted by Belarus to Minsk
simply to detain dissident journalist Roman Pratasevich. The
EU later termed this incident
as ‘Air Piracy’ and barred
Belarussian State airlines from
its sky. Besides, the group also
drastically cut the import of top
commodities from the country
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like petroleum products and
potash. The authorities in
Minsk hit back at Brussels and
refused to abide by an agreement to prevent illegal migration to the EU. It also opined
that the severe EU sanctions
deprived the Government of
much needed funds to stem the
flow of migration across its
borders. Thus, gradually the
massive flow of migrants hailing from Syria and other conflict zones around the world
started arriving in Belarus and
they all moved towards the
borders of Latvia and Lithuania
in the North-West and Poland
in the West. Today the opposition in Belarus is accusing
Lukashenko of using the
Government tourist agencies to
offer free visa facilities to all
these migrants so that they
could go to the bordering
nations like Poland, Latvia and
Lithuania. And finally, they
could easily enter different
parts of the EU.

The centre point of the
migration crisis is President
Lukashenko. Leaders in the EU
think that he is creating the illegal passage of migrants from
most of the war-torn and
poverty-ridden countries to
neighbouring Poland and other
rich nations of the EU. These
migrants are mostly from warravaged nations such as Syria,
Iraq,
Libya,
Yemen,
Afghanistan, and even from
Communist land of Cuba.
Most of the EU leaders say that
Lukashenko’s trouble-making is
fundamentally connected to
the strict sanctions imposed by
the bloc over Belarus. These
sanctions have been in place
since late 2020 because of the
controversial presidential election in this landlocked East
European country that saw
the return of Lukashenko for
the consecutive sixth term to
power. And most importantly,
massive human rights violations and his brutal treatment

of all his opponents, including
the main contestant for presidency, 37-year-old Svetlana
Tikhanovskaya who is currently in exile in Lithuania.
Today, Lukashenko is
probably the last surviving dictator of Europe. He took over
power in the year 1994 immediately after the breakdown of
the mighty Soviet Union. Many
say that he has been maintaining the glory and elements of
bygone era Soviet style of communism. Almost each sector of
the economy of this former
Soviet Republic is under the
absolute control of the State.
The secret police that maintain
strict surveillance over all powerful and anti-Government
forces in the country is still
known as the KGB.
Lukashenko, the mercurial
leader, is known for his Westbattering. He has a long history of defying the West. His
immediate relief directly flows
from no other than the Russian

strongman Vladimir Putin,
who makes no secret of his
sheer disavowal of colour revolutions in his neighbourhood,
especially one that has been
troubling Belarus since last
year. And now comes the
migration crisis, wherein the
EU leaders are all up in arms
against his longstanding ally
Lukashenko. Putin blames the
West for the migration crisis at
the Belarus-Poland border. To
him, the root of the current
migration problem lies in the
chaos created by the West in
Iraq and in Afghanistan; and
Belarus can nowhere be
blamed for the same. Referring
to conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Putin highlighted
that Iraqi Kurds and Afghans
were among the migrants at the
Belarussian border. His comments came as the Polish police
recovered the body of a young
Syrian man near the border
town of Wolka Terechowska in
the north-eastern Poland close

to Poland-Belarus border.
More than Belarus and
Lukashenko, now Putin has
become more anxious about the
migration crisis. Meanwhile,
Russia and Belarus have conducted snap paratrooper drills
just 20 miles away from the
border where migrants are gathered. It was intended to test the
readiness of their troops.
Around the same time,
Washington has also warned
that Putin could be preparing
for an attack on Eastern
Ukraine. It is learnt that Russia
is massing thousands of troops,
artillery and tanks on the border posts. This all shows
Moscow’s full preparation to
support Minsk in case a crisis
occurs from the other side of the
border in Warsaw.
The EU has threatened
that it will slap new sanctions
on Belarus targeting everyone
involved (people, airlines, travel agencies, etc.) in facilitating
the migration crisis. Amid the
escalating
crisis,
EU
Commission President Ursula
von der Leyen warned the EU
will expand sanctions on
Belarus and will target airlines
which support “human trafficking”. Meanwhile, some carriers have already declared
they won’t be undertaking services to Belarus, including the
Turkish Airlines. Jens
Stoltenberg, the SecretaryGeneral of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO),
warned Moscow against potential aggressive actions amid a
large concentration of Russian
troops on Ukraine’s borders.
Kamala Harris, the US Vice
President, has commented that
Lukashenko is engaged in very
troubling activity and world is
watching what is happening
there. In fact, Putin’s sudden
movement of armed forces
may indicate the potential for
a wider geopolitical crisis in the
region. Currently, Ukraine is
not a member of the EU or the
NATO, but both the organisations are deeply concerned
about Russia’s quick military
build-up on its border. The
Baltic nations like Latvia,
Estonia and Lithuania accused
the Lukashenko regime of
instrumentalising migration
for political purposes. Again,
Poland, Lithuania and Latvia
are thinking of invoking Article
4 of the NATO. This Article

calls for consultation when
“the territorial integrity, political independence or security
of any of the parties is threatened”. Polish Prime Minister
Mateusz Morawiecki is already
talking to his counterparts in
Latvia and Lithuania for all
possible assistance from the
NATO. Now it needs to be seen
whether such an emergency
has occurred or not. With
Lukashenko dialling up Angela
Merkel, known popularly as the
de facto leader of the EU, a
solution to the migration crisis is expected.
Finally, without speculating
one can say that Russia has
always demonstrated its firepower either to showcase its
strength or simply to warn the
West and the EU not to step
into its traditional areas of
influence like Belarus.
Lukashenko, a man who has
already survived many setbacks and crises in recent years,
knows his limits and is well
aware about of the impact of
severe sanctions. Unless a big
colour revolution comes with
the full support of the elite of
Belarus, Lukashenko will ever
remain strong in Minsk. At the
moment, the EU and the other
Western powers are mounting
pressures on Lukashenko,
including further sanctions. At
the same time, together they are
targeting Russia whereas the
centre of the problem lies in
Belarus-Poland border. Brussels
and other major western powers must see to it that the
migrant crisis does not turn
into a broader regional conflict.
Instead of raising concerns
about Russia’s hidden intentions, the international community must clinch a deal with
Lukashenko for an immediate
solution to settle thousands of
migrants stranded on the noman’s-land on Belarus-Poland
border before the cold waves
sweep them away.
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he last leader of the notorious
apartheid era of South Africa,
T
FW de Klerk, died on November 11
at 85 at his home in Fresnaye (a largely affluent white dominated locality
of Cape Town situated between
Signal Hill and Sea Point) after suffering from Mesothelioma, a type of
cancer that is associated especially
with the exposure to asbestos.
He won the Nobel Peace Prize
along with Nelson Mandela for ending apartheid in 1993. He presided
over a brutal regime that killed
men, women and children to safeguard one of the most anti-human
political systems that ever existed in
world history. Its centrality lied in
dehumanising people of colour and
destroying the very spirit of humanity. It simply exemplified segregation
of the white minority from the
Africans and the rest of the colored
people of the country, backed by an
institutionalised system purely
presided over by the Whites.
The Doctrine of Apartheid was
made law in South Africa in 1948
when the Afrikaner Nationalist Party
came to power. The word “apartheid”
is originated from the Afrikaans language meaning “apartness”, or “separateness”. This apartheid called for
separate development of different
racial groups in South Africa.
The infamous apartheid regime
in South Africa came to an end with
a series of discussions and dialogues
between 1990 and 1993. This was the
result of unilateral steps initiated by
the de Klerk Government. These
negotiations took place between the
governing national party, the African
National Congress (ANC) and a host

of other civil rights groups belonging to different parts of South Africa.
In retrospect, it seems that various punitive measures invoked from
different quarters of the globe,
accompanied by the efforts made by
the ANC, forced de Klerk
Government to abandon the
apartheid system.
Many of these international initiatives were not to pressurise the
leading parties in South Africa to
engage in a process of negotiations
but simply to end the apartheid era.
Subsequently the proponents of constructive engagement and most
notably the Conservative British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
were able to convince de Klerk to talk
to the ANC.
Besides, by late 1980s, the Soviet
Union and many other African
Governments encouraged the ANC
to negotiate a political solution to the
apartheid.
He left a troubled legacy behind.
He was a key political figure in the
long journey of South Africa’s transition from deadly apartheid regime
to a modern democracy. He came to
power in 1989 and continued till
1994 as the head of the South
African State. And the iconic figure
of the anti-apartheid era, Nelson
Mandela came to power after him
and scripted a new history by
being the first ever black President
of the country.
Interestingly, following his death,
the FW de Klerk Foundation
released a unique video worldwidedubbed “final message”, in which he
frankly spoke about the horrors of
apartheid system of the yesteryear. In
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the message, he said, “Let me today,
in the last message repeat: I without
qualification, apologise for the pain
and the hurt, and the indignity, and
the damage, to black, brown and
Indians in South Africa.” On his
death, the fifth black president of the
country Cyril Ramaphosa said de
Klerk’s death should inspire all of us
to reflect on the birth of our democracy. Indeed, it is the moment of
reckoning for all the coloured people of South Africa who had to
undergo all sorts of harassment and
insult under the successive white
Governments in the country.
And the one presided over by de

Klerk brought the brutality to an
inconceivable level. Apartheid practised in his country was widely
recognised as a crime against
humanity. Probably, de Klerk must
have realised the sins committed by
the white regimes in South Africa
and read the writing on the wall very
cautiously. He described himself as
a “convert” in an interview in 2012.
He said, “We should have gone
much earlier with the flow when the
winds of change blew across Africa.”
It simply indicates his sincere
realisation of the evil effects of the
racial discrimination prevailed during his presidency.

On record, de Klerk had been a
firm believer in the system of racial
segregation of people in South Africa.
Therefore, even after his retirement
from active politics, he remained a
divided figure in public square. He
was very much reluctant to condemn
the apartheid system unequivocally.
Though he was a staunch conservative politician, within his five-year
rule from 1989-94, he gradually
realised the futility and the deep
divide in the system of apartheid.
Thus, he became an unlikely agent of
change in his conservative clan and
heralded the new light of multi-racial
democracy in that country.
Although the relationship
between de Klerk and Mandela was
quite often characterised by sharp
disagreements, the new president
always described the last white
President as someone of great
integrity. That indeed showed how
Mandela wanted to bridge the gap
between the powerful white minority and the rest of the coloured people of his country, by recognising the
uphill task of rebuilding a multiracial nation.
On February 1992, he came to
Parliament of South Africa with a
historic declaration — Nelson
Mandela would be released from
prison after a 27 years sentence, legalisation of anti-apartheid groups,
end of a national state of emergency
and finally, the beginning of negotiation to end racial inequality in
South Africa. The announcement
electrified the whole nation that for
decades had been scorned and sanctioned by many nations and international organisations. Apart from

these, South Africa witnessed severe
isolation from the international
community. With South Africa’s isolation deepening and its once robust
economy deteriorating, the de Klerk
Government was forced to lift the
longstanding ban on the ANC and
other anti-apartheid groups.
He remained truthful and strong
till the end of his life. His was an era
of divisive politics. But he oversaw
the transition of South Africa from
a pariah state to one of a multi-racial
democracy. Of course, his was a troubled time. Even after his announcement of the end of apartheid, many
conservative lawmakers in his country brand him as a traitor, as racial
tensions and the possibility of a civil
war were looming large.
However, he survived all and
came ready to serve as the deputy of
Mandela, once his bete noire.
Though many would still love to hate
him, millions would see in him a harbinger of a new age, with deep realisation of the atrocities of racial segregation. Surely, he was not sole factor in bringing an end to the
apartheid. Therefore, once he spoke,
“When I talk about the end of
apartheid, I prefer not to claim the
honour that I have ended it.” Today
all of us must be grateful to him as
he recognised the moment of change
and had tenacity to take the South
Africans to a new dawn. Nonetheless,
he left a complicated legacy, while in
power, after retirement and in his
final journey.
(Dr Anjana Hazarika teaches
Sociology at Jindal Global University,
Sonepat, Haryana)
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CWXbfTTZh^da_PbbX^]U^aRaTPcXeT_dabdXcb^a
W^QQXTbfX[[R^]bd\Th^dacX\TP]ST]TaVhH^d
b_T]Sh^dacX\TUadXcUd[[hH^dPaTX]b_XaTSP]S
_a^SdRcXeTX]h^da_dabdXcb0_^bXcXeTT]eXa^]\T]c
bdaa^d]Sbh^dWT[_X]Vh^dc^T]Y^hV^^SWTP[cW>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ccWTaTXbPfPZTd_RP[[U^ah^dc^
RWP]VTh^dabT[UU^acWTQTccTac^VTccWTaTP[XbPcX^]c^
VTc^eTacWT_TaX^S^UR^]UdbX^]^a\Xbd]STabcP]SX]V
3^]^cbcaTbb^eTacWT\P]Sbc^_cWX]ZX]Vc^^\dRW
P]SbcPac[TccX]VcWX]VbbX\_[hQTFPXcU^acWTV^^S
cX\Tb>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d\dbcQT
_aTbT]cPQ[TfXcchT]cWdbXPbcXRP]SaTPShc^fX]cWT
WTPac^Uh^da[^eTS^]TCWTaTR^d[SQTRWP[[T]VTb
PRRdbPcX^]bP]Sh^dab_^dbT\PhQTST\P]SX]V

CWXbfTTZh^daVT]Ta^bXchZX]S]TbbR^]RTa]P]S
RPaTU^a^cWTabPaTP__aTRXPcTS7TP[cWaT\PX]bV^^S
P]Sh^dSTe^cTcX\T[^^ZX]VPUcTah^daPX[X]V
_PaT]cbaT[PcXeT^aPUaXT]SH^dPaT[XZT[hc^U^[[^f
\TSXcPcX^]H^VPP]S?aP]PhP\PH^dfX[[QT
aT[PgTSRP[\P]SX]cd]TfXcWh^daQ^Sh\X]SP]S
b^d[0cf^aZTg_TRcPV^^S_TaX^S=TfeT]dTbU^a
\^]ThTPa]X]VR^d[SQT^_T]TSU^ah^dCWT]Tf
Y^Q^__^acd]XchfXcWQTccTa_a^b_TRcbfX[[TgRXcTh^d
P]ScW^bTfW^PaTd]T\_[^hTSfX[[QTVTccX]VP]
^_T]X]VU^acWT\bT[eTbc^^>[SR^]]TRcX^]bP]S
Pbb^RXPcX^]bfX[[QTWT[_Ud[>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c
_aTbcXVTV[^ahP]SbcPcdbX]b^RXTchbWP[[T]WP]RT
AT[PcXeTbfX[[P__aTRXPcTh^daT]STPe^dab

CWXbfTTZh^daSTcTa\X]PcX^]P]SfX[[_^fTaPaTeTah
bca^]V8cfX[[WT[_h^dc^UPRTWTP[cWRWP[[T]VTbP]S
_dch^dX]cWTaXVWcSXaTRcX^]U^aPSXbRX_[X]TS[XUT
0[R^W^[Yd]ZP]Sb_XRhU^^SbW^d[SQTPe^XSTS
A^dcX]TTgTaRXbTb\^a]X]VfP[ZbP]SP_[P]]TSSXTc
RaTPcTf^]STabU^ah^dBcXRZ^]XcP]ScX\T[h\TSXRP[
RPaTfX[[RdaTh^dX]h^daTgXbcX]VSXbTPbTb
?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dfX[[TbcPQ[XbWh^dabcaT]VcWCWXbXb
PaTfPaSX]VfTTZX]cTa\b^Uh^da_a^UTbbX^]P]SY^Q
?T^_[TfX[[[XbcT]c^h^dP]SaTb_TRch^daeXTfbCW^bT
fW^PaTX]PY^Q\PhWPeTcWTaTPb^]c^UTT[_aXSTPUcTa
cWTPRR^\_[XbW\T]c^UP]X\_^acP]c_a^YTRc>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dUTT[Q[TbbTS[^^ZTSPUcTaP]SbWPaT
RWTaXbWPQ[T\^\T]cbfXcWh^da[^eTS^]Tb

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da BZh1[dT
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da BX[eTa
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh
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CWXbfX[[QTPeTahWTRcXRfTTZU^ah^d3^]^cVTc
_WhbXRP[[heX^[T]c*^cWTafXbTh^dR^d[SWdach^dabT[U
H^dPaTWXVW[h_TaRT_cXeTP]SX]cdXcXeTH^d]TTSc^
R^]ca^[h^daT\^cX^]bP]SP\QXcX^]b0e^XS
PVVaTbbX^]P]SP]hZX]S^UPaVd\T]cbfXcWcWT_T^_[T
Pa^d]Sh^d>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]ccWTaT\PhQT
bTaX^db_a^Q[T\bX]h^daf^aZ_[PRTCWXbS^Tb]³c
WPeTc^QTcWTT]S^UcWTf^a[S^acWTT]S^Uh^daY^Q
QdcXV]^aX]VcWTbT_a^Q[T\bfX[[]^c\PZTcWT\V^
PfPhH^dWPeTaTPRWTScWT_^X]cfWTaTh^dRP]]^f
bTTfWPcXbQTbcU^ah^dCPZTb^\T`dXTccX\Tc^
STRXSTfWPch^da]Tgc\^eTbPaT>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ccWXbXbPeTahV^^SfTTZU^ah^dFPa\cWP]S
PUUTRcX^]fXcWcWT]TPaP]SSTPa^]TbfX[[X]RaTPbT

CWXbfTTZh^dPaTbT]cX\T]cP[P]ST\^cX^]P[P]S
\Phf^aah^eTab\P[[XbbdTb?WhbXRP[[hh^daT\PX]
b^d]SP]SWTP[cWhQdc\T]cP[cT]bX^]P]SP]gXTch
R^d[S\PZTh^dPSXbTPbTS_Tab^]0ccX\Tbh^d\Ph
cda]\^^ShH^d\PhfXbWc^QTP[^]TB_XaXcdP[Xb\
\TSXcPcX^]P]S^cWTaH^VXR_aPRcXRTb\PhQTWT[_Ud[
>]cWTf^aZUa^]ch^d\dbc_dch^daQTbcU^^c
U^afPaSFWTcWTaXcXbh^daT]TaVhcX\T^a\^]Th
X]eTbc\T]ch^dWPeTf^aZTSfXcWUd[[STSXRPcX^]P]S
]^ffPXcX]VU^acWTSXeXST]Sb0V^^S\TbbPVT
fWXRWR^d[ST]WP]RTh^daRPaTTaXb^]cWTRPaS>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]caT[PcX^]bWX_bPaTb\^^cWP]S
TPbhV^X]V?T^_[TPa^d]Sh^dUTT[aT[PgTS
A^\P]RT[^eTP]S]TfTgRXcT\T]cPaTX]cWTPXac^^

CWXbfTTZh^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWT]cWdbXPb\H^d\Ph
Tg_TaXT]RTPRWP]VT^U_Tab_TRcXeT=TVPcXeXchXbaT_[PRTS
Qh^_cX\Xb\=Tf_^bbXQX[XcXTbRP]QTU^aTbTT]CWXbXb
P[b^PcX\Tc^dcX[XbTh^daRaTPcXeTT]TaVXTb>]cWTf^aZ
Ua^]ch^dfX[[UX]SVaTPcbdRRTbb?a^\^cX^]^aWXZTX]
bcPcdbXb[XZT[hH^dPaTbT[USXbRX_[X]TST]TaVTcXR
TgTacX]VSh]P\XRR^]ca^[^eTa[XUTH^dPaTcWT\^cXePc^a
P]X]b_XaPcX^]c^h^daR^[[TPVdTbCWXbXbcWTcX\TfWT]
h^daX]cT[[XVT]RTfXbS^\P]STg_TaXT]RTfX[[_Phh^d
aXRWSXeXST]Sb>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^daSh]P\XR
_Tab^]P[XchTgdSTbRWPa\P]SX\_aTbbX^]^]^cWTabH^d
PaTa^\P]cXR[^eTXbX]cWTPXah^dPS\XaTP__aTRXPcT
h^dab_^dbTfXcWbfTTcf^aSbcWPcfX[[aTYdeT]PcTh^da
aT[PcX^]bWX_

;dRZh]d\QTa #
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da <PVT]cP
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RT]TfT]TaVhbcP\X]PfXcW
V^^SWTP[cWH^dPaTPeTah_^bXcXeTP]SVa^d]STS?dc
h^daT]TaVhX]c^RaTPcXeT_dabdXcbCWXbXbcWTcX\T
fWT]h^dRP]_dch^daQTbcH^dfX[[T]Y^hh^dabT[U>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]cb^\T^[SPR`dPX]cP]RTb\Ph_a^eT
QT]TUXRXP[U^ah^da_a^UTbbX^]P[[XUT8Uh^dPaT[^^ZX]V
U^aPY^Q^[SR^]]TRcX^]bPbb^RXPcX^]bfX[[QaX]VP
b\X[Tc^h^daUPRTATR^\\T]SPcX^]P]SUPe^dafX[[
f^aZfT[[U^ah^dVXeX]Vh^dP]d__TaWP]S>_T]h^da
ThTbQTP[TacP]SaT\T\QTa[^bc^__^acd]XcXTbPaT
]TeTaaTVPX]TS>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]caT[PcX^]bWX_b
\PhQTca^dQ[X]VP]Sh^dfX[[UTT[UadbcaPcTSCWT
d]WTP[cWh\X]S^Uh^da]TPaP]SSTPa^]Tb\PhWdac
h^daUTT[X]Vb

H^dPaTWTP[cWhb\PacP]SaTU[TRcPV^^S_Tab^]P[Xch
H^d_aTUTac^bcPhPRcXeTP]SPaTR^]bcP]c[hPccT\_cX]Vc^
\PZTcWX]VbWP__T]H^dZ]^fW^fc^dcX[XbTh^dabZX[[b
c^RaTPcTcWTf^a[Sh^dfP]cH^dabZX[[X]b\^^cWcP[ZX]V
P]SPSP_cPQX[Xchc^P]hbXcdPcX^]XbWTXVWcT]TS\PZX]V
h^dPR^\U^acPQ[TP]STPbTS_Tab^]>]cWTf^aZUa^]c
XUh^dUX]SbcPV]PcX^]P[\^bc]^RWP]RT^UVa^fcWX]cWT
_aTbT]c^aVP]XbPcX^]h^dPaTf^aZX]VfXcWcWT]_[P]c^
bfXcRW^eTah^daY^QcWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\T9dbcUX[[h^da
aTbd\TP]SbT]SXcc^^cWTaR^\_P]XTbH^dPaTP
RaTPcXeTP]S[^VXRP[_Tab^]h^dR^d[SQTP]PbbTcc^P]h
R^\_P]hYdbcaTP[XiTh^da_^cT]cXP[b>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_
Ua^]ch^dfX[[T]Y^hP]T]cTacPX]X]VP]SaTfPaSX]VfTTZ
H^dfX[[b_T]S`dP[XchcX\TfXcWh^da[^eTS^]Tb

CWXbfTTZfPcTaQ^a]TSXbTPbT\Phca^dQ[Th^d:TT_
h^dabT[UbPUTUa^\P]hZX]S^UX]UTRcX^]0R^\_P]h^U
SXbTPbTS_Tab^]R^d[SP[Pa\U^ah^d0[R^W^[d]bPUT
fPcTaX]YdaXTbbW^d[SQTPe^XSTS8Uh^dUTT[_WhbXRP[[h
[^fcPZTcX\T[hPRcX^]8cXb]^cPSeXbPQ[Tc^XV]^aTh^da
WTP[cW>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cPaTRT]c_TaX^S^UR^]UdbX^]
R^d[SQTcWTaTPb^]U^ah^daRdaaT]cR^]U[XRcH^dUTT[
X]STRXbXeTd]STaR^]UXST]c_Tab^]H^d]TTSc^R^\T
^dc^UX[[dbX^]P]SUP[bTX]cdXcX^]bCWTaT\PhWPeTQTT]
\XbS^X]VbQdccWThfX[[TeT]cdP[[hQTaTeTP[TSCWTaT
PaTX]cTa]P[R^]U[XRcbcWPc]TTSc^QTaTb^[eTSb^^]>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dfX[[UTT[^_cX\XbcXRd_QTPcP]S
W^_TUd[PQ^dch^daaT[PcX^]bWX_b2^\\XccTS
aT[PcX^]bWX_b\PhaXbTc^]TfP]SQTccTaWTXVWcbb^^]

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da <PdeT
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da 1TXVT
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da ?X]Z
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh
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CWXbfTTZWTP[cW[^^Zb_a^\XbX]VCWXbXbPVaTPccX\T
c^cahP]Tf_aTeT]cPcXeTWTP[cWRPaT4gTaRXbTV^^S
SXTcP]SV^^Sb[TT_XbfWPch^d]TTS3^]³cWTbXcPcT
c^cahP]TfWTP[Ta^ac^bTTZPbTR^]S^_X]X^]XUh^d
]TTScWPc>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cPSSXcX^]P[SdcXTbP]S
aTb_^]bXQX[XcXTb\PhRPdbTcaT\T]S^dbf^aZ_aTbbdaT
P]S\PZTh^dPf^aZPW^[XR8Uh^dPaTX]bdRWP
bXcdPcX^]S^]³cWTbXcPcTc^PbZU^aWT[_^aST[TVPcT
f^aZ[^PSbCWXbfPhh^daTUUXRXT]RhfX[[X]RaTPbTP]S
cWT^dcR^\TfX[[QTSTRT]c>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c
h^dfX[[T]Y^hd]R^]SXcX^]P[[^eTP]SPUUTRcX^]cWXb
fTTZCWTaTXb_daXchX]aT[PcX^]bWX_b5^acW^bTfW^
PaT[^^ZX]VU^a[^eTb^d[\PcTX]cWTXa[XUTcWXbXbcWT
cX\Tc^T\QaPRTcWT^__^acd]XchfXcW^_T]Pa\b

CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSPcW^a^dVWWTP[cWRWTRZd_BcaTbb
\PhRPdbTWTP[cW_a^Q[T\b1TbdaTcWPch^dPaT_PhX]V
PST`dPcTPccT]cX^]c^SXTcTgTaRXbTP]Sb[TT_:TT_P
_^bXcXeTPccXcdSTH^d\Ph]TTSb^\TcX\TP[^]TH^d
fX[[UX]SST_cWP]SfXbS^\X]b^[XcdST>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]ch^dWPeTTgRT[[T]cT]TaVhc^PRR^\_[XbWcTSX^db
f^aZ5X]P]RXP[[hh^dUTT[bTRdaTCWT\^]ThfX[[R^\T
Ua^\\^aTcWP]^]Tb^daRTH^d\PhcWX]ZPQ^dc
X]eTbcX]VX]_a^_TachPccWXbcX\T0]Tf_a^YTRcR^d[SQT
PbbXV]TSc^h^d\PZX]Vh^dQdbXTaP]SUX]P]RXP[[h
QT]TUXccTSCWTfTTZXb]^ceTahV^^SX]cTa\b^UP
aT[PcX^]bWX_Ca^dQ[Tb\PhPaXbTX]TgXbcX]VaT[PcX^]bWX_b
H^d\PhcT]Sc^UX]SUPd[cbX]TPRW^cWTaCadbcP]SUPXcW
PaT\XbbX]VF^aZ^]cWXbPb_TRc
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strology is believed to be a destiny
defining discipline. Going by
Ancient Indian Philosophical perception, human life cycle, driven by
cause-effect chain, runs in succession.
What we acquire during one life, sets the
premise on which the next life cycle takes
off. We, thus, are all born pre-programmed to carry on the journey of life a
particular way. This way, every being is
born unique, each manifesting individualistic desire trends and mind traits,
which lead a being all through the journey of life. Guided by this perception, one
is tempted to visit an astrologer to explore
future prospects.
Astrologers, based on the reading of
one’s horoscope, make future predictions,
offering time line of good and bad
prospects. The astrologers propagate the
belief that what is in store of destiny, can’t
be changed. But at the same time, they
suggest gem stones and belief driven puja
as means of appeasing the planetary Gods
as remedial measure to secure success
and ward off evil. Do the two propositions not sound contraindicative? If the
course of destiny can’t be changed, how
comes remedial measures they suggest
would modify them? Are the planets, dis-
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passionately available to all in equal proportion, enjoy the discriminatory ability
needed to acknowledge and respond to
individual prayers? These questions
deserve answer.
It will be interesting to note here that
the world we live in, is always in motion.
In fact, going by scientific perception,
even the universe keeps expanding. The
field players of the cosmos — the planets
and stars, the energy providers playing
from the front — are continuously on
their run at their own respective speeds.
That includes the earth, which itself is
moving at a great speed. So, when seen
relative to earth, the energy dynamics of
nature, keeps varying every moment,
having no parallel in the past, which evidently would influence our life cycle.
Accordingly, the dynamics of every
emerging moment, and thereby its callings, keep varying, many of them can’t be
foreseen. So, future is full of uncertainties,
often confronting us with unforeseen
challenges, besides offering fresh opportunities. We have already seen, how with
passage of time, fresh opportunities keep
arising. Subjects like Computers,
Information technology, and Artificial
Intelligence were nowhere in sight in ear-

lier days, offering us with enough of
employment opportunities. Also, overall
environmental condition and societal
dynamics keep changing, which influence
our life cycle, individually and collectively. What complicates future course of life
is our unique character, which creates
ground for conflict of interest.
We are all an inseparable part of a
unified organism, where no individual
has a reality independent of the entirety.
In such a framework, any happening at
one end, it’s echoes will resonate far and
wide. We, thus remain vulnerable to be
confronted with unforeseen challenges
posed by the overall environmental conditions. If the domestic atmosphere or
societal condition is not congenial, we
can’t go unaffected. The most glaring
example is that of the ongoing pandemic.
It supposedly arose somewhere in China,
but it engulfed the whole of world.
Another aspect that common
astrologers often tend to ignore is an
individual’s personality traits. They forget
that having potential by itself is not
enough. It needs to be realised. That calls
for putting into your whole into the act.
Often our inherent limitations of mind,
do not let us pursue the tasks in hand in
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the right earnest, and evidently with obvious consequences. Accordingly, astrological reading calls for a look into three factors — Desha (environmental condition),
Kala (probable destiny projection) and
Patra (personality traits). Purposely so
because destiny indications are subject to
the limitations exercised by environmental conditions and personality traits.
Unfortunately, most of the practising
astrologers ignore these two important
factors while reading an astrological
chart. And when their predictions do not
come through, people get disillusioned,
which offer ground for the critiques of
astrology to cast aspersion on its efficacy.
With so many unforeseen variables
playing their part, adding to the uncertainty of future, it is difficult to digest that
one’s destiny can be defined in finite
terms. The obvious question, therefore, is:
What purpose would astrology as a discipline serve in real terms? For answer, let
us have a look into the premise on which
astrology stands.
To be continued...
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